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FOREWORD
the same location e,Tery year, simply because
there is so much to do there, particularly if the
November wearber lers us down. The organiser,
Joan Armitage~ continues to attract plaudits for
her conscientious organisation of both the winter
and summer coach outings and quite rightly sol

It gives me great pleasure to be writing this
Foreword against the backdrop of another very
successful year. For tbe first time in our history
membership at the calendar year-end is over 500 a level of support which is hugely gratifying given
the disturbing declines of so many other voluntary
groups. One downside of this is that it imposes an
even greater responsibility on those of us involved
in the running of the Society to continue to
provide a level of service such that all our
members will continue to feel we are worthy of
their support. This Review, superbly brought
together by David Leather with assistance from
Anne Riley, is testimony to the fact that 2009 was
another year when I believe all those involved in
the running of the Society have ensured that a
high standard was maintained.

The Summer Programme comprised specialist
walks/surveys supported by special visits and
Tuesday evening walks through May and June.
All of these appeared to be well supported and
most, but not all, managed to avoid the worst of
the weather, one notable exception being the
Butterfly Day which always seems to attract bad
weather - it really is about time David Howson,
our Recorder, had a little bit more luck! The day
at Skaife Hall Farm and Low Dam made for a
really interesting and informative event (thanks to
our hosts Chris/Christine Ryder and Marian
Wilby) as did the BBQ and walks at Nethergill
Farm, Oughtershaw, in late June. In the latter case
there is no doubt that the welcome which is
always extended to the Society very much
strengthens our presence in the upper valley, an
area that has been somewhat neglected in the past
for obvious geographical reasons - we are very
grateful to members and owners Chris and Fiona
Clark. The Summer Coach Outing to Old Moor
RSPB Reserve was another success with excellent
input from local staff and volunteers which was
much appreciated.

Weather-wise it has yet again been a very mixed
year - mainly dry in spring and autwnn but the
summer again being rather a disappointment, with
July in particular being wet and cool. From the
wildlife point of view this produced a rather
mixed year with birds, for example, probably not
faring too badly whilst insects were yet again hit
hard by the inclement weather for the third year in
a row. The consistently clement summer of 2006
does now seem a distant memory but we can but
hope that it will happen again soon!
The 2009 Winter Indoor Meetings were very weU
attended with audiences regularly in excess of 150
and even as high as 220 for Sir John Lawton
giving a topical lecture on 'Darwin, Evolution and
the Galapagos'. This was followed by a question
and answer session g1vrng members the
opportunity to quiz one of the leading
environmental scientists in the UK - in all this
was probably our most successful evening in
recent times. With regard to other lectures there
was the usual mix of education and entertainment
generally to a high standard (especially where our
own members were the Speakers) although some,
of course, were better received than others. The
relatively new feature of filling the evening with a
' double-bill' again proved popular and this will
continue into the future. John Robson's varied
and fascinating Microscope Evenings on the first
Tuesday of the winter months continued to be
well attended. The Coach Outing to Martin Mere
for the Bird Fair was full even though we choose

The Annual Dinner saw our return to the Clarke
Foley Centre for a buffet event wbicb was well
attended and much enjoyed. Similarly the Coffee
Morning was a great success - the organisation
for both these events was lead by Christine
Hobson who undoubtedly deserves special thanks
for all her efforts on our behalf.
This Review contains the usual thorough and very
informative Recorders' reports - this once again
reflects the hard work of all our Recorders and all
who take the trouble to send in records.
Our efforts in the conservation sphere have
continued with significant contributions at all four
of the Reserves where we continue to make our
presence felt, namely Ben Rhydding, Grass
Wood, Otley Wetland and Sun Lane. The wet
weather last summer has again meant there is an
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awful lot of clearance to do through the winter but
our wonderful teams of volunteers continue to
respond magnificently and I have no doubt we
will be shipshape by next spring! We are now
very actively involved in the Low Dam restoration
project for the conservation area below
Thruscross Dam wall, and I have every
confidence that this project will produce some
outstanding results in the years to come. In a
similar vein we have continued to use our surplus
funds to assist local conservation initiatives that
are consistent with our formal conservation
objectives. This is your money that we are using
so, if you attend our indoor meetings, please do
not hesitate to browse through the folder that is
always made available and do have a word with
me if you have any concerns - similarly don't
hesitate to ring me if you don't get to meetings
and would like to know more.

the same relatively low level for some years now
which has been of assistance in helping recruit so
many members. I never fail to be surprised at the
level of support the Society receives, not just from
those who contribute so much of their time and
effort but also from those (and there must be a
good number) who stick with us without being
able to attend many of our numerous events, but
who presumably just want to show their support.
Finally therefore a huge thank you to all the
Society's Officers, other Committee members,
Recorders and every one else who has worked for
the Society to make this year another great
success! Let us hope that we can continue in this
vein for many years to come. In the meatime do
please sit back and enjoy this splendid
publication!
Peter Riley
President

Financially we continue to be in a very healthy
state which has enabled us to hold subscriptions at

WHAT HAS CHARLES DARWIN EVER DONE FOR US?

We've just had a 'Darwin Year' here in Ilkley. Let me remind you why. The year
2009 was 150 years since Darwin and bis family came to spend over two months here
to take our spa waters. He suffered from a chronic gastric ailment which for periods
left him weak and unable to follow his studies. The illness occupied him for the rest
of his life after 1836, when he came back from his five-year voyage round the world
on HMS Beagle. Beagle was engaged in surveying the south Atlantic for the
Admiralty and Darwin went as naturalist and gentleman-companion to the captain,
paying his own way (or rather his father did).
In November 1859, while Darwin was still in Ilkley, his book ON THE ORIGIN OF
SPECIES BY MEANS OF NATURAL SELECTION, or the Preservation of Favoured
Races in the Struggle for Life was published. It had been seventeen years in the writing. Darwin was very
apprehensive about how the public, especially the world of science for whom it was written, would receive
it, and it was therefore very convenient for him to be away from London at the time. I have always said that
I 'read' it when I was about fourteen. l am sure that is true, but reading it again, I cannot believe that I did
more than dip into some of it. It is a ve1y long read, 300 pages of clear Victorian prose, careful and detailed
and, unless you take it at some speed, you lose the thread and forget where Darwin is trying to get to. As he
says towards the end, it is 'one long argwnent', and you need to stay awake for all of it. He was writing
several other books at the same time on a wide range of natural history subjects, from barnacles and beetles
to earthworms.
He could do all this because he bad inherited a private fortune. One of his grandfathers, for instance, was
Josiah Wedgwood who supplied a huge china banquet setting to Catherine the Great. Darwin bought Down
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House on the Kent downs, large enough for his family as it grew, and fitted it out with a laboratory and
outhouses. It was a conveniently sho1i train journey to London. After the 'Beagle ' he never left Britain
again though he travelled extensively and was away from home on average on.e .night a week for the next
forty years. Most of his trips were for his health, or for conversations with fellow scientists, and all the
paraphernalia for his current projects went with him. He was an indefatigable correspondent and wrote all
over the world for information on this topic or that. While be was in Ilkley for over two months to 'take the
waters' he wrote at least 60 letters to eminent scientists in Britain and abroad. as well as to his publisher. It
was during his stay here that On the Origin ofSpecies was publisbed.
He had been fen-eting out his idea for nearly twenty years, 'how do the myriad varieties we see in the
natmal world come about', and published it only then because Alfred Russell Wallace bad come to similar
conclusions. Both men submitted their papers together to the Linnean Society. D arwin's version seemed to
answer more questions. Starting with domesticated animals, his theory stated that every individual specimen
varied from every other, and that if any one had an advantage, however slight, it would have a better chance
of surviving and having offspring. This ' natural selection' would then, over perhaps a very long time, favour
those particular offspring and they in tum would become the ancestors of a whole line of future successful
descendents. The least successful lines would eventually die out. This process would go on for many
generations until the resulting descendents would be so unlike their ancestors as to be unable to breed with
other groups, and so a distinct new species would have arisen. Darwin felt that this was the best explanation
why one species had evolved to be different from another.
It is difficult for us now to appreciate how revolutionary this idea was, and therefore bow much opposition
it aroused, but in spite of its implications for human history (among many other areas of interest) it slowly
became accepted and has informed all subsequent science and natural history.
By good fortune, for twenty years I found myself living within five miles of Down House, and was able to
visit it on several occasions. In those days it was in a
somewhat dodgy state, owned by the Pharmaceutical Society
of London who found financing it a struggle. Only Darwin's
study was open to the public, and not much was left of the
greenhouses be had used for experiments. The garden had
become a neglected wilderness. But less than a mile away was
the chalk 'orchis bank' which he and his children loved to
visit. Orchis Bank was bought by the Kent Trust for Nature
Conservation in 1962, by which time it harboured only ten
orchid species. Fly and Musk Orchids had disappeared in the
(NHMus)
Down House
intervening years.
Down House is now in the care of English Heritage, who have very much improved it, re-opened and restocked the greenhouses, and set up exhibits of Darwin's life and his experiments. It is currently being
proposed for recognition as a World Heritage site.
Da1win was a genial Victorian family man who adored his wife and children, and was soon a legend in his
own lifetime as a pre-eminent scientist and a prolific writer on scientific matters (nineteen major books in six
million words). 120 ~pecies and nine genera have been named after him, as have numerous mountains,
stretches of sea all round the world. Charles Darwin died in 1882, aged 73 and was given a State Funeral
and buried in Westminster Abbey, near John Herschel the astronomer and Isaac Newton. Three of his
children followed him as Fellows of the Royal Society.
So, what has Cbaxles Darwin ever done for us? All modem natural history has come here via him. He has
shown us where we have come from, and, in a good deal of detail, how we have got here. Without his
insights modem science would not have come so far so fast. We would be without genetics and DNA and
countless medical discoveries of inestimable value. How we come to terms with his insight has of course
been another subject entirely and not one that he speculated much about. He was more optimistic than we
can be now, after a century of world wars, and he looked 'with some confidence to a future of . . .
inappreciable length'. He thought that all body and mental endowments will 'tend to progress towards
perfection'. 'There is grandeur in this view oflife'. Well maybe, but let us not take away from Darwin bis
great achievement in disclosing to us our origins.
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[Darwin's Autobiography, including two appendjces by his son Francis, is only 150 short pages long, and is a
delightful as well as informative read. A new book by Steve Jones, Darwin's island: The Galapagos in the Garden
ofKent is a fine new adilition to the history of Darwin, and all the new work about evolution and genetics since his
day.]

Mike Atkinson

SPRINGWATCH
One of the compensating factors of living OD a building site, which makes up to some extent for the
construction traffic and the lack of proper pavements or street lighting, is that we have had the opportunity to
watch the natural world evolving in response to all the upheavals caused by this human intervention.
Let's go back three summers, when our house was a half-built shell and the new balancing pond on the site,
just a ten-minute walk from our front door, was first being dug. That August's satellite image OD the internet
shows it as no more than a vague suggestion of a future body of waler, an artist's impression of a lake-to-be.
For the first few months, all was bare and sterile, but then gradually a real lake began to take shape and signs
of life appeared. Moorhens arrived. I have never seen a moorben fly, so how did they know the new lake was
there? Then a range of gulls and some mallards appeared. A heron on occasion. Nature began to get into its
stride, and the field of bare earth around the water slowly greened over. One day a kestrel hung over the
meadow, and we watched a barn owl quartering.
But it was not until this year that the new habitat reached its peak in one magnificent symphony of species.
The lapwings arrived, having unfortunately been driven from last year's nesting site by the advancing
building work. I felt a thrill when I heard their first calls of the year, and watched them wheeling over the
field. They seemed to approve of the new lake and meadow environment, because gradually more and more
arrived until we had six or seven pairs. They nested on the higher ground in the middle of the field, some
short distance back from the water. One day on my way to the water's edge l must have inadvertently got too
close to a nest, and the parent was up above me straight away, screaming and diving. I felt, as much as heaTd,
the 'whump-whump-wbump' of its wings as it drove me off.
I became mildly obsessed with the lapwings. The best spot to watch from was in some
churned-up bulldozer ruts not far from the lake bank. I could spend hours watching the
lapwings feeding in the water. It is mainly very shallow, and responds very quickly to
fluctuations in the weather. In the hot spell, I feared it would dry out completely, but a
night of rain always arrived to swell it just in time. The stands of rushes and grasses on
the edges alternated between being submerged and drying out. Soon the lapwings hatched
their chicks and I caught just one glimpse of a line of four or so in the meadow one day.
All too quickly, the buttercups, red clover, white clover and other wild flowers sprang up
and soon grew waist high, alive with butterflies and bees, blocking any views of the
young birds, and I had to approach along the abandoned road rather than through the
field. The buttercups shone with a strident, metallic sheen, forming a dramatic backdrop to the old buildings.
The lapwings did not have the place to themselves. Soon we began to see fluffy baby moorhens and a
mallard with twelve young. One day when I was proudly showing the place to a fellow Wharfedale Nat, a
couple of common redshanks flew up from the water. A heron landed close beside the lake. That weekend,
we spotted a single curlew standing motionless in a clearing in the field, and we watched it through the
binoculars for half an hour, and then two days later, we visited at dusk and were rewarded by a flight of four
curlews sweeping in towards the trees along the field edge, their fluting cry filling the sky as they went.
I began to bear rumours of little ringed plovers breeding. Many hours were spent without seeing them, but
then one afternoon in Jrn1e I finally spotted a pair, trotting about self-importantly on the muddy shoals. And
an oystercatcher. And swallows skimming the surface of the water. And all this with the traffic on the A65
thundering past just a few yards away.
As the summer declined, the buttercups gave way to the dull gold of ragwort. Butterflies and bees still
proliferated, and the cast of birds changed imperceptibly. One day the lapwings were simply not there any
more. I never saw them go. But I hope fervently that they will be back next year. I'll be waiting for them,
binoculars at the ready, looking forward to another episode in our very own Springwatch.
Lynn Loader
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BUMBLEBEES
Bumblebees are the large, furry, often brightly striped insects that frequently appear in children's story
books. Their gentle buzzing is one of the quintessential sounds of summer and along with honeybees, they
provide a vital service as pollinators, not just of flowers, but also of many food crops. Different species have
different tongue lengths, so they can actually pollinate a much wider range of plants than honeybees, and
with honeybees struggling because of various diseases and other stresses, it's even more important that we
look after bumblebees, our wild ' insurance policy'. Unfortunately, bumblebee populations too are declining
steeply, mostly because of loss of suitable flowery habitat - 98% of lowland flower meadows have
disappeared since World War 2 - and bwnblebees need a constant supply of pollen and nectar to fuel their
colonies. There are roughly one million acres of gardens in the UK, and these can provide good substitute
habitat for bumblebees if suitable plants are grown to provide pollen and nectar over a long period - more
later.
Bumblebees, like honeybees, wasps and ants are social insects. Each colony has a queen at its head,
workers (the queen 's sterile daughters) and males (whose only contribution is to mate with new queens!). It
is an annual life cycle, and only the new queens survive the winter.
There are around eighteen surviving 'true' bumblebee species in the UK, six of them in serious decline.
Cuckoo bumblebees are slightly different - they live as parasites on the 'true' bumblebees, a female taking
over the nest of a bumblebee host and using the workers to look after her own offspring. There are six
species of cuckoo bumblebee in the UK.
Each species of bumblebee has its own pru"ticular pattern of colouration and stripes, and in 2008, I decided I
must try to learn to tell them apart.

sLx -

www.bL1mb le beeconservat1ontrust .co .uk
COllvlVvt.OV\, rsuVvt.blebee.s Fou111,d

Buff-tailed bumblebee, Bombus terrestris
Queens very large and common in early spring
Workers have largely while tail, but usually wilh a
hint of buff at the front margin. Yellow bands
slightly darker/dirtier than in the whtte-tailed
bumblebee

Early bumblebee, Bombus pratorum
A small bee, oflen nesting in bl-boxes. The
yellow band on the abdomen ,s somet,mes
missing in female;;. Colonies are very short-lived,
producing males as early as AJ)(il Rarely seen
from July onwards

Tvie is[g

Worker
(Male similar)

NOTTO SCALE
~111,

Male

Queen

c;c1rde111,.s
Common carder bee, Bombus pascuorum
Abundant everywhere. lhe only common all·
brown
bumblebee.
Can
generally
be
distinguished from the much rarer brown-banded
carder by lhe presence of some black hairs on
the sides of the abdomen

Queen

Queen
White-tailed bumblebee, Bombus lucorum
A common bee, often nesting under garden
sheds. Distinguished from the simil.ar buff-tailed
bumblebee by pure-white tails and lemon yellow
bands

----~~
•., ..
•

Red-tailed bumblebee, Bombus /apidarius
Very common on chalk downland, frequent in
gardens. Distinguish from lhe much rarer redshanked carder bee by black hairs of pollen
basket on hind legs

Garden bumblebee, Bombus hortorum
A very long-tongued species preferring deep
flowers
(e.g.
foxgloves,
Oe/phm/um,
honeysuckle). Distinguished from the generally
smaller heath bumblebee by much longer face
when viewed from the front.

~

'

Face

1traiini'

·,

,

Queen

,,

Male

''-""

Queen

Queen
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Bumblebees in a Burley Garden
The choice is narrowed down considerably by which species are here in Wharfedale - no chance of a Great
Yellow bumblebee, now confined to the far Northwest of Scotland for instance. There is a Field guide* and
the Bumblebee Conservation Trust (BBCT) produce a chart of the commoner species including 'the big six'
common garden bumblebees:
l recorded all of these quite frequently. A useful tip in separating hortorum from terrestris and lucorum
(they are superficially similar) is to look at the foraging method. Hortorum has a very long tongue, whereas
the other two are short-tongued. Hortorum has no problem reaching nectar in long-tubed flowers (e.g. red
campion, comfrey), and you will see them going in through the front door as it were. Terrestris and lucorum
on the other hand have learned to 'cheat'. They bite through the top of the flower tube near the nectaries and
rob the flower (the consequences for the .flower in terms of pollination are too complicated to go into here).
So, if you see a black, yellow and white striped bee going in through a hole at the top of the flower, it
probably isn't hortorum, and I never saw lucorum or terrestris going into a red campion the 'proper' way.
I also recorded three cuckoo bumblebees. (Look out for lazily moving bumbles with dark wings and no
pollen baskets.):
B ombus vestalis (takes over the nests ofB. terres tris)
B. bohemicus (takes over the nests of B. lucorum)
B. sylvestris (takes over the nests of B. pratorum)
The two surprises were Tree bumblebee (B. hypnorum), and Mountain (Blaeberry) bumblebee (B.
monticola). Tree bumblebee was first recorded in the south of the UK in 2001, having spread from
continental Europe and is making its way rapidly north. There's no reason to think it will pose a problem for
our established native species. B. monticola is a moorland species and is now quite scarce. It is supposed to
be found at altitudes between 400 and 1250m and it forages first on bilberry (blaeberry), then on heather.
However, there is a gap between the flowering periods of these plants when monticola will descend to
flower-rich areas (like our garden apparently), and I recorded it on three separate days in June. It's a very
pretty bee, quite similar to a male red-tailed, but the red goes right up to its waist - a pair of red bloomers
rather than bikini briefs! So, in all I recorded eleven species, which I think is very good for this part of the
country, and is certainly influenced by the range of flowers we have.
Our garden is mainly planted with wildflowers, but I do have containers with 'busy lizzies', pansies,
petunias and the like. Although these provide a colourful display, I can honestly say that I didn't see a single
bumblebee feeding on the ' busy 1izzies', and only one or two investigating the pansies and petunias. This
isn't surprising really, since many bedding plants are sterile hybrids bred for their showy blooms, but lacking
pollen and nectar. Of the non-native plants, 'Cosmos' were a great favourite with the short-tongued
bumblebees. Amongst the real favourites were the clovers, trefoils and vetches (the pollen apparently has
particularly high protein value), toadflax (both common and purple) was much loved by common carders,
knapweed by male red-tailed (there are gender preferences for some flowers, males just being interested in
getting drunk on nectar!), but probably best of all was viper's bugloss. It has a really long flowering period,
and the very last flowers were still being visited in September. Of course it's also important to have flowers
like bluebells, pulmonaria, winter heathers and pussy willow. that will produce pollen and nectar in early
spring when the queens emerge. They first fuel up on nectar, then find a suitable nest site (often an old
mouse hole), and then collect pollen to make into a ball on which to lay their first batch of eggs.
One interesting piece of behaviour that I can't honestly say I was able to observe is that bumblebees have
' smelly' feet. When they visit a flower (and deplete the nectar), they leave traces of a chemical that other
bees can detect, so they don't bother to go in until the flower has time to fill up again, thus conserving
energy. This length of time varies with the flower, and bumblebees can even factor this in to their
calculations. Perhaps a subject for closer examination next year.
There's obviously very much more one could say about bumblebees, but I hope this article will encourage
more people to plant insect friendly plauts in their gardens and to record the bumblebees they see - I would
be happy to help with ID from photos, and interested to receive records.
*Field Guide to the Bumblebees of Great Britain and Ireland by Mike Edwards and Martin Jenner

Anoe Riley
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A CRAYFISH ON THE LAWN
It was just before dusk in the middle of August and we were closing the
curtains when my husband said, 'Have a look at the lawn. There's
something walking across it! ' I dashed to the window and my first thought
was, 'What is a lobster doing walking on our lawn?' I ran inside for my
camera, started to think of our closest naturalists friends and made a few
phone calls, all helpful in their own way, but our grandson rushed to the
computer and brought up crayfish on the net and found among other things
that they eat worms. He decided to put ours in a bowl of water. Our
naturalist aquatic specialist asked if we had a river or stream nearby. Our
stream was quite a way away so, taking the crayfish, we hurried across there, after giving our neighbour tin1e
to admire him. On being released at the stream, he plunged in with gusto. But the unanswered question is:
'What was he looking for? Was he after food or a mate?' The final identification was a Signal Crayfish, the
name referring to the way they wave their feelers as they walk. They have red markings on their claws and a
white spot. It was the first time I have ever seen a Crayfish walking our lawn.
Biddy Litten

RAYENS PLEASE
What's that call? ...
There it goes again, nearer but of course, it's the croak of a raven,
deep, guttural, unmusical,
but strangely appealing to me recalling the times they've enlivened
our walks in the wild countryside,
near crags on hills, moors or mountains,
elevated from the valley, with a view.
The sound carries, directs our gaze
as the raven flies overhead, curiously
checking out the people in its territory.
And now, here comes another long smooth glide, barely a wing flap.
Then, close inspection complete,
banking steeply round, a pair of Spitfues,
soaring off and away together,
out of sight over the hill.
This is winter and food is scarce,
no time for playing around,
but perhaps in the Spring we'll see once again
the ravens performing their aerobatics:
twnbling, rolling, nose-diving,
flipping over and flying upside-down and we'll hear that sonorous croak again within sight and sound of ravens,
that's where I want to be.
Linda Lee
RAVEN: 'Scarce breeding resident: population increasing'
John Flood, The Wharfedale Naturalist, Review of the year 2008
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DON'T ADOPT A DUCK
Cute they may be, intelligent they are not. As if to prove the point the mallard duck marched her ten
ducklings down the railway track en route for the river. This being Ilkley the trains stopped short of the
station for fear of squashing them and passengers were obliged to jump down off, or wait! News spread to
the Gazette office so Matt, a young reporter, raced down there complete with a cardboard box and proceeded
to scoop the babies up. Unfortunately he started with them not the mother, so a minute or so later she flew
off, never to be seen again. He was landed with them to hand rear, which he did.
Their carer started by ringing me at the surgery and asking for advice. Armed with a book on the subject
and a bag of food, my husband went to the reporter's flat, looked down at the tiny fluffy bundles huddled
together in the box, and asked Matt what he intended to do with them when they grew?
'Don't know!' was the reply.
'Tell you what,' said Michael with a smile 'as soon as they are self-reliant, bring them down to om place and
put them on our pond.' The fool!
A couple of weeks later Matt arrived with ten large ducklings. They were delighted to see our small pond
and wandered along the stone flags bordering it, gazing at the water and chirping happily to each other. Their
carer bad done a good job in rearing them; they were in no way emotionally attached to him, but he was
really sad to let them go. Following a lot of noisy duckling discussion, one after the other they jumped into
the pond. Matt had already tried them out in a bathful of water at his flat, where they promptly did an
imitation of duck submarines and had to be rescued fast; we wondered what would happen. Three managed
to float, the rest did an imitation of 'up periscope,' and with just their heads and necks showing and
screaming blue murder paddled across the water to the big clump of waterweed. They had obviously missed
out on their mother's pre-swimming grooming lessons. Out they clambered en-masse onto a stone slab, and
started grooming. We thought they would call it a day, but no, au hour or so later one of them muttered the
duck equivalent of 'OK let's give it another try,' and in they went. Only one up periscope, and even that was
not too bad.
They settled in happily. Sometimes when we crept down the garden after dark we could hear them
squeaking continually, whilst a torch shone in their direction found the group huddled together on the same
slab which was now home. Matt often came to sit and watch them, bringing food with him, but he was totally
ignored. They were wild ducks. It was some time before they left the safety of the pond and ventured up the
lawn to explore the flower-beds. Chattering happily they disappeared under the leaves, but then one of them
would yell the duck equivalent of 'There's a bogey-man!' and they would all leg it back to the water and
j ump in. Gradually the walks up the garden grew longer and the areas of exploration grew wider until they
had the courage and the energy to jump onto the patio.
About this time, our son and his family were living with us while they waited to move house. We
disappeared on a pre-booked holiday leaving them the run of the place. Two young grandchildren were
delighted when ten ducks appeared on the patio and so invited them in to the kitchen. The ducklings soon
learnt to tap on the back door early each morning, and when it was opened by a giggling child as it always
was, in they trooped in search of titbits. After a few days of skidding over the kitchen floor every time she
came down to make breakfast, my daughter-in-law had had enough! Matt was telephoned with a polite
request that he take them down to the river and leave them there! They stayed happily in a group near the
bridge for the rest of the season before dispersing.
We returned from holiday to an empty pond, - and I mean empty! The surface was covered in a sort of oil,
and the pond-weed had been eaten. Water-lilies were dead or bedraggled, and my beloved frogs had all
legged it to a quieter place. My husband, clad only in swimming-shorts and muttering constantly, spent a
week clearing it all out, and then draining it before starting again. However it was his idea in the first place,
and we had had a lot of fun out of the exercise.
For many years after this, every spring several pairs of ducks would arrive with the obvious intention of
nesting in our garden. You could almost hear one of them saying to it's mate 'This is where I spent a very
happy childhood' That was as far as they got. They were quickly chased off by an irate householder with
cries of 'Don't even think about it, I'm not going through all that again.'
It was a pleasurable experience, but be warned. Don't adopt a duck!
Pam Braithwaite
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MAKE A NOTE OF IT
My first eighteen years were lived halfway between Burley-in-Wharfedale and
Menston. My territory, gradually expanding as I grew older, encompassed the
fields and woods as far as Burley Woodhead to the west and Otley Chevin to the
east, and it was while roaming about here that I first developed my interest in
wildlife - or 'nature study', as we called it then. Of course, I never thought to write
anything down - memory was enough, and three memories dating from the 1940s
are still vivid.
The first must go back to about 1940. My mother and I were enjoying a pknic beside what I thought of as
my beck. As we munched our marmite sandwiches we became aware of an accompanying munching; a stout
furry figme was squatting on the edge of the water eating his snack of grass stems. It was a water vole: I was
never to see another inmy patch.
However, in 1980 water voles were still quite common in the Whmfe and streams from Ilkley to Poole. By
1988 they had disappeared. During the same year a party of black mink were spotted at Manor Park.
The second memory dates from about 1946. Our school games lessons took place on the Ben Rhydding
sports field [not nearly as grand as it is now, of course] and my friend and I were early. We scrambled down
to the edge of the river and spent a happy twenty minutes poking about among the exposed tree roots and
flood debris - until, suddenly, there it was. An otter cub was lying amid the bits of leaves, sticks and dry
grass, stiff and cold, its mouth drawn back to expose little white teeth - a very dead otter cub. At that time
we were quite interested in corpses (often giving them Christian burial with cross of sticks and meat paste
pot of wild flowers), so I don' t remember being particularly shocked or saddened. Had I known that this was
one of the very last otters to be seen on the Wharfe for several decades I might have felt differently.
In 1948 otter tracks and one animal were seen near the toll bridge in Ben Rhydding, then nothing until the
mid-nineties when the YWT Otters and Rivers Project began surveying the Wharfe and evidence was found
that otters had at last returned to our river. Great news!
My third memory is harder to date- probably about 1949, I had never seen a
squirrel, though of course I had heard and read about them. After all, I was a
keen follower of Out with Romany on Children 's Hour. Then, one chilly
winter day I was happily trespassing on the railway embankment to the east of
Bradford road, visiting a beautiful beech tree which presented a particularly
easy and satisfactory climb, when I encountered my very first squirrel - and it
was grey, a magical silver ghost in the dim winter light. I was thrilled.
Unbeknown to me, between 1949 and 1955 red squirrels were still being
seen around our area. A dead one was actually brought in from Panorama
Woods by a cat. By 1969, however, grey squirrels were to be seen in all areas
and reds had virtually vanished
1 am relying on memory for these rather tentatively dated personal experiences. The information in italics is
much more reliable; it's from the Wharfedale Naturalists' records that have been garnered from members
and verified by experts for over sixty years. This store of reports also tells me of a memory I might have had
but didn't. Apparently, during the 1940s a corncrake was regularly heard calling from the fields alongside
Bradford Road within half a mile of my home. F ifty years later I bad to travel to the Western Isles of
Scotland in order to hear my first corncrake.
Since joining the WNS I have become a dedicated - some might say a fanatical note-maker. I measure
maximum and minimum temperatures and amounts of rainfall and make daily notes; I keep records of our
garden birds, filled in week by week and sent off every quarter to the British Trust for Ornithology to add to
their impressive Garden Birdwatch data bank; I write up observations in a field notebook and try to be very
systematic in extracting anything useful from it to send to our WNS recorders and, as readers of last year's
Wharfedale Naturalist will know, I'm positively obsessive about noting my garden hedgehogs' every move.
It gives me a lot of pleasure and interest to compare these jottings year on year. It's also one way in which I
can make some small contribution to our shared knowledge at a time when record-keeping is not just an
interesting pastime. With climate change already upon us we need all the data we can possibly gamer.
Jenny Dixon
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RECORD REWARDS
·E ver since I were a lad' I've been keeping records of the plants I see. My oldest record is from 1944 - a
walnut tree in an uncle's garden. From then on I have kept records of my finds - grid references and dates,
as well as places. When you were eleven years old it wasn 't all that different from train-spotting, with the
added attraction of being 'science'.
I can look up my record of the first Himalayan balsam I ever saw. We swear about the plant now, for the
way it takes over everywhere if you give it just one season's start, but I can recall when it was not like that.
Y!y find was on 29 August 1944, in small ditch on a field side near Grantham where my grandparents lived,
just a single plant, all by itself. It startled me, and stunned me. I thought it so beautiful and such a strange
shape, and I am still thrilled by it, though I now take my turn at hacking it down. I had no idea what it was,
but I had heard of 'Kew', so I wrote them a postcard, with the best description of it I could make up. That
was enough for them to put me on the right track. A year or two after, my new flora had it in it (no pictures).
All it said was, 'flws. rose; banks of rivers', which is true enough, as far as it goes, nothing though about it
getting up to six feet high and shading out anything round it. We now have the New Atlas and I can read
that it
' was introduced as an ornamental garden plant in 1839 and was first recorded in the wild in 1855 (Middlesex). It
became naturalised independently in many different places, but did not attain its most rapid rate of increase until
almost a century later.'

So I was nearly at its blast off. About ten years ago the question arose as to the history of its spread, and I
was able to see from the records I made all those years ago that I never saw it on the riverbanks in Grantham
itself in 1944. If I had done I would not have been so surprised at finding it as a new record a couple of
miles away in a ditch.
Just think - should I have nipped it in the bud? That would have made no difference. It was already I 00
years ahead of me and 'outa sight'. I love the plant, but its history shows how careful you have to b e when
bringing in exotics. You can never tell where they will get to, even if it takes them a century to take off
(gardeners be aware!).
I dido 't seriously make records for some years after I left home, but by then my list of British species had
lopped 450. In the next 45 years I added only 200 more. Since I came to live in Ilkley however, in ten years
the list has grown to a bit short of 1,000. There are more that I have seen on overseas travels, and I now have
the whole lot on a computer database. So I can browse on that and relive some of the great moments in my
life year by year, trip by trip and indeed yard by yard, from 1944 right until now, and the list jogs my
memory about many other great moments, too.
Browse the list and I come across many treasures. In Dovedale in 1950 I was lucky enough to bump into
~ ottingham catchfly. I still remember the day clearly. John Ray had first found the plant 300 years before,
on the crags of Nottingham Castle (not far from my home). By 1950 it was a rarity, and it is still rarer now,
in only about three places inland and a few more on coasts. It is not a tiny plant, spreading a couple of feet
overall, with sizeable, though untidy, flowers, a bit like a white ragged robin. It died out in Nottingham the
year I was born (it must have heard me coming). I've seen the plant half a dozen times since, though never
again in Britain.
And old records can tell us a lot. The leopard's-bane we find on Denton Road every spring has been known
ihere since before 1886, and it is still alive and well. We know that, because in 1946, the year ofWharfedale
~ats' beginning, a visitor remembered it from 1886, so we know the last 130 years of its history. John Ray's
list of plants from Ingleborough still exists - from 1670. Records, carefully kept, can
show for some hundreds of years how our flora is changing.
The New Atlas has given us all sorts of extra knowledge. Creeping lady's-tresses is an
orchid which is unusual south of the Cairngorms. I found it there 35 years ago and from
my notebook (now my database) I have been able to improve on its known maximum
altitude. We can now track the lowest and highest known appearances of our plants.
This gives us more clues about global wamting, as our cold climate plants retreat higher
and higher up the hills, and abandon the lower slopes which are starting to become, for
them, rather too warm.
Yellow bird's-nest (left), looking a bit like toothwort is actually a relative of the heather
family, and has recently come strongly onto the Yorkshire scene. It is a shy saprophyte
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(try saying that quickly!), a bit like a yellow toothwort. It comes above ground only briefly to flower and
fruit, so if you're not there at the right time, you miss it. Normally there's very little of it no1th of the
Thames. But a year or two ago a huge colony of 300 spikes sprang up in Elland! The only time I have seen
it was in Sun-ey 35 years ago and I can flip up my records and wonder whether it is still where I saw it then.
The Surrey county Recorder told me last year they don't find it there now, but they were going to look again
for it last June. I thought of joining them.
Just a few examples of rewards from records. So, that's what I have been doing, for sixty-odd years and I
have enjoyed every minute of it. You may have been missing something; and also may be missing out on a
piece of vital protection for our wildlife? When an environmental survey is can-ied out for a new
development, your record may be crucial in protecting an important bird, animal, or plant.
It isn't hard work. All you have to do is keep somewhere a note of the dates, the places, and if possible, the
grid references of what you want to report, and put your name on it. Then, make sure somebody else knows
where you keep your list (we don't want to lose all your hard-won information once you've found it). Also,
once a year, just collect your notes up and send them to the Recorder who deals with the bird, plant etc. you
have seen. There are fourteen of them and their names and addresses are listed on the back of yam
Programme. There is so much that we know. It must not be lost. Why not start now?
Mike Atkinson.

A TITBIT DRAMA

One cold evening in October 2008 we were invited to one of our regular bridge evenings in Ben Rhydding.
Nothing extraordinary about that but we were rather surprised at the excitement of our hosts when we rang
the doorbell. 'We have something to show you!' So we hurried into the lounge and looked around, nothing
unusual it seemed but then they turned on the television and revealed a roosting Blue Tit. Apparently they
bad been given a nest box by one of their sons for a golden wedding present, it contained a miniature, wired
night vision (IR) camera. So when time allowed, the box was fixed on the outside wall and the camera lead
threaded through wall and floor into the sitting room and linked to the TV, allowing the interior of the nest to
be viewed in comfo11. Within hours a blue tit had taken up residence as a night-time roost. That evening the
bridge took a bit of a back seat as we watched, fascinated by the scratchings, preenings and restless snoozing
of the new lodger enlarged about five times on the TV screen.
With Christmas looming and a need for research into a present for the lady of the house, I thought, 'the very
thing'. A quick search of the Internet, an email and the deed was done. A night vision, wireless bird-box
camera (measuring 20 x 20 x lOrnm) and a 2.4 GHz receiver winged their way to Burley.
In April, two bird boxes with cameras were placed in what seemed to be prime sites near the garden shed,
which had an available elechical power point. The third box, without a camera, was moved to the north wall
of the house near the front door just under the shower room window from which it could be accessed. We
could observe the boxes in the garden and they seemed to attract a bit of tit interest but it seemed they, the
tits, were more interested in removing the nice soft fluffy bits (dryer debris) than using them. And yes, you
have guessed, 'they' took up residence in the north facing, camera-less box, fil!jng it with a beautiful nest of
moss, dried grass, feathers and fluff (the latter probably filched from the garden boxes!).
With no obvious electtical point near, a temporary lead was taken from the min-or light and one of the
cameras moved from box 1 to box 3 while the occupant(s) were out. This revealed that only one bird was
roosting there. Sexing of blue tits is not a strong point and we assumed, for no particular reason, it was
Bertie. So there 'he' was every evening between 6 and 7pm and gone by 6.30am the next day. This situation
was maintained for the next couple of weeks or so when two shadowy egg shapes appeared (23'd April) in
the nesting material. A bit difficult to make out at first but yes, they were eggs and by 27th April there were
six. Bertie had had a sex change and became Belinda. There seemed little attempt to keep the eggs warm,
Belinda being away from the nest for long periods until 30th April by which time there were ten eggs and
brooding started in earnest. But Bert, be is bald by the way and easy to recognise in and outside the nest.
does arrive with 'titbits', bless him, including one of my bees and a tick. Both of these delicacies caused Be]
some trouble even though Bert was very attentive and presented them in different ways to please her.
During this brooding period Belinda left the nest for only a few minutes and spent some time snoozing and
preening and a lot of time rearranging the eggs and digging about in the bottom of the nest. Cat-naps would
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probably not the best way to describe her sleep pattern but she seldom spent more than five minutes sleeping
with her head tucked firmly m1der her wing. We assume that this pattern of activity went on all night.
There were other occupants of the nest. Numerous fleas could be seen from time to time which seemed to
cause her to do some fairly vigorous scratching and digging into feathers. She also caught and presumably
ate, a small spider, which had the audacity to walk across the frame.
Now all this suggests that we spend many hours obse1ving Bert and Bel but not so. A timer restricted
observations to between 8am and lOam (breakfast plus) and 5pm to 7.30pm which takes in cup-of-tea-time
and dinner.
In early April the Ben Rhydding bird disappeared suddenly . A pile of feathers near the nest box suggested a
violent demise; the cat next door was blamed. However, a new resident took over, another blue tit, and it laid
a clutch of eight eggs during the last two weeks of April. The eggs all batched but none of those chicks
survived to fledge. Unlike thrushes and blackbirds which may have several clutches, tits usually put all their
eggs in one basket, so to speak, so sadly this was a wasted season for that pair. We tend to talk tits and not
bridge now-a-days.
Our first egg hatched at about noon on lth May, exactly thirteen days after Bel started brooding in earnest.
The lady of our house happened to be ironing at the time. Bel gently removed the cracked shell from the top
of the egg and, leaving the squirming chick in the remainder, broke the top up and ate it. She then turned her
attention to the chick, very carefully removed the bottom half of the egg and ate that too. By 6pm there were
six or seven hatchlings and we counted eight by the following morning. Two eggs failed to batch. One of
these was broken and removed by the tits; the other remained under the squirming mass of tit-flesh until very
late in the proceedings. Bertie, who actually never roosted in the nest, came into his own now and both
parents started the frantic feeding routine, which they were to continue for the next 19 days. Some of the
caterpillars presented to the chick were huge and were offered around, given and removed, and squeezed
until one favoured chick, usually the biggest, managed to swallow the mangled carcase.
Around day five since the hatch, head fluff could be seen, and by day seven wing quills had developed. The
chicks by this time were very demanding; every noise evoked a gape response, which subsided if it was not a
visiting parent. There was quite a marked difference in growth and, perhaps not surprisingly, the biggest
seem to get most attention particularly from Belinda. Bertie seemed to
spread his attention wider and would often spend quite a few minutes
distributing his offerings to a ll the chicks. The nest was kept scrupulously
clean and all detritus, except the unhatched egg and later, dead chick
carcases, removed. There did not appear to be any soiling of the nest, the
chicks upended themselves and presented a faecal sac, which was removed
by either of the parents. All went well until about day seven when one
chick disappeared, then two and by day 9 there were only four chicks left
alive. The carcases of the dead chicks seemed to be largely ignored and
were trampled under foot and feather. One chick was rather smaller than
the rest but it appeared to develop well and remained active until fledging B rt' f d'
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four days, 1.e. 15 day of broodmg. A ll four appeared well on the evenmg
of the L5th day but on the morning of the 16th the smallest chick was dead. Both parents made efforts to feed
it initially but soon gave up and the carcase thereafter was just ignored. The remaining three chicks were hail
and hearty and survived until fledging on Jm1e I si, exactly nineteen days after Belinda laid her tenth egg.
They fledged very early in the morning of the 151 June, between 5am and 6am. It was a nice sunny day and
looking out of the front door at that early hour of the day a number of tits were flitting about and chattering
in the ash tree over the road. One of these was Bertie with his bald head and he came over to the privet bush
under the nest and scolded me for disturbing their activities.
As far as we know that was the last time they visited the nest and there has been much less tit activity in the
garden since then. The nest was dismantled and cleaned out on June 12th when the remains of chick 4 was
still present. Searches of the nest material did not reveal any other carcases so presumably Belinda must have
removed them during her very vigorous housekeeping activities or they were just composted in the fabric of
the nest.
What do we do now? Well, we don' t watch daytime 'television' any longer but we do miss the little
creatures who gave us and many of our friends a great deal of pleasure.
Brian Spence
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THE TIME TO FLY
One morning in early April 2009, I went to a private wood in the Washburn valley where I have a permit to
watch birds. I wandered around the wood for a few hours and found a newly excavated hole in a small
Willow tree at the far side of a 50 metre wide stretch of water. This prevented any close examination, but I
guessed from the size of the hole that it had been excavated by a Lesser Spotted Woodpecker (LSW). I sat
on a log appreciating the early spring woodland and listening to the calling and drun1ming of Great Spotted
Woodpeckers which I had been hearing most of that morning. Then I heard the distinctive drumming of a
LSW. I wasn't far from the new LSW bole so I hurried expectantly towards it, but as I approached the
dmrnming stopped! When l came in sight of the bole I scanned the trees and, suddenly a male LSW landed
on a tree and began drumming, I happily watched it until it flew away.
I told John Flood and Ken Limb about my find. Ken had seen a LSW in this wood earlier in 2009, and
when John went to see the nest hole in mid-April be was lucky enough to watch a pair of LSW mating, a
very rare sight in the UK.
Discovering this nest hole in such an ideally viewable position made me decide that I would try to see the
-fledging of the chicks and count them, though I realised that, for various reasons, that this would not be very
easy.
I visited the site four mornings in May, twice with my partner Pauline, and
once with Pat and Ken Limb. These visits confirmed that the LSW were
using this hole and during my visit on 18th May I saw faecal sacs being
removed, proving that chicks were indeed in the nest, though I had no idea
how many there were. Ken thought that fledging would take place around
first light, or early morning, so on my next four visits I acted on this and
visited early in the day.
When I visited the site at 7am on 1st June the adults were, by then, not
going inside the chamber, but standing below the hole and feeding the chicks
by ducking their heads into the hole with their beaks full of wiggly food. The
chicks were certaioJy growing and filling the chamber; later in the morning it
became apparent how much the chicks had grown as their faces began
appearing at the hole for the first time; but, for obvious reasons one at a time.
As the morning progressed the chicks pushed their heads further and further
out of the hole and called for food.
On 2°d June when I visited the site at 7am accompanied by Pauline, Pat and
Ken, the chicks were sticking their heads right out of the hole to be fed. In
ninety minutes the adults fed the chicks twenty times! They were very busy
and diligent parents.
On 3rd June I again watched the bole from 7am, staying for four and half
hours. On this occasion l used my telescope, which made it much easier to
record alJ the many comings and goings, as the telescope stayed focussed on
the bole and 1 had a clearer view, with both hands free to make notes. During this period the adults made
forty-six visits to the nest, thilty six of these being made by the male. A chick's head was at the hole calling
most of the time; the adults called too, but not as constantly as the chicks. The chicks became bolder as the
morning progressed, forcing themselves further out of the bole until I feared one of them might fall out,
especially one female, which was the boldest chick. So active were they that when I left I was worried that
the chicks might leave the nest by that afternoon.
After an 'early-to-bed' night l was woken by the dawn chorus at 4arn, (the alarm wasn't needed), a good
omen I hoped, and I got up promptly. I travelled to the site with fears tbat the chicks had fledged the day
before or earUer that morning. I arrived at the view-point at 5.1 Oam, just after a lovely spring sunrise. When I
set up my telescope I immediately saw a chick's bead at the hole; well, at least one hadn't left the nest! In
fact all the chicks were in the hole and the feeding regime can-ied on as on the previous day, but with the
male doing all the feeding. At times he was visiting the nest with food at one-minute intervals, the average
interval being three and a half minutes! A chick's head was visible at the bole almost constantly, except for
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brief moments when the chicks changed places. Wben a chick had its head out, it called all the time its head
;as visible, except when it was being fed.
At 6.30 the male went right into the hole and flew out after a minute or less, but I didn' t see it carrying a
:fuecal sac as it usually did in such situations. (I thought afterwards that at this point the adult male had
d early decided that the chicks were fit and ready to leave the nest, and had acted accordingly, ceasing to
ming regular feeds and calling the chicks out). Then both the adults began calling from the willow scrub near
me nest, and the chicks went on calling from the nest. The last feed had been at 6.27 and I had my eyes glued
!O the telescope watching the hole. From time to time a chick's head appeared at the hole calling a few times,
while the adults called repeatedly from the willows.
Suddenly at 7.15, a female chick.flew straight out of the hole and into the Willow scrub. One out. A minute
later, a second female chick's head appeared at the hole and the adult male arrived and fed it, but it was the
'ldult that flew offl At 7.26 the adult male returned and fed this female chick again. A minute later she began
ro come out of the hole but got stuck halfway out, head facing down the tree! But she wriggled herself
upright, came right out of the hole and climbed up the tree trunk pecking at the tree as she climbed then at
I.be top she flew into the Willow scrub to join the others. Two fledged.
Then a male chick's head appeared at the hole, calling, and five minutes later, at 7.32, the adult male landed
near the hole and fed the youngster which calmly climbed out and clung to the trunk next to his dad, who fed
him a caterpillar before they flew off together into the willow scrub. By now the calling from all the LSWs
which bad been more or less continuous after the first chick had emerged), abruptly stopped, and all was
strangely quiet. Three fledglings then in all, two female and one male LSW chicks.
I was thrilled and delighted! A very memorable and rewarding experience. My grateful thanks to the owner
of the wood for permitting me to watch birds there.
After thoughts: l had spent a good many enjoyable hours watching these events. However, the two adult Lesser
Spotted Woodpeckers had spent the best part of three months hard work in producing three apparently healthy
chicks. First they had to select a suitable tree in a reasonably safe location, and then they had to chip a hole into the
tree, excavate a chamber (removing the chippings) to cater for up to seven chicks and two adult birds. When the eggs
are laid, then incubated by the adults in tum, and w.hen the chicks are hatched, the adults take turns in keeping the
naked chicks warm. The adults take turns in foraging for food and feeding the growing chicks, a feeding period
which lasts for seventeen to twenty days, involving the adults in the enormous effort of constantly flying to and fro.
The adults also have to protect constantly both themselves and chicks from predators, and keep the whole chamber
clean by removing faecal sacs. And after all this they have to teach the youngsters to fend for themselves.

Ernie Scarfe

WILD WINTER SWANS

The familiar swans seen around Otley, with graceful curved necks and orange bills with a black knob at the
base, are mute swans. Herds of up to 20 regularly congregate below the bridge in Wharfemeadows Park.
However, in October and November, it is worth keeping an eye on more open stretches of water for wild
swans from much further afield. In our area they are passing through, splashing down on the waters of the
Washburn Valley reservoirs, Knotford Nook or
Otley Wetland for perhaps just a few hours, or a day
or two before moving on.
There are two species, both of which bold their
necks up straight when swimming, making them
easy to distinguish from mute swans even at a
distance when their straighter black and yellow bills
are not obvious. The larger and by far the more
common is the whooper swan. These are en route
from their breeding grounds in Iceland to their main
winter quarters around the Ouse Washes where
numbers reach about 4000. On the other side of the
Whooper Swans at Lindley Wood Reservoir o o·c
Pennines, Martin Mere and the Ribble Estuary can
hold up to 2000.
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Smaller with less yellow in the bill, is the Bewick's swan, now much less common in our area than in years
gone by. These breed in Siberia and in winter migrate southwest to Denmark. Holland and Britain. Large
numbers, usually over 5000, still winter around the Wash but birds passing through Yorkshire would more
likely be heading for northwest England where numbers in recent years have only been measured in dozens.
Britain is on the western edge of its range and it seems probable that, with warmer winters, birds which
might previously have reached us as a result of freezing conditions on the continent, are now staying further
east.
SPRJNG BUTTERFLIES
Apart from the occasional butterfly tempted out of hibernation by a sunny
day in winter, the first to show in any numbers in the early spring are likely
to be Peacocks, Small Tortoiseshells or Commas. Although strikingly
coloured, some individuals may appear ragged for these are last year's
butterflies that have overwintered, often in garden sheds, hollow trees,
woodpiles or on sheltered tree trunks, and now emerge to mate and lay
eggs. There is then a gap of several months when few of the butterflies are
seen while their eggs hatch into caterpillars that grow and pupate before
emerging in their new finery in late smnmer.
These three species lay their eggs on young nettles which then provide
food for the caterpillars. One of the best places to see them around Otley is
on the abundance of nettles growing on the old sewage beds of Gallows
Hill Nature Reserve, at the edge of the town along Pool Road, but they will
use any nettle patch left in a comer of the garden.
Not all the spring butterflies have hibernated as adults. Orange-tips spend
the winter in chrysalis form before emerging as adults in early May. They
will be around for j ust a few weeks to mate and lay eggs but will then not
be seen again until the following spring.
One of the most beautiful of the spring butterflies is the Holly Blue which
also survives the winter as a chrysalis. They like woodland edges and gardens with trees but frustratingly are
often seen only in flight as they prefer to settle rugh in the trees where they feed on the honeydew produced
by aphids rather than on flowers at ground level. As their name implies, the spring females lay their eggs on
holly although females batching later in the year will use ivy.
THE HAWK IN YOUR GARDEN
A bird of prey flashing along the side of a hedge or slipping low between houses is almost certainly a
sparrowhawk. Twice this year I have watched sparrowhawks using the fence posts along the edge of the
garden as feeding stations. While on each occasion I have been dismayed to see one of my favourite garden
species ending up as a food item, first a song thrush and then a long-tailed tit, in fact their presence is a sign
of a healthy small bird population. Sparrowhawks cannot survive without hundreds of smaller birds in the
food pyramid below them .
Their hunting relies on the element of surprise, flying low beside a hedge before looping over it on to
unsuspecting birds feeding on the other side. It is easy to understand why birds on feeders panic at the
slightest movement. The male hawks, blue-grey above and barred rufous below, are more frequent visitors to
gardens while the bigger, browner females range more widely and target larger pTey, even taking birds as big
as wood pigeons.
Forty years ago sparrowhawks were a rare sight, their numbers decimated by pesticides like DDT which
accumulated in their bodies, a small amount from each prey item. Thankfully they are now common again
with nesting pairs scattered in the woods around Otley, particularly Farnley Hall Woods and the Chevin,
from where they launch bunting expeditions into our gardens. They are just one of the birds of prey species
which can be seen on a daily basis over and around the town. Red kites and buzzards are increasingly
common, while kestrels, most often seen hovering over surrounding fields, have been known to treat the
ledges of some of Otley's ta11er house terraces as cliff ledges.
Denis O'Connor
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WILDFLOWERS ON THE VERGES AND ROUNDABOUTS
OF THE BURLEY BYPASS
When the Burley bypass was built some 16 years ago, it was deliberately sown with a grass and wild flower
seed mix at the request of the Community Council. This was a splendid initiative somewhat ahead of its time
and resulted in a most attractive sequential flowering regime including wild daffodils, cowslips and summerflowering species such as ox-eye daisy and knapweed.
Problems began however with the 'grass' cutting programme organised by Bradford Council. This was too
frequent for the flowers to reach their full potential and thereafter to set seed and so to spread. Slowly but
surely therefore the wild flowers were diminishing in their variety and intensity, especially the annuals which
are of course totally reliant on being able to set seed if they are to reappear the following year.
Earlier in this decade, Anne and I really began to take note of these flower-rich areas but the problems
being created by the cutting regime quickly became apparent. No sooner would the flowers begin to bloom
in profusion than the dreaded grass cutting machine would appear over the horizon and decimate the flower
beds, all in the interests of tidiness. It was clear therefore that a lot of the biodiversity created by the original
initiative was not going to survive for much longer.
Through our membership of various conservation organisations, we were aware of initiatives in this area in
other parts of the country. For example we got hold of a leaflet from Cumbria Wildlife Trust which gave
details of the partnership they bad developed wjth Cumbria County Council to protect roadside verges that
were known to have high biocliversity value.
We were therefore eventually moved to contact Bradford
Council in 2005 to see if we could make progress with the people
who were directly responsible for the cutting regime and were
pleasantly surprised when a representaive agreed to meet us on
site to discuss the position. One thing led to another with the result
that, after several meetings and a lot of telephone calls over
several years, we now have a clear understanding, on paper, of
which areas of the bypass and roundabouts will be cut at what
times. Whilst I was acting initially as the Chairman of the Burley
Village Wildlife Group, I was elected to the newly-formed Burley
Parish Council in 2006. This significantly strengthened our hand
in dealing with Bradford Council because I was now acting in a
more official capacity and also because, to their great credit, my
colleagues on the Parish Council have always given their full
support to this concept. This is especially noteworthy given that
one of the most significant problems we had to contend with was a
variety of negative comments that, for example, for several
months in late summer to early autumn, the roundabouts and
verges look 'untidy' . Whilst this is true, given the need to leave
the flowers to set seed, the biodiversity gain heavily outweighs the perception of 'untidiness'. We
emphasised that over-managed verges and roundabouts of bedding plants, replaced eve1y few weeks, had
very little biocliversity value.
Why, you may ask, were we prepared to give so much time to this? In a nutshell we have lost so much
diversity in the wider countryside, not least because of agricultural intensification and the move from hay
meadows to improved grassland, that areas such as roadside verges are rapidly becoming essential wildlife
havens if managed sympathetically. In addition, this concept is officially recognised in the Natural
Environment and Rural Communities Act (2006) which is a wide ranging piece of legislation that imposes a
specific duty on all public boclies to try to maintain biodiversity but also to actively seek to enhance it. In
effect therefore we were only asking Bradford Council to do what it was supposed to do from 2006 onwards!
The Act actually specifically refers to roadside verges as an example of an area of operation where there is
significant scope to enhance biodiversity. In addition of course, the Council gain from reduced costs due to
less frequent cutting.
The position in 2009 is that we have developed a very effective working relationship with the relevant
Bradford Council officials with all of us working to a common goal. The result has been clear for all to see
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with the diversity of the target areas improving year by year creating a haven for insects and a wond·erful
spectacle for nearly six months of the year.
Finally my thanks to all concerned who have supp01ted this initiative to the greater good of our natural
environment
Peter Riley

SOCIETY ACTIVITIES
THE MICROSCOPE GROUP
It has been another year of varied meetings with a mixture of new topics, old
favourites and more participants.
A session on getting the best from your microscope led by Robin Jakeways of Leeds
Microscopical Society revealed a number of 'low tech' methods of producing
different types of illumination. The simplest was to place a finger in the light path to
give dark ground illumination. This allows unstained cells which are almost
transparent under the ordinary light microscope to be seen.
In February we looked at a collection of antique slides - everything from fish scales
and sawfly proboscis to snail 'teeth' - rasps on the snail's underside to allow for
movement over smooth surfaces. One slide of wood sections had been a prizewinner
at an exhibition in 1862 - it was just one of 400,000 slides made by two people.
Freshwater diatoms, desmids, and dirty water provided plenty of live action, favourite topics which bad
everyone enthralled.
After the summer break Nevil Bowland brought a
collection of small mammal bones and harlequin
ladybirds. Although their body colour varies from
orange to black with different numbers of spots they
can be distinguished from other types of ladybirds
by their brown legs and large size. For those with an
Fish scales and hon.es in. otter sprain.t
interest in dissection, there were owl pellets to tease
apart revealing jaw bones, skulls and beetle wing
cases, and otter spraint full of fish parts.
The Society's two newest recorders, Bruce Brown and Gordon Haycock, gave an excellent workshop on
fems, mosses and liverworts. Appropriately for a December meeting it took the form of identification
puzzles. Different fem fronds and spores were displayed alongside textbook pictures and keys to be matched
if possible. A list of mosses and liverworts from either acidic moorland or limestone habitats were to be
compared with samples, and with careful microscopy a sphagnum species with cellular papillae
distinguished.
If activities like these appeal to you, why not come along to a meeting - there are several microscopes
belonging to the Society which may be borrowed.
Thank you to all those who have led meetings and provided material and thanks particularly to John
Hobson without whose ideas and enthusiasm none of these evenings would be possible.
Heather Burrow

GEOLOGY FIELD EXCURSIONS IN 2009
Otley Chevin, Tuesday 19th May. An evening visit to this superb viewpoint has become a customary
start to the season of geology excursions. As usual, it attracted a large number of participants who not only
seemed to enjoy the view but also the walk around the gritstone crags and landslipped slopes of this fine
escarpment.
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Harrogate, Tuesday 9th June. Harrogate lies on a great arching fold in Carboniferous strata - the
Harrogate Anticline. The axis of this anticline is aligned SW-NE and the fold lies at the NE limit of a number
of anticlines with similar axial trend; the Skipton Anticline is another example. These form a series known as
the Ribblesdale Fold Belt. The strata involved in the anticline are mainly unexposed shaly mudstones and
siltstones that contain much dispersed iron pyrites (FeS2 ). However, according to the Geological Survey
Memoir, the high sulphur content in the famous Harrogate Spring Waters 'could result from in-situ reduction
of sulphate, metabolised by bacteria under strongly reducing conditions '. Our main focus was on the
sandstones in the sequence, namely the Red Scar Grit, Almscliff Grit, and Harlow Hill Sandstone, and a
limestone, the Han-agate Roadstone. These are all seen in either disused quarries or stream sections to the
west and south-west of the town.
Fountains Fell, Tuesday 11th August. Sixteen members and guests assembled at a car park near
Malham Tarn. From there, in fine weather, we traversed the Great Scar Limestone outcrop (Cove Limestone
and Gordale Limestone members) forming relatively low ground before climbing steep slopes formed by the
more mixed lithologies of the Yoredales or Wensleydale Group. This led to the broad ridge that extends for
several kilometres and eventually leads up to the summit of Fountains Fell capped by the Grassington or
Howgate Edge Grit. The summit plateau we found to be pock-marked by shallow pits where a coal seam was
once worked.
Ilkley Moor, Tuesday 291h September. Stmting at the crag and detached block known as the 'Cow and
Calf, we first speculated on how the ' Calf had arrived at its present position about 10 metres downslope
from the 'Cow'. One explanation that seems to be generally accepted is that the detachment from the 'Cow'
rook place when the whole region was buried under an ice sheet during the last ice age, perhaps fifteen to
twenty thousand years ago. Then as the ice finally melted, the Calf was gently let down into its present
position. We noted the cross-lamination in the gritstone and from its orientation worked out that the original
base of the block was now facing uphill towards the 'Cow'. Our walk then took us across Backstone Beok to
the great Rocky Valley landslip and then followed the 'Dalesway Link' up the steps and onto the moor
eventually reaching the 'Twelve Apostles' standing stones where we picnicked and enjoyed extensive views
in all directions. From here we walked across High Lanshaw Dam and along the length of the Lanshaw
Delves Moraine noting the numerous pits where the limestone component of the moraine had probably been
extracted. It is likely that the limestone had been transported by ice from the main Carboniferous Limestone
outcrop in the upper Wharfedale and Malham areas. Our last stop was to examine a large isolated gritstone
boulder known as the 'Haystack' which displays good examples of 'cup and ring' structures thought to be
about 4000 years old (Bronze Age).
Neil Aitkenhead

BEN RHYDDING GRAVEL PITS NATURE RESERVE
Review of the year 2009
We have continued to make good progress on the management of the reserve in 2009. A big thank you to
everyone who has helped out, in this our 3rd year. The following are just some of the highlights:
In March, we again welcomed the British Trust for Conservation Volunteers (BTCV) who put up more nest
boxes. This was followed by two summer 'Balsam Bashes'. It was great to see the enthusiasm of their young
Yolunteers, many of whom were working with us for the first time. Himalayan balsam remains a challenge
for us and is a key focus for our summer work groups, but each spring it's rewarding to see the extent of the
site that is now balsam free -with recovering numbers of flowering plants.
In June, I was delighted to accept Peter Riley' s invitation to lead a Tuesday evening walk around the site. It
was a good opportunity to show members bow the site has evolved over recent years, the improvements we
have made and our plans for the future. Despite a rather ominous forecast of rain we had a turnout of about
30 members. The evening got off to a great start as Anne and Peter showed the results of the moth trap they
had set up the night before - 75 moths including 33 species. The heavens then opened as we started a circular
walk, including viewing the fems on the anglers' site and the sand martin colony on the river bank. No visit
IO Ben Rhyddi.ng would have been complete without a brief demonstration of balsam removal and a debate
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on the decline of the once prolific orchids. Now rarities on the site, the identification of a couple of marsh
orchids proved to be quite a debating point amongst the botanists!
In May, Ilkley Anglers received planning permission to deepen the lagoon by removing silt - to be
deposited elsewhere on their site and creating disabled fishing/car access. Permission was granted subject to
various conditions being met (many of which we had identified) to minimise damage to existing habitats and
the creation of new ones. They are now applying for funding from various bodies to complete the work. We
will continue to work with them in an advisory capacity.
In November, Bil1 Lever kindly put up a number of bat boxes for us and we look forward to monitoring
activity in 2010.
N icky Vernon has been recording the regrowth of the three small test areas that have we have fenced off
from the rabbits. They are clearly overgrazing the site.
We are working with Bradford Council (the site owners) on a number of initiatives. These include having
the site designated a Local Nature Reserve, which would enhance the sites status and increase its statutory
protection.
In 2010 we will continue to run work groups on the second Saturday of the month. As always we would
welcome more volunteers to join us, or if you would just like to learn a bit more about the site, give me a call
on 01535 647220 or drop me an email to: parkes.steve@hotmail.co.uk
Steve Parkes

BOTANY GROUP VISIT TO TEESDALE-14-16rn JUNE 2009
The Botany Group visit to Teesdale in June
for me was perfect. It's one of my favourite
areas in the UK, and the plants are so diverse.
We started on the lovely riverside walk from
Bowlees, with the cheerful globeflowers
growing on the river bank. It's so special to
see them, even if we did have a deluge later,
when the three of us had to erect ow· tents! - It
was worth it though, because next morning at
5.30 the sunrise was magic!
The second day on Widdybank Fell, with the
warden Chris McCarthy, was a day of many
contrasts, including the weather, from hot
sunshine to showers. I saw many plants that
were a first for me, the special ones being the t
tiny Scottish asphodel and the alpine bartsia. The third day, again amongst stunning scenery, Nevil Bowland took us to Herdship Fann in th.e morning,
where it was very good for a variety of orchids, rnsbes and grasses. At lunchtime, we had a special treat
when Audrey and Nevil invited us all for tea or coffee at their son's cottage in Romaldkirk. ln the afternoon,
they took us onto the Tees Railway path, which was alive with colour, the melancholy thistles, wood
cranesbills, buttercups and roses being particularly colourful.
Apart from the plants, the highlight of the trip was the friendly conversation that we had each evening over
dinner. The success of the trip was due especially to Nicky and Heather, who worked so bard to anange it. I
learned lots and I hope we can repeat it again sometime.
[Caimen Homer]
I only went along because of the camping! It was just as my first Guide Camp bad been - sheep and cow
muck all over the long wet grass; a torrential downpour whilst erecting the tent; a brown buxom farmer's
wife right out of 'The Darling Buds of May'; no facilities - I was in heaven.
We had a delightful few days enlivened by the people, varied place-names, views, vi llages, landscape,
terrain and habitats.
At Low Force, six jolly young canoeists paddled down the Tees. Then we were all so pleased to see Nicky's
smiling face round the door in the Bowlees Information Centre where she found us, dripping wet and
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.:=inking tea. The redoubtable octogenarian and expert Teesdale botanist, Margaret Bradshaw, joined us that
~ening, and astounded us with her energy, and her memories of the huge survey she did of the area of
Ttddybank Fell before Cow Green Reservoir was built. Nicky was one of the folk who helped her with the
5m"Vey work in the 1950s.
The first morning I was awakened early, not by the sunrise but by the chorus of lark, meadow pipit, snipe,
.;ystercatcher, cuckoo, redshank, curlew, lapwing and chaffinch. Half asleep, another sound became
:;,ersistent, punctuating the crescendo - wet-my-lips, wet-my-lips, wet-my-lips - a quail! I dressed and
"r.llldered spellbound down Harwood Beck to its confluence with the Tees, just listening and looking - the
:antastic old white painted farm called Wheysike House way over the rippling stream, with Cronkley Scar
.::rags as the back drop; northern bedstraw and variegated horsetail along the banks, the sky as blue as the
:nountain pansies dancing in the meadow corners. Returning to our campsite, I found Carmen and Bruce,
~ ght and breakfasted, botanising along the beck.
Once he recognised what a prestigious group we were, Chris very kindly spent all day seeing that we visited
:1le best sites. In an enclosure, he marked the position of the one remaining leaf of the Teesdale violet with
::ris hat, (thus revealing his beautiful peach-blonde hair), and some of us tiptoed over to see it - tiny, oval,
mrly-edged, with dark veins.
~ evil told us when the bounds barked, or the ring ouzel flew off its nest, or where the water vole left its
L"Dppings, or about the black grouse leek, and led us to where the green hellebore grew, drooping with huge
seed pods. Joyce, with her lifetime of botanical knowledge, managed to get almost
everywhere including over stiles and stepping stones and under wires and through bogs.
We met a young lady studying insect life on the dismantled railway line near Romaldkirk;
and we were entertained by Audrey who made us so welcome for our picnic in the
seventeenth century cottage in the village.
There were dramatic views of the Pennine high fells, and valleys full of hay meadows,
dotted with white farmhouses and half-ruined barns, sheep-dipping areas and mine tip
heaps.
But of course it was the glorious wildflowers which, in the end, were even better than the
camping. My favourite was the diminutive Scottish asphodel (left) with its creamy
clustered flower spikes not fully opened.
[Midge Leather]

~ e botanical highlight was the Teesdale rarities, with memories of the excitement
of finding alpine bistort, Scottish asphodel and yellow mountain-saxifrage, together
with the atmosphere created by botanists in action.
We defeated the weather to enjoy both the scenery and flora, and we balanced
;uecariously in the damp, on the bank above the river Tees. Unforgettable was the
sheer beauty of the melancholy thistles along the railway line, and the green
1ellebores at the end of the trip.
Other highlights were a mini-excursion up Langdon Beck in the stillness of the
early morning, and good food to revive us in the evening.
[Sarah Ward]
We had never had the experience of ' botanising' with the experts and found their company not only pleasant,
friendly and fun, but we were appreciative of their patience and willingness to share their knowledge and
-=Xperience with us. The week-end taught us just bow little we really knew about plants and, whereas we
~ uld be waxing lyrical about a show of yellow rock roses or purple violets, we came to realise that a tiny
illtle insignificant green thing called moonwort was of far greater interest and importance! We were also
shown how to distinguish one plant from another by judging, for example, minute differences in leaf shape
or sepal formation.
Of course like all beginners without a great deal of knowledge we were looking forward to seeing the
.species for which Upper Teesdale is botanically famous, like the spring gentians and the Teesdale violets.
We were disappointed to be somewhat too late to see them in flower but the findings of other lesser known
~ equally rare and interesting species, such as alpine bistort, hoary whitlow-grass and alpine ba1tsia, more
than made up for this disappointment. And it's thanks to our expert botanist companions, who knew of their
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existence and their habitat, for pointing out us these interesting plants which we otheiwise would not have
[Helen Beaven and Jo Peters]
noticed. Alpine Bistort (left)
Those who went to Teesdale will have their own different memories of it. Mine include:
the pleasure of finding so many familiar and special plant 'faces' on Widdybank Fell, and
the dramatic thunderstorm with hail as we left it for Widdybank Fann; the Herdship Frum
trail and Romaldkirk's old railway track, both new to me.
I wish to thank, on everyone's behalf, Heather Burrow for organjsing the trip, Nevi l &
Audrey Bowland for their hospitality at Romaldkirk, and Nevil for leading two short walks
near there. Our thanks also go to Chris McCarthy of Natural England for being so helpful
and giving us such a good day on Widdybank and the river eroded glacial deposits at Cetry
Banl<.
[Nicky Vernon]

WHY IS TEESDALE A SPECIAL PLACE FOR BOTANISTS?
Botanists have been visiting Teesdale for a long time. John Ray recorded Shrubby Cinquefoil (Potentilla
fruticosa) there in 1670. Many visitors have delighted in its colourful wild flowers and hay meadows. The
Victorians plundered it for its rare fems.
One reason for its attraction is the range of relict species found there, wider than in any other English
locality, and only rivalled by Ben Lawers. A relict species is one which has been growing in the same site
since the time immediately after the last Ice Age, i.e. it was part of the Late Glacial flora of 10,000 to 12,000
years ago. Such relict plants would have been widespread over the British Isles then. This has been backed
up by the fossil record and by analysis of pollen from that period. For example, from a site near London,
fossils of Shrubby Cinquefoil, Hoary Whitlow-grass (Draba incana) arid Mountain A vens (Dryas
octopeta!a), and pollen from Rockrose (Helianthemum sp) and Jacob's Ladder (Polemonium sp) were found
in 1952.
Teesdale has a number of habitats in which the relict species grow, and are presmned to have done since
glacial times. These habitats share the characteristic of being very open sites, their openness often being
maintained by the unstable nature of the site. Pigott & Walters, in 1954, identified 7 different habitat-types
in which such relict species grow, and 5 of these occur in Teesdale.
These are (with a few relict species named each time):
1.
Areas above the tree limit - ie the tops of the higher fells, such as M ickle Fell:
Alpine Foxtail, Stiff Sedge.
Inland Screes & Cliffs - of quartz-dolerite of the Great Whirr Sill:
2.
Alpine Cinquefoil, Holly Fem & (until collected out!) Oblong Woodsia.
3.
River Gorges, Eroded River Banks, River Shingle & Alluvium - important along the river Tees
& its tributaries:
Northern Bedstraw, Sea Plantain, Tea-leaved Willow.
- Unstable slopes from stream-erosion of calcareous drumlins:
Alpine Bartsia, Broad-leaved Cotton-grass.
Marshes & Flushes - very open gravelly flushes:
4.
Yellow Mountain-saxifrage, Scottish Asphodel, Alpine Rush.
- hummocky marshes:
Hair Sedge, Kobresia, Bird's-eye Primrose.
Shallow soils over Chalk/Limestone - these occur in Upper Teesdale, giving short grassy turf over
5.
both unaltered limestone and the metamorphosed sugar limestone:
Mountain A vens, Spring Gentian, Teesdale Violet.

If the 'Teesdale Assemblage' of vascular plants is analysed for its geographical elements, they are seen to
be drawn from a range of zones, from Arctic and Sub-arctic zones to Continental Southern ones.
The range of zones is (again with a few examples each):
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uctic-Alpine:

:ilie Sedge
H.!n- Sedge
Scottish Asphodel
.,:Pine Bistort
_ tered Lady's-mantle
lmmtain Avens
.µpine:
~
gGentian

Arctic - Sub-arctic:
Rock Lady's-mantle
Oceanic Northern:
Thrift
Northern Montane:
Mountain Everlasting
Shrubby Cinquefoil
Tea-leaved Willow
Teesdale Violet
Globeflower

Continental:
Northern Hawk's-beard
Continental Northern:
Broad-leaved Cotton-grass
Northern Bedstraw
Melancholy Thistle
Continental Southern:
Horseshoe Vetch

References:
: Allison, H Godwin and SH Warren - Late-glacial deposits at Nazeing in the Lea Valley, London
:>r ME Bradshaw - talks & notes given to students
.\R Clapham - Upper Teesdale - the area & its natural history
•A Clarke - Origin & History of the Teesdale Flora.
::0 Pigott and SM Walters - On the interpretation of the discontinuous distributions shown by certain British species
of open habitats.

Nicky Vernon
VISIT TO NETHERGILL FARM-28rn JUNE 2009

- enty-nine of us travelled up the Dale beyond Yockenthwaite to Nethergill Farm at Oughtershaw. Owners
Dli WNS members Chris and Fiona Clark are creating a wildlife haven, planting trees (17,500 of them!) and
:::n:turing wildflower meadows as well as running a commercial farm and a growing bed & breakfast trade
X ethergill is right on the Dales Way).
Member David Smith had made a special trip the
previous evening to set up a moth trap. When the first
of us an-ived, Chris had already got a few moths safely
into pots to await identification, but there were still
hundreds in and around the trap (along with millions of
midges full of David's blood from the previous
evening). Peter and Anne Riley, and Peter and Barbara
Murphy ably assisted by Pat Limb set about the task of
identifying and cataloguing the catch - 27 species and
375 moths. The variety of moths may not be as great as
lower down the Dale, but the numbers were very
encouraging at a time when moths are sadly declining.
This has a knock-on effect on birds which rely on
caterpillars for food to bring up their brood (one bluetit
.:hick will consume around 2000 caterpillars in the 20 days in the nest). Whilst all this frantic activity was
g.,oing on, those not involved explored around the farm, finding several common blue butterflies amongst
::ther things.
The morning weather was quite dull, but by lunchtime the sun bad come out and we sat in the meadow to
~joy a superb lunch of barbequed lamb and sausages with fresh baked bread and delicious salads rounded
~ff with strawberries and cream (and homemade shortcake!). We didn't even have to get up for seconds, as
Chris came round with a huge bowl of strawberries and cream to dunk them in.
In the afternoon, Chris took a party of the more adventurous past the new plantation to admire the newly
..:lscovered sundew (round-leaved). Fiona took the rest of us up the beck where she showed us bird's-eye
;rimroses and we watched dippers in the stream with buzzards calling overhead (they have nested again in
ti:!e plantation). It was very encouraging to see the sturdy growth of the newly planted trees and interesting to
:;bserve the lush vegetation in the area fenced off from grazing by sheep. It will be interesting to follow
..evelopments on the farm over the coming years - WNS members are welcome to visit so long as you phone
:o check it' s convenient, and records of wildlife sightings are always appreciated.
Our warmest thanks to Chris and Fiona for a splendid day.
Anne Riley
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VISIT TO OLD MOOR- 4 JULY 2009
This was the first official visit by the Nats as a body to Old Moor, in the Deame Valley near Barnsley. Run
by the RSPB, it is an area ravaged by industrial extraction which has been coaxed into a fine mixed reserve,
with wetlands deriving from collapsed coal mines bordering a species-rich field area known as Gypsy Marsh.
The reserve bad recently been nominated for an award as the Best Environment Project by the Heritage
Lottery Fund and had already reached the semi-finals, so expectations were running high that it might win
this coveted accolade.
There were opportunities to accompany the reserve's guides on a visit to Gypsy Marsh, and everyone who
took up the offer thoroughly enjoyed it. Standing in a marshy meadow sunounded by a veritable carpet of
orchids, with green woodpecker and yellowbanuner among the bird species, was a very special experience. It
was perhaps the botanists and entomologists among us who benefited the most from this part of the reserve.
Our infectiously enthusiastic guide Steve knew the names and features of every flower and plant, and was at
great pains to pass on his knowledge and enthusiasm as well as welcoming our own contributions. The
twenty or so species seen included tbe very beautiful chicory, with its glorious blue flowers, a plant of
disturbed ground which is thriving along the paths into the marshland. Many species of butterflies and moths
were also recorded, perhaps the most glamorous being the 5-spot and 6-spot bumet moths, a couple of real
show-stoppers gleaming like jewels among the foliage. Gypsy Marsh certainly seemed, from members'
reports afterwards, to have grabbed the imagination of everyone who undertook the walk out there.
Back on the reserve proper, the range of wetland habitats - scrape, reedbeds and deeper pools - could be
viewed from a number of bides. Many birds still bad their young with them, and
we were treated to the sight of a procession of goslings 'topped and tailed' with
military precision by their proud parents, as well as some delightful chicks of
little ringed plover. 'Ordinary' ringed plovers were in evidence as well, helpfully
·',-•=·--' standing quite close to their cousins so that we were able to compare them. Also
among the fifty or so bird species logged on our visit were the elusive water rail
and the tree sparrow, perhaps the bird most associated with Old Moor, where it
has been painstakingly nurtured for a number of years. The entomologists were
Little ringed plover
likewise well served in the wetlands, with many species of dragonfly and
damselfly, including broad-bodied chaser and emperor dragonfly.
Old Moor is a huge achievement in a seemingly unpromising environment and offered a full day of interest.
Many people felt that Gypsy Marsh alone had made the hip worthwhile. Joan Armitage was thanked very
sincerely for another sterling feat of organisation. Everyone attending had had a very good day out.
Lynn Loader

OUTING TO SKAIFE HALL FARM AND LOW DAM- 23Ro JULY 2009
On Thursday 23rd July we were made most welcome by Chris and Christine Ryder at Skaife Hall Farm in
the Washburn valley. Proceedings commenced with tea and biscuits in
the bam and an introductory talk concerning the farm' s Higher Level
Stewardship (HLS) work. Marion Wilby, from the Farming and
Wildlife Advisory Group (FWAG), helped Chris lead a walk around
the farm and answer questions.
The walk was fascinating for the different habitats: meadow, woods,
ponds, and also the industrial archaeology. The area had been the site
of a large mill and a pleasant house, Skaife Hall. The mm, and later,
the hall were demolished and the stone used to build walls around
Fewston Reservoir. The ponds on the farm were the former mill dams
and are still linked by impressively built stone-lined gaits. We were
lucky that David Alred was with us as he provided much supplementary information from his researches into
the history of the Washburn valley.
The Ryders run a bed & breakfast business and are part of Farm Stay. The tranquillity of the setting of the
fannhouse, the views, their generous hospitality and knowledge of the wildlife on the farm promise a
memorable stay for their visitors. It was ce1tainly a splendid day out for Nats members.
Betty Downing
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BUTTERFLY WALK BOLTON ABBEY STATION -19™ JULY 09.
Joint Butterfly Conservation and Wharfedale Naturalists Society
Sixteen people took part in the Bolton Abbey station walk on
19th July, under leaden skies. Soon it began to rain heavily,
and so we walked past the target grassland - full of
wildflowers including many fragrant orchids - in order to
examine th.e disused Hambleton Quarry and assess its wild
life. A buzzard's nest complete with dead crow was spotted
high on the rock face and with the rain easing, a range of
butterflies emerged including common blue, ringlet and small
heath. On our return journey we briefly explored some of the
sodden grassland opposite the station, flushing out several
more common blues, small skippers and 6-spot bumets.
~ ost of the visitors were unaware of the extent and nature of the site, and several are now wishing to
:erom on a sunnier day. All enjoyed the visit which had plenty of wildlife interest including close up views
:rtseveral butterflies.
Our thanks go to the Bolton Abbey estate and to the YDR Museum Trust for making the walk possible.
David Howson

MARTIN MERE COACH OUTING-21sTNOVEMBER 2009
::>espite the forecast of rain, this year's outing was blessed with relatively fine weather. It may have been
grey and mostly cloudy, but not foggy this year and so good long distance views of the birds were possible .
.\s a novice birder I was impressed, and thankful, for the kindness and helpfulness of strangers who pointed
t-irds out, shared their expertise and m ade sure I got good views of species such as the red breasted goose in
3dlongst a flock of barnacle geese. Other highlights for members were reed bunting, brambling, great spotted
~ dpecker, goldeneye, ruff and even a water vole.
The trip coincided with the North West Bird Festival allowing visits to tempting book stalls, and wistful
.:ioks at top of the range binoculars and spotting scopes. There was a full programme of lectures which some
:a.ended butl spent my day going from hide to hide, with wam1ing tea and scones in the excellent cafe.
Amongst the attractions was the young beaver that had been injured and had to
be housed away from his family. His appearance was eagerly awaited. I was
impressed by his size and spirited attempt to dig his way out of the enclosure.
The Asian otters were also star attractions, they knew feeding time was near and
their calls could be heard for some distance. Their cont011ions as they wrestled
to retrieve their food from inside the feed ing balls were wonderfully lithe and
supple. But it wasn' t just entertainment - at both the beaver and otter enclosures,
informative talks were given by Martin Mere staff or volunteers. The message of
Beaver
conservation gently presented.
~1embers have commented on the sheer numbers of birds, as being amongst the most memorable features of
!;e day, swan feeding being a paiticular delight to many. The whooper swans, pink footed geese, pintails and
.z:1 manner of water fowl could be seen close up during that time. The swarming starlings coming into to
most at the end of the day provided a perfect finale to a splendid day.
-ill credit to Joan Armitage for yet again organising the nip, and to our driver. It has been suggested that next
::ear's trip might be to RSPB Saltholme in the Tees Valley.
Betty Downing

VISIT TO OTLEY WETLAND NATURE RESERVE - 22 NOVEMBER 2009
.-\. small group of Shipley RSPB members came to visit Otley Wetland reserve, led by Derek Parkin. It was
.:old, blustery and damp. Going to unlock the gate for the visitors Derek saw a green woodpecker. The group
~ d its 'yaffle' several times at the meeting place. This is a rare visitor to the reserve.
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The next sound heard was a squeaking rabbit being attacked by a stoat just a few yards away from us. The
rabbit struggled for a time and then stopped. The stoat looked at us as if to say 'what a clever fellow I am',
lost its grip, and the rabbit ran away! I must add that the rabbit was of gigantic proportions. The stoat left and
ran towards the lake, the rabbit returned and ran towards the stoat. We didn't hear any more squeaking, so
perhaps the rabbit found its burrow in the nick of time. It was like watching Crimewatcb with a happy
ending, at least for the rabbit.
Further on we recorded visiting ducks such as goldeneye and pochard, and several small flocks of
goldfinches. As our visitors admired our reedbed, its colours attractive during a brief spell of sunshine, a
water rail was heard calling and squeaking, this time not connected to a stoat attack.
Our last part of the visit was to the feeders in the wood, En route we saw a female goosander sailing past us
on the River Wharfe, looking like a glamorous piece of flotsam on the swell. There were good numbers of
various tits and a robin; a bullfinch was heard. We were told to watch out for bank voles which had been
feeding on bird food, but the bank voles were either too well fed, or fed up, because they didn't appear.
We bad been invited for soup on our return, pumpkin and ginger, which was very welcome, as was the
lemon drizzle cake - many thanks. A pleasant visit.
J. Brenda Parkin
AWARD WINNERS

David Leather and Westray Heritage Trust have won the ENI
Geological Challenge 2009 award. On 5 February 2010,
David and Midge attended a meeting of the Geological
Association at Burlington House in London for the
presentation. The award is for the geological exhibition they
set up at Westray Heritage Centre and which was open
throughout the summer months. The Centre has received a
cheque for £400 towards the conservation of geological specimens. As a result of the
award, the Trust has extended the exhibition for another season. So do call in if you can.

RECORDS FOR 2009
THE ILKLEY WEATHER RECORD
FOR THE METEOROLOGICAL YEAR DECEMBER 2008 TO NOVEMBER 2009

The meteorological year of 2008 - 2009 was waim (annual average 9.9°C, the 7th warmest year within the
Ilkley records), and of average wetness (total precipitation being 1009.5 mm, the 30th wettest on record).
The annual figures, of course, bide the variability of the degree of warmth and especially wetness as
compared to base-line averages for individual months and seasons, which for this year can be summarised as
follows:
• Winter was colder than in recent years, monthly averages falling very close to the base-line figures,
and in the case of February falling fractionally short of it. It was also quite dry.
• Spring was very warm, the average temperature for the season being 2.1 °C wanner than the baseLine average. Like winter it was dry.
• Summer was wann, though the deviation from the base-line average was less than that for spring at
just over 1°C. Unlike winter and summer, and like the previous summer, it was very wet.
• Autumn was warm, the base-line average being exceeded by just over l °C, as in summer. Overall it
was wet, though this is entirely attributable to a remarkably wet November as rainfall totals for
September and October fell short of their base-line averages.
Table 1 shows a more detailed and quantitative breakdown of monthly deviations for both temperature and
precipitation and also shows frost day and rainday data.
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-\. comparison of data
~ 0 erall

the temperature data for Ilkley compare closely wjth those for Bolton Abbey (refer to Table 2), any
..:~ht variations between monthly averages being hidden within the seasonal averages. Met Office data for
:mthem England also compare reasonably well, the degree of variation between the two being within the
.=anal range, and presumably a product of the variation in climate over northern England and the
..:::::xroclimatic nature of the Ilkley data.
A comparison of precipitation figures shows, as always, that the actual totals are very location specific, but
~ pattern of deviations within the Jlkley data compares well with the Met Office's regional record and the
?.olron Abbey data. As usual Bolton Abbey proved to be a slightly drier (899.4 mm) location than Ilkley.
T2b le 1: Weather data for Ilkley for the meteorological year ' 08-' 09, and base-line averages for comparison. Base-line
tlues have been calculated using llkley data for the period 1971-2000. Raindays are defined as those having

,;:ecipitation totals equal to or exceeding 1mm. Frostdays are those having a minimum air temperature equal to or less
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Although most of the variation between data sets is attributable to actual variations in precipitation, that for
Februruy may have a different cause. I found it very difficult to measure the water equivalent of the
February snowfall. My rain gauge kept choking with snow, and before I had a chance to melt and measure it,
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the 'snow pillar' would melt and thaw down the side of the gauge or avalanche to the floor. My Februruy
total therefore should be treated as an approximation, though it seems in keeping with the totals in the other
records in that it is significantly lower than the base-line average for the season.

T a ble 2 W eath er record s compared
Average annual
temoerature °C
Annual total
precipitation mm
Seasonal averages °C
Total annual
precipitation mm

Bolton Abbey (estate records
9.8

N Eneland (Met Office)
9.3

899.7

1005.9 (very similar to llkley's total)

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

3.4

10.2

15.7

10.0

3.1

8.7

14.9

10.3

Winter

Spring

Surmner

Autumn

Winter

Spring

Summer

Autumn

147.1

150.4

232.9

361.8

204.3

159.6

307.6

334.4

Ta ble 3 Ilkley ' s too ten warmest years
Ra.nk
Year
Annual
average
temp. °C

1
2004
10.40

2
2007
10.37

3
2006
10.33

4
2003
10.21

5
2005
10.12

6
1959
JO. JO

7
2009
9.90

8
1949
9.80

9
2008
9.70

10
2002
9.60

The wider context
Table 3 shows that eight of the ten wannest years within the llkley record occur within data for the last
decade, the remaining two records belonging to a recognised, country-wide warm spell that spanned the
1940s and '50s. Unsurprisingly the annual data for the present century do not show year by year warming,
but all figures except for that of 2001 exceed the 30 year average of 9.0°C (rounded to the first decimal
point). The average annua l temperature for the present century, as calculated from the Ilkley data is 9.9°C. (It
is obviously a coincidence that this is also the annual average ternperatme for the past met year!). This figure
accords well with Met Office data for the n011h of England and if compared with predictions and models
used by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggests that we are on our way to a
regional average annual temperature which is a further 0.5°C h igher by 2020, and depending on curbs in
emissions, 1- 3 °C h igher by the end of the century. The lowest increases are very much dependant on action
being taken now. The IPCC's 'business as usual ' scenario, under which there is no effort to share technology
with countries which are waiting in the wings to industrialise, and a lack of urgency to adopt cleaner
technologies by established industrialised and newly industrialised countries like India and China, leads to
the worst temperature increases, the reaching of a possible tipping point by the end the of the century, and
the initiation of run-away climate change. This will be beyond any human control, ceasing only when natural
negative feedback mechanisms, that we know little about, come into play. Scary and, in my belief,
unfortunately not just the stuff of sci-fi movies and nightmares!
On a less dramatic n ote, but still drawing on theoretical models that endeavour to explain and predict global
and regional climates, the Met Office had predicted a high probability of warmth and dryness for the past
met year. As we have seen, this forecast proved accurate with respect to temperature but not with regard to
d1yness. Once again summer was disappointingly wet. Why? According to the Met Office tbe La N ina event
that developed in 2007 has been very slow to fade and can be held at least partially accountable for the
summer wetness. The wetness of late autumn is harder to explain as La Nina has at last faded and its alter
ego El Nino (termed ' the boy child' because of its usual Christmas time appearance) is building in the
southern Pacific, and is associated with drought (and also summer heat waves) in the UK and mainland
Europe. The Hadley Centre, which is the research branch of the Met Office, h as however predicted that
winter sto[llls will become more frequent and more extreme under a warmer climate. Given the record
breaking ferocity of some of the November deluges, global warming seems a likely culprit of the wet
weather of late autumn.
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I would like to thank both Jenny Dixon and Heather Burrow for acting as back-stops and catching data that
omerwise I would have missed. I don't know what I'd do without them. Next year though, I would
~preciate it if they would provide a more complete service by ananging all their holidays around mine!
References
-::be Met Office regional climate summaries http://www.metoffice.gov.uk/climate/uk
~-X. regional climate projections http: //ukclimateproiections.defra.gov. uk/content/view/2293/528
Julie Tight

BOTANY - 2009
Although 2009 was not the best of years for botanising, I received some excellent records, though mainly
from a fairly small group of people. Please do let m e know if a plant catches your eye for some reason ~ er their date of flowering, or their numbers, or because they look unusual in some way.
On a July visit to the area of the 2006 fire on Ilk ley Moor, ML & DL reported that there were still lots of
.:me areas, but with heather shoots growing nicely out of the burnt peat and heather. Colonising plants
=eluded Sheep 's Sorrel (Rumex acetosella), Bent Grasses (Agrostis species) and Fescues (Festuca spp) and
:aosses including Polytrichum spp.

_[EW SPECIES RECORDS:
i)
Established British Species
~ erican Winter-cress (Barbarea verna) - an established introduction, or relic of cultivation. Found in 2
....:::::!es in Addingham by RMB.
-.:illflower (Erysimum cheiri) - Our first formal record for this familiar species! Seen by MHA at the site
me south side of the river Wharfe in Ilkley, where aggregate was brought in in 2006, to repair the bank.
~ plant is an introduced species, often naturalised .
....::. Eyebright, Euphrasia arctica, was found by PPA near Threshfield, Long Ashes. This species is a plant
-animproved pastures.
e's-bead Fritillary (Friti/£aria meleagris) - turned up and flowered in damp grassland in Church Field,
::.:.iingham. It probably bad a garden origin. (NV)
- lliwk:weed, Hieracium argillaceum -found at Duck Street Quany. (PPA/ BSBI visit)
.-.a plant of Great Lettuce (Lactuca virosa) - was spotted in the verge of the Otley - Pool road by PB. It is
.:.ably native. This is the tall plant which grows well on the Abbey ruins at Jervaulx. It has lobed leaves
• 15 prickly.
~.Je Mint (Mentha x villosa) -spotted on a WNS walk upstream from Barden Bridge. Despite confusion
e of a misprint in a flower book, the plant turned out to be the familiar garden herb! (BNB, NV)
" illbspecies of Mouse-ear Hawkweed (Pilosella officinarum), namely P. o. trichosoma and P. o.
-:ota, both found on a BSBI visit to Duck Street Quany (PPA).
Broad-leaved Plantain (Plantago major) - No, not a new species for our area!
However, what we usually see is the much more common subspecies, P. m. major,
and it looks as if we have found the less common subsp ecies P. m. intermedia, on
the eastern reservoir shore at Thmscross. This has fewer leaf veins, the leaves
have toothed edges and taper at the base, and flowering stems and spikes are
generally shorter . Its i dentity needs to be confirmed in 2010 by a seed-count.
(NV)
Four-leaved Allseed (Polycarpon tetraphyllum) - This little plant was found by
FCD, growing in the soil of a pot-grown Olive tree, bought in 2007. It is a native
and an annual, also known as 'Guernsey Chickweed', and it is rare in the wild. Its
.f;;.... - t ~
native area in England is the Channel Isles, Isles o f Scilly, Dorset, Cornwall and S.
l\ll~
D evon. We can sunnise that the Olive tree was grown somewhere well south of
Yorkshire, and this plant came with it. It appears to have its leaves in fours, unlike
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the rest of its family, which have their leaves in pairs. However, each group of four is really two pairs
growing very close together.
Wild Pear (Pyrus pyraster)- found in a hedge near Clifton. (JH, NV)
Sherard's Downy-rose (Rosa sherardil) - found in the lane near Wood Nook. (BNB, CH)
Purple Willow (Sa/Lr purpurea) - found on a WNS meeting, at the river's edge, upstream from Barden
Bridge. BNB 's identification was confomed by MW.
Hoary Ragwort (Senecio erucifolius) - fmmd at Duck Street Quarry (PPA), also at OWNR by a BBG group
visiting in July.
English Elm (Ulmus procera) - found at 2 sites - a) in a small area of woodland near Burley-in-Wbarfedale
stepping stones by BNB; b) 3 plants found in a hedge on the old Addingham - Ilkley Road by NV,
confirmed by BNB.
ii)
Recent Introductions
Italian Alder (A/nus cordata) - 1 tree found by the beck at Timble logs. (GI{)
One plant of Cut-leaved Teasel (Dipsacus laciniatus) appeared in Crow Lane, Otley. This teasel is 3 to 4 m
tall, with deeply lobed leaves, and its leaf bases make a bigger water cup than in Common Teasel (D.
fullonum) . It is a casual of Eurasian origin from birdseed or a wildflower seed mix. (JH)
Two more introduced species have appeared by the river Wharfe in Ilkley, where stones and rubble were
brought in to shore up the bank. These are Fuchsia (Fuchsia magellanica) and Balm (Melissa officinalis) - a
lemon-scented herb. These are both likely to be of garden origin. Of the species noted in 2008, some are still
present, notably Cut-leaved Mallow (Malva moschata), Californian Poppy (Eschscholzia californica), Black
Mustard (Brassica nigra) and Na1Tow-leaved Ragwort (Senecio inaequalis).
Koromiko (Hebe ?salicifolia) - several plants were seen on the parapet of an old railway bridge, Bradford
Road, Otley, too high up to have been planted. Identity is tentative, but likely. (BNB)
Several good clumps of Lovage (Levisticum officinalis) - a herb whose leaves give off a strong celery smell
when crushed, were found in the verge opposite to some farm buildings in Halton East. (HMB)
Love-in-a-mist (Nigel/a damascena)- put in an appearance at BRGP. (SP)
English Stonecrop (Sedum anglicum)- was seen in a drystone wall in Conistone by NV.
NEW SITE RECORDS:
i)
Special:
Baneberry (Actaea spicata) - This is a nationally scarce plant. In our area, it is a plant of limestone
pavements. BNB found a small colony in limestone pavement near Skirethoms.
Few-flowered Leek (Allium paradoxum) - has colonised several areas in recent years, very successfully. A
record for it by the Washburn (CH) is our furthest east, along with one for the banks of the Wharfe, again
where it meets the Washburn. (NF)
Flat-sedge (Blysmus compressus) - This is a plant thought to be in decline in recent years. It was found in a
small marsh west of Skirethoms. (BNB)
Nettle-leaved Bellflower (Campanula trachelium) - 3 flowering stems were found in Panorama Woods,
Ilkley by ML. 2 were then eaten by deer!
Slender Tufted-sedge (Carex acuta) -we do not have many records for this sedge. Several patches were seen
on a WNS walk from Barden Bridge upstream and later identified by BNB, and confirmed by MW.
Greater Tussock-sedge (Carex paniculata) - another sedge for which we have few records, so the find of a
decent colony in a wet flush in the Valley of Desolation is a good one. (BNB)
Toothwort (Lathraea squamaria) - A good colony with over 100 spikes was found by NM between
Hubberholrne and Yockenthwaite. Another new colony was found at the riverside, Farnley, near a willow
(CH) and nearby a patch of Common Butterbur (Petasites hybridus) with over 20 flower heads.
Bog A sphodel (Narthecium ossifragum) - was found at a second site at Timble logs. (GH)
Bird's-nest Orchid (Neottia nidus-avis) - had a good year in Grass Wood. The last flowering year there was
in 2002 . This time, the first 4 spikes were close to a site where it had appeared in previous years (JPo), but
then more turned up in two further places (UWFS)! At one of these, the shoots were eaten off. This plant
puts in erratic appearances, but seems to prefer well-drained banks in woodland, and will tolerate some lime.
A pleasing new site for Herb Paris (Paris quadrifolia) - was found in the road verge near Stubbings Bridge
by HMB, who thought it had been made visible by the trimming back of a hedge.
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:..::sser Butterfly-orchid (Platanthera bifolia) - 2 or 3 were found in limestone pasture at a new site in upper
-:J:Jarfedale. (K Walker)
-ffifilllar Solomon's-seal (Polygonatum odoratum) - another nationally scarce plant. A small colony, seen on
: !imestone crag west of Skirethoms, made a great find. (BNB, CH)
~c>en {Populus tremula) - found on the north side of the path through Bastow Wood. (AMG, NV)
Bird's-eye Primrose (Primula farinosa) - found on a field bank near
Hawkswick. (CH) A marshy area in the same field had a small population of
Marsh Valerian (Valeriana dioica).
2 plants of Downy Currant (Ribes spicatum) - found upstream from Barden
Bridge. (BNB, confmned by MW)
Several bushes of Creeping Willow (Salix repens) - were found on the shore
of Swinsty Reservoir, showing a range of leaf-shapes, and including the var.
argentea, its leaves covered with silvery hairs. (NV, BNB)
Rock Whitebeam (Sorbus rupicola) - bas been known for a long time from 2
regions in our recording area. The record for the trees in Grass Wood has
been confim1ed by Dr. Tin1 Rich. (BNB)
Fringe-cups (Tellima grandiflora) - has turned up at 5 new sites this year. So
far, we only had records from llkley, but it has been found in a ginnel I
footpath up the Chevin, Otley, (BNB), on Otley river bank (CH) and by the
beck in Church Field, Addingham (NV). CH found two further sites near
Hawkswick, Littoodale.
;:,..,.;,,;._ f',;",e"'
CH
Two colonies of Alpine Pennycress (Thlaspi caerulescens) - were found in
the area of old lead-workings, Yam bury. (PPA, WNS visit)
ii)
Others:
~""'o Moschatel (Adoxa moschatellina) colonies were found on the river bank at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits,
:..oag with a patch of Toothwort, probably on the roots of an old willow stump (also a young Hard Shield2ID (Polystichum aculeatum)). (BNB) A second new colony was found by the side of the Washbum, near
-i:iere it joins the Wharfe. (NF)
Grev Alder (Alnus incana)- I tree found at Timble lngs. (GH)
0\-er 60 new records came from a survey of grassland at March Ghyll, including Marsh Foxtail (Alopecurus
gi!niculatus), Harebell (Campanula rotundifolia), Giant Fescue (Festuca gigantea) and Small Sweet-grass
Glyceria declinata). (BNB)
1~ebeny (Amelanchier lamarckiz) - this attractive small tree was found at OWNR among the planted trees
:il the north-east of the island. (BNB)
_-\ white-flowered Michaelmas Daisv (Aster novi-belgii agg) was found growing on the shores of Swinsty
?-.eservoir in large colonies on east and west sides, on the upper shore and readily seen across the water. (NV)
\\-mtercress (Barbarea vulgaris) - found on the banks of the Skirfare at 2 sites near Hawkswick. (CH)
A Water Starwort, Callitriche brutia, was found on the middle and lower shores of
zewston Reservoir by BNB & NV. It was probably seen here by BBG in 2000, and
.5ted as C hamulata. (Since then, this genus has been re-classified.) This species is
.:haracterised by pincer-shaped leaf tips. See sketch, right.
_ farsh Marigold (Caltha palustris) - found in a marshy area in a field just
~ wnstream from Lindley Trout Farm (NF).
7wo under-recorded plants are - i) Hedge Bindweed (Calystegia sepium) and ii)
::..arn:e Bindweed (C. silvatica). i) was found by CH in a hedge next to Famley Estate
Office, and ii) nearby. To tell these two apart, look at the base of the flower, to find 2
m ets. In i) these half-cover the sepals, and in ii) they are inflated and completely
hide them.
:_arn:e Bitter-cress (Cardamine amara) - found in Manor Garth, by the beck, by the
Saw Mill leat and in Church Field (again by the beck), all in Addingham. (NV)
Welted Thistle (Carduus cri!>pus) - is a plant to add to our site-list for Gallows Hill
_;:R, Otley. (NF)
Green-ribbed Sedge (Carex binervis) - this was found growing in a wet area near the path down from Upper
Tarn, Ilkley Moor, with Sneezewort (Achilleaptarmica) and Star Sedge (Carex echinata) nearby. (NV)
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Pendulous Sedge (Carex pendula) - was recorded from 3 sites: llkley Moor, west of White Wells, in a
culvert near the bypass, Burley-in-Wharfedale (both BNB) and on beck side, Church field, Addingbam (NV)
Hornbeam (Carpinus betulus)- 1 tree found in small wood near Stepping Stones, Burley-in-W. (BNB)
On the bank above one of the temporary ponds in Church Field, Addingham, clumps of Common Knapweed
(Centaurea nigra), Greater Knapweed (C. scabiosa) and Meadow Crane's-bill (Geranium pratense) have all
appeared. (NV)
Climbing Corydalis (Ceratocapnos claviculata) - found on the north bank of the goit, Low Dam area by
MHA, who also noted Common Hemp-nettle (Galeopsis tetrahit) nearby.
Alternate-leaved Golden-saxifrage (Chrysosplenium alternifolium)- found on the river bank in the Knotford
Nook area, also Farnley riverside (CH) and in wet grassland near the Trout Farm, Lindley (NF). These
records are easily our furthest east.
Pink Purslane (Claytonia sibirica)-was found in the lane from West Hall to Langbar by HMB.
Wild Basil (Clinopodium vulgare) - seen in limestone grassland in the Wood Nook area by BNB & CH, but
west of an earlier record from UWFS (1995).
New Zealand Stonecrop (Crassula helmsii) - has taken off successfully at Fewston Reservoir, forming very
large mats of vegetation. (CH, BNB, NV) It is easy to pick it up on your boots and carry it away to new sites.
A survey at the former Middleton Hospital site found, among many others, Smooth Hawk's-beard (Crepis
capillaris), Lesser Hawkbit (Leontodon saxatilis), Hairy Woodrush (Luzula pilosa), Sanicle (Sanicula
europea) and Black Bryony (Tamus communis). (BNB, HMB, CH & AT)
Small Teasel (Dipsacus pilosus) - found growing at Timble Ings by the beck, also New Zealand Willowherb
(Epilobium brunnescens) in wet grassland. (GH)
A new patch of Leopard's Bane (Doronicum pardalianches)- was found near White Bridge, Otley. (PS)
Hoary Whitlow-grass (Draba incana) - found in Scot Gate Lane, Conistone, also Marjoram (Origanum
vulgare), Rough Chervil (Chaerophyllum temulentum) and Crested Hair-grass (Koeleria macrantha). (NV)
A plant of Hemp Agrimony (Eupatorium cannabinum)-was found at OWNR by NB.
A common Eyebright in the dales, Euphrasia confusa, was found at Duck Street Quarry. (PPA, BSBI visit)
Forsythia (.forsythia x intermedia) - 4 bushes were found growing on the parapet of the old railway bridge,
too high up to have been planted, also Wilson's Honeysuckle (Lonicera nitida). (BNB)
Marsh Cudweed (Gnaphalium uliginosum) - recorded in Galloway Pasture, along with Toad Rush (Juncus
bufonius) and Sharp-flowered Rush (Juncus acutiflorus). (BNB)
Square-stalked St.John's-wort (Hypericum tetrapterum) -was recorded in Galloway Pasture by CH & NV.
At the northem end of Fewston Reservoir, a small number of plants of Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens
glandulifera) were seen by NV. It is amazing that it has not reached here earlier, as there is plenty upstream.
Red Deadnettle (Lamium pwpureum) - 4 sites were recorded by NF in the Lindley I Leatbley area. This
plant does not seem to be as common as we might think!
Purple Toadflax (Linaria purpurea) - found in the hedge next to Famley Estate Office (CH), also in Church
Field, Addingham (NV).
Tartarian Honeysuckle (Lonicera tatarica) - recorded in a field comer, Addingham Main Street. (NV)
Gipsywort (Lycopus europaeus) - over 20 plants were found in wet grassland near a pond in Kex Gill. (CH)
Three-nerved Sandwort (Moehringia trinervia) - found in Church Field, Addingham, although not seen fm a
few years now in the nearby Low Mill Lane. (NV)
Clumps of Wild Daffodils (Narcissus pseudonarcissus)- reported by CH along the riverside near Farnley.
Large-flowered Evening-primrose (Oenothera glazoviana)- 1 plant was recorded at OWNR by BNB.
Common Poppy (Papaver rhoeas) - is another plant for which we have few records, mainly because it is
associated with arable land. Recorded by NF from fields and hedgerows around Lindley.
Common Bistmi (Persicaria bistorta) - was found in the marshy area below Low Dam. (BNB)
Redshank (Persicaria maculosa) - a good number of plants were found in a field near Famley Lake by CH;
and a few in the old temporary pond in Church Field, Addingham by NV.
Fox-&-cubs (Pilosella aurantiaca) - growing on the roadside near Pool garage. (BNB)
White Poplar (Populus alba) - 1 tree (planted) Found on Otley Chevin, Danefield. (BNB)
Wild C11erry (Prunus avium) - on farmland, Pool Bank. (NF) Also found in High Wood, Timble lngs,
several trees including 1 large specimen. (GH)
Wild Plum (Prunus domestica) and Yellow Corydalis (Pseudofamaria lutea)-Skirethoms lane. (BNB, CH)
Both Blackcurrant (Ribes nigrum) and Redcurrant (R. rubrum) - were found on the river bank, Otley.
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Flowering Currant (R. sanguineum) was found at the NW comer of Fewston Reservoir. (All BNB)
Goldilocks (Ranunculus auricomus) - found at the riverside of Wharfe Meadows Park, Otley, this record is
our furthest east. (BNB)
Round-leaved Crowfoot (Ranunculus omiophyllus)- was found in the new pond, Low Dam. (CH)
B uckthorn (Rhamnus cathartica) - PPA received a record for this, found near Kettlewell by T. Whitaker.
Red-leaved Rose (Rosa glauca) - found at the edge of the Upper Tam, Ilkley Moor, by ML & NV. Was it
p lanted? The whole plant has an attractive reddish tinge, or purple-glaucous, and suckering growth.
Sweet Briar (Rosa rubiginosa) - was found by NV in the verge at Conistone, again maybe planted. It is
distinguished by its apple scent and its upright growth.
Cloudberry (Rubus chamaemorus) - was found near the path to Buckden Pike (many leaves, but only one
flower). (LL) It was found on Buckden Pike in 1983 by M. Bell, but outside our recording area.
A new site record for Sanicle was made at Holden Gill Wood. This was another new site for us, producing a
list of over I 00 species. Of special note were Marsh Ragwort (Senecio aquaticus), which bas very few
records near llkley, and one old Crab Apple tree (Ma/us sylvestris). ((BNB, HMB, AT) Sanicle was also
found near Dob Park Bridge, along with Wood Stitchwort (Stellaria nemorum) and Moschatel in the hedge
oottom towards Middle Farm. (NV)
Rue-leaved Saxifrage (Saxifraga tridactylites) - recorded from the limestone pavement behind
Dowkabottom Cave (ML & DL); also from a wall at Hawkswick. (CH)
Water Figwort (Scrophularia auriculata) - was found at the road side at the top of Duck Street, and also
m other plant at the entrance to the quarry. (PPA, BSBI visit)
Biting Stonecrop (Sedum acre) - was seen on the roofs of farm buildings on
Pool Bank. (NF) Drawing left.
Black B1yony- was found in a hedge near Lindley Fann, also Crow Garlic
(Allium vineale) in the verge nearby. (NV)
Great Mullein (Verbascum thapsus) - found on the path from Leathley to
the Trout Farm. (CH) Also seen in the verge, north of Bumsall by NV.
Germander Speedwell (Veronica chamaedrys) - found in new site at
OWNR since surveyed in 2005. (CH)
Marsh V iolet (Viola palustris) and Ragged Robin (Lychnis jlos-cuculi) both were found growing along the beck at Tirnble Ings. (GH)

TLOURISHING PLANTS TIBS YEAR
Heather (Calluna vulgaris)- flowered very freely on Ilkley Moor and elsewhere in 2009. (LL)
~ the Otley to Pool Road, Hairy Bitter-cress (Cardamine hirsuta) made a carpet in the verge. (CH)
.:,...\{G reports 'an excellent year for Lily-of-the valley (Convatlaria majalis) in Grass Wood', also for False
Oxlip (Primula x polyantha).
~ ·-leaved Toadflax (Cymbalaria muralis) - in the walls of Low Mill Lane, Addingham. It was very dry,
- the plants were full of flower. (NV)
-::!il.ing St.John's-wort (Hypericum humifusum)- flowering well at Swinsty Reservoir (OM); also seen by
.;HA near Low Dam.
ood Sorrel (Oxalis acetosella)- carpeting a conifer plantation south of Bumsall. (NV)
- colony of male Common Butterbur flowering freely in late March, rather surprisingly on a large gravel
..::.=np at Middle Farm, Dob Park. (PL, HJ) Also the colony on the river bank west of Ilkley had about 40
- ering spikes. (AB)
(Qnr Butterbur (Petasites japonica) - at its Dob Park site, with 23 flowering spikes this year. (NF)
--:. saw a large area of Bird's-eye Primrose in flower in the Dowber Gill area, at a site known in previous
i:::!IS for a good show of flowers.
~ of Bilberries (Vaccinium myrtillus) on Ilkley Moor. In August ML picked 21/z lb in % hour!
-"-'~ of Mountain Pansies (Viola lutea) in Mastiles Lane area, including 2 with brown 'ears '. (ML & DL)
::::nmon Dog-violet (Viola riviniana) - at the side of the beck in Church F ield, Addingham. A wonderful
cring patch. (NV)
OWERING DATES
2 - Common Field-speedwell (Veronica persica) in flower on arable land at Farnley. (CH)
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Jan 14 - Snowdrops (Galanthus nivalis) in flower on roadside bank, Weston. (SW)
Jan 17 - Lesser Celandine (Ranunculus ficaria), ] flower on a wall top at Farnley. (NF). 1 flower seen at
Famley in the hedgerow on Jan 24. (NF)
Jan 2 1 - Winter Heliotrope (Petasitesfragrans) very fragrant at its Ilkley riverside site. (MHA)
Jan 23 - Feverfew (Tanacetum parthenium), one clump in wall roadside near Pool. (CH)
Mar 11 - Wild Daffodils out by the side of the Washburn at Leathley. ((NF)
Mar 14 - ML noticed the male flowers of Crowberry (Empetrum nigrum ssp nigrum) out on Ilkley Moor.
These are sma ll and pink and easily overlooked, but worth finding, with their red stamens. Ilkley Moor
grows the more southern of the two subspecies, and it is dioecious, ie there are separate male and female
flowers on separate plants.
Mar 18 - Primrose flowers (Primula vulgaris) were open in sunshine by
Hambleton Beck. Also Common Whitlow-grass (Erophila verna) in
flower on Bolton Old Bridge. (RIB & HMB)
Mar 22 - A carpet of Wood Anemone flowers (Anemone nemorosa) near
the south entrance to Middleton Woods. (CH) On the same day, CH also
noted lots of Blackthorn blossom (Prunus spinosa) near Pegholme Mill,
Otley.
Apr 3 - Bluebells (!lyacinthoides non-scripta) in flower on the southern
edge of Middleton Woods (AG). I thought this was early, but then bad a
record from CH, who had found some flowers on the north side of the
.
i\
woods, on a sunny bank, on 181h March!
PnMr-ose
April (late) - Early-purple Orchids (Orchis mascula) in flower on Mastiles
Lane. (DH & RH)
Nov 20 - 2 Cowslips (Primula veris) found in flower on the south side of the Burley by-pass, in a sheltered
spot. PR
Dec 5 - ML was still finding BilbeITies in an edible state on Ilkley Moor!

OTHER MISCELLANEOUS RECORDS
Common Fiddleneck (Amsinckia micrantha)- l plant found in the railway station shrubbery, Ilkley. (NV)
Several species were re-found at B en Rhydding Gravel Pits in 2009. SP found the remains of a Giant
Bellflower (Campanula latifolia) on the river bank, and NV found 7 other species, all missing or not spotted
for several years.
Cuckooflower (Cardamine pratensis) - a plant with large double flowers, having lots of extra curly pink
petals, was found in the area of a spring on Ilkley Moor by ML & DL. They also noticed lots of Large
Bittercress in flower.
Common Sedge (Carex nigra), Marsh Penoywort (Hydrocotyle vulgaris) and Bog Pondweed (Potamogeton
polygonifolius) - were all found in a wet flush near Coldstone Beck , Ilk.ley Moor, and last recorded here in
1994 by JH. (BNB)
Blue Sowthistle (Cicerbita macrophylla) - a clump was spotted in the verge between Pool and Otley. (NV)
Elsewhere generally doing well in its usual road-verge sites. (PS)
Pink Purslane - found on the banks of the Wharfe, near its junction with the Washburn by NF. Last seen
there by JH in 1987.
Heath Spotted-orchid (Dactylorhiza maculata) - 4 pink-flowered plants and 3 white-flowered were seen in
Bastow Wood by AMG & IMC
One plant of Northem Marsh-orchid (Dactylorhiza purpurella) - was seen in Swinsty Moor Plantation, in an
area cleared by recent felling. (BNB)
An unusually leafy form of Common Cottongrass (Eriophorum angustifolium) - was found by BNB between
Tbruscross and Blubberhouses.
Yellow Star-of-Bethlehem (Gagea lutea) - 2 plants in the usual site by the river in Strid Wood. It has
p ersevered here for at least 20 years. (AMG, JMC)
Common Hempnettle and Marsh Ragwort - were found along the track at Tirnble Ings by HB & JPe.
Hedge Bedstraw (Galium mollugo) - was found at the base of a crag, west of Skirethorns (BNB); also along
Gill Beck at Timble Ings. (GH)
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White-flowered Herb Robert (Geranium robertianum) - found in the verge of Draughton Laue, also Opium
£mmy (Papaver somniferum). (NV)
On a ranger-led walk from Buckden to Yockenthwaite, AG saw many flowers, including Bloody Crane's-bill
(Geranium sanguineum), Melancholy Thistle (Cirsium heterophyllum), and Sweet Cicely (Myrrhis odorata),
with Salad Burnet (Sanguisorba minor) and Limestone Bedstraw (Galium sterneri) in Cray Gill, and
Northern Marsh-orchid and Ragged Robin in a wet area.
Downy Oat-grass (Helictotrichon pubescens) - last recorded in limestone grassland near Wood Nook in
1987 by JH. It was found by BNB & CH, along with Small Scabious (Scabiosa columbaria), Field Garlic
(Allium oleraceum), Marjoram, Bloody Crane's-bill, Carline Thistle (Carlina vulgaris) and others.
We had a second record for Prickly Lettuce (Lactuca serriola) from the verge of the Pool to Harrogate road,
south ofHuby. (NV)
Honesty (Lunaria annua)- found in a field downstream from Hawkswick. (CH)
Welsh Poppy (Meconopsis cambrica) - found at 2 sites near Hawkswick by CH. At one of these Green
Alkanet (Pentaglottis sempervirens) was also seen.
Mountain Melick (Melica nutans)- 1 plant was found at the bottom ofDewbottom Scar by BNB.
Hemlock Water-dropwort (Oenanthe crocata) was found doing well at an old site in the Dob Park area, also
Three-nerved Sandwort nearby in a hedge bottom. (NV)
Early-purple Orchid - found in Limestone pasture near Starbotton by AT & NV on a BSBI visit. It was last
recorded from here in 1987 by JR. Fragrant Orchid (Gymnadenia conopsea) was also seen - last recorded in
1983 by JH - and several sedges, such as Pill Sedge (Carex pilulifera).
Herb Paris (left) was re-found in Grass Wood at a site previously noted by R.
Payne in 1990, also Dropwort (Filipendula vulgaris) at its old site in Grass
Wood (last record 1995). (both AMG)
A young self-seeded Douglas Fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii) - was found near the
path from Blubberhouses to Thruscross, also seedlings of Norway Spruce
(Picea abies) and Sitka Spruce (Picea sitchensis) near the same path. (BNB)
All had parent trees in the vicinity.
Goldilocks and Wood Crane's-bill (Geranium sylvaticum) - were both
recorded by RMB near Cray, neither plant has been recorded from here since
1987 (JR).
Lesser Spearwort (Ranunculus jlammula) - lots found in the gutter of the lane
from Thorpe onto the moor. (HMB)
A double Buttercup , probably Ranunculus repens, was found in Starbotton
Lane by AMG.
Wood Lane, Skirethorns produced a good list of roadside flowers in late April,
including Blue Moor-grass (Sesleria caerulea), Pale Lady's-mantle (Alchemilla
xanthochlora), Sweet Woodruff (Galium odoratum) and Hairy Violet (Viola hirta). (NV)
Globeflower (Trollius europea)- seen at its old site in Strid Wood by AMG & JMC.
Pink Water-Speedwell (Veronica catenata) - 2 plants were found in lngs Beck, Draughton Bottom, close to
the 2005 find. (HMB, NV)
Mountain Pansy - was found in the turf of Galloway Pasture by CH & NV. It has not been recorded from
here since 1987, when JH reported it 'in profusion, and in all colours' - sadly not the case in 2009 !
BOTANY SECTION OUTINGS
The weather scuppered two meetings this year, although one of these, the Halton East Survey, was
reconvened a little later on. A third had to be cancelled because of site problems.

Barden to Howgill.
April 30th.
Leader: Heather Burrow
The first botany outing of the year was a walk upstream from Barden Bridge. Everyone was very
enthusiastic, and we had recorded 73 species before we reached the first field!
In that first field we found a tumble of Primroses, Slender Speedwell (Veronica flliformis) with its blue
flowers on their long thin stalks and Spring Sedge (Carex caryophyllea) with its little yellow brushes of
stamens showing.
In a wet flush Bog Stitcbwort (Stellaria alsine) was flowering among clumps of Hard Rush (Juncus
injlexus), and close by, both Golden-saxifrages were spotted growing near each other, as they quite often do,
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at the base of a wall - Opposite-leaved (Chrysosplenium oppositifolium) and the less common, more baseloving Alternate-leaved.
At the river's edge, we found Water Forget-me-not (Myosotis scorpioides), with its bright blue flowers,
Pyrenean Scurvy-grass (Cochlearia pyrenaica) and Purple Willow, which has its leaves in opposite pairs,
unlike most of the willows, which bear them singly and in a loose spiral up the stern.
The lunch stop provided the group with Mandarin ducks and Goosanders to watch, and we found we were
sharing the tree roots with two little rosettes of Hoary Whitlow-grass. Further on, we found that the sandy
river bank had been planted with young trees, mainly Silver Birch (Betula pendula). Presumably the aim is
to stabilise the banks, whkh show considerable erosion along this stretch.
Two Currant bushes found on the river side of the path were later identified by BNB as Downy Currant
(Ribes spicatum) and this was con.fumed later by MW.
While some of us tried to de-rust our brains, and to sort out some Roses and some Burnet plants in the
shrubby area leading to Howgill Lane, others walked on and found Yellow Archangel (Lamiastrum
galeobdolon), Honesty and Bistort.
A very productive day!
Castley. May 14th. Leader: Nicky Vernon
The walk started by the riverside. The two hedge-banks produced several patches of Leopard's Bane. This
plant occurs largely downstream of Ilkley in our area. The river bank produced hybrid Bluebells
(Hyacinthoides x massartiana), Wood Anemones and Butterbur colonies in the soft sandy soil.
Dame's Violet (Hesperis matronalis) and Giant Bellflower were growing well, and a surprise find was a
plant of Lenten-rose (Helleborus orientalis), presumably of garden origin. We found Few-flowered Garlic
here; in time it may well establish itself in large numbers, if the river lets it.
Moving towards the village, the hedgerows yielded Greater Periwinkle (Vinca major) and Green Alkanet,
probably both of garden origin. On the comer there was a large patch of Tall Fescue (Festuca arundinacea)
in the verge, also Sterile Brome (Anisantha sterilis).
Going along the road, we had good sightings of 3 Red Kites, hunting over the fields. Hedging plants
included Blackthorn, Wild Plum and Field Maple (Acer campestre).
In the roadside ditch were several good clumps of Water Figwort, and a steep hedge bank was cheerful with
Crosswort (Cruciata laevipes) and Greater Stitcbwort (Stellaria holostea).
The path took us up through 2 fields, separated by a Scots Pine (Pinus sylvestris) plantation, to the top road.
The boundary of the upper field included a row of strangely shaped old Oak trees (Quercus robur) - were
they once part of a laid hedge?
The return walk took us down through a steep sheep pasture, with lovely views across the lower Wharfe
valley. A stream between this field and the next held 2 plants of Fool's Watercress (Apium nodiflorum), not
very common in our area. Lastly, we walked through pastures with Field Woodrush (Luzula campestris) and
Spring Sedge flowering in the turf with Baity Tare (Vicia hirsuta).
In all, 146 species were listed.
Strans Wood, Yockenthwaite. June 4th. Leader: Peter Katie
The original plan was to visit an upper dales hay meadow, but Peter explained that the meadow's growth was
behind schedule, having only just had the sheep taken out, with little time for the herbs to grow. Instead, he
suggested that we did a higher level walk from Yockenthwaite, visiting some wooded limestone pavement.
This worked very well, with some nice surprises. The path rises uphill from the farm buildings, going
through pasture land with herby turf, where we saw Hoary Plantain (Plantago media), Fairy Flax (Linum
catharticum), Red Clover (Trifolium pratense) and Common Thyme (Thymus polytrichus). We then kept
more or less level, on a path with light tree cover. Here we found Wood Sedge (Carex sylvatica) and Pale
Sedge (C. pallescens). Both of these sedges may be relics of times when the tree cover was greater. Pale
Sedge in particular is a plant of sites where water is always available.
There were some lovely old Ash trees (Fraxinus excelsior) around, including one which had both a young
Ash tree and a young Rowan (Sorbus aucuparia) growing out of it.
We found two Lady's-mantles (Alchemilla spp). One of these, A. glaucescens, is one of the rare species.
found very locally in the North Pennines and the Scottish Highlands. It is small and densely hairy, and

ra
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leaves have closed sinuses. The other species, A. filicaulis ssp vestita, is much more commonly found. It is
larger, its leaves also are hairy, but they have open sinuses.
A nice finding here came in the form of three butterflies, all the
uncommon Northern Brown Argus. DH says that they are known to
breed at this site, so we were very lucky to see them.
As we reached the limestone pavement, we saw some typical limestone
grasses: first, Blue Moor-grass, wruch is in one of its four British
strongholds, ie the carboniferous limestone of Northern England. It is a
grass which needs open communities, often on limestone, but it bas
good deep roots and can withstand summer droughts. Second, we fow1d
• \'
\
,.11..S, CSL.n. ':>
both the Oat-grasses, Downy (Helictotrichon pubescens) and Meadow
~ cl,.
l\0.. Cl) OJ.)._ c
(H. pratense). Meadow Oat-grass is a plant of limestone pavement and
•
,
open Ash woods. Again, it is good at withstanding drought, but is not
'2> c:.,....
so competitive in dense turf, whereas Downy Oat-grass is less droughttolerant, and tends to grow lower down a slope, where it is damper.
Both the Oat-grasses have attractive flowering stems.
Some taller herbs here included Meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria),
Salad Burnet, Wood Crane's-bill and Hairy St.John's-wort (Hypericum
hirsutum).
In the cracks or grikes of the pavement there were Wood Anemones,
Lesser Meadow-rue (Thalictrum minus) and Cuckooflower. In one, ML
spotted Moonwort (Bot1ychium lunaria). This distinctive little fern witb
,
• 11
its single leafy frond is a really good find, and there were Twayblades
A-\ ~ o . . . +{\\C.O...\>.,\:s.
(Listera ovata) to see as well.
Over the top of the limestone were cushions of Rockrose
(Helianthemum nummularium) and Limestone Bedstraw (Galium
.!Zerneri), whose leaf-prickles point a-stern! The upright single stems of Hairy Rock-cress (Arabis hirsuta)
-ere seen, their seed pods flattened up against the stem, and topped with a few white flowers.
The trees here included Hazel (Cory/us avellana), Blackthorn, Bird Cherry (Prunus padus) and Hawthorn
Crataegus monogyna). The grassy banks held many species, including Betony (Stachys officinalis), Wood
Sage (Teucrium scorodonia), Hairy Violet, Cowslips and Small Scabious. We bad to step carefully to avoid
_ Fragrant Orchid which had chosen to grow in the middle of the path.
Eventually, we had to turn and leave this lovely place, walking downhill at the sides of the bay meadows to
~ ch the riverside path. The flatter parts of the meadows were yellow with Buttercups (Ranunculus acris),
12ld. the steeper banks between them were wrute with the frothy flowers of Pignut (Conopodium majus). Lots
~f Changing Forget-me-not (Myosotis discolor) and Yellow Rattle (Rhinanthus minor) were growing there,
Q..M '
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Our thanks once again go to Peter Katie for giving us such an interesting and flower-rich day.

-arnbury Lead Mines. July 161h. Leader: Phyl Abbott.
:-he group met at Yarnbury, and people were soon looking at the verges near them, quickly finding Spring
5.:!ndwott (Minuartia verna), with its pink stamens and stiff dark green leaves. This made a good start for a
-sit to an old lead-mining area~ as it is one of a small group of lead-tolerant plants. It even has another
:am.moo name - Leadwort.
Smaller Cat's-tail (Phleum bertolonii) was pointed out by Phyl. This is often confused with its near-relative
:-rmothy (P. pratense), but is more typical of old pasture and semi-natural short turf, often on waysides and
nere the soil is drier and less fertile. It is smaller and slimmer in most of its parts than Timothy, and its
~ er spikes are shorter.
?eering into the tunnel under the lane, a lot of young Hart's-tongue plants (Phyllitis scolopendrium) could
x seen, doing quite well in the dim and damp conditions.
On the hummocks of the old workings, we found Harebells and Yarrow (Achillea millefolium), and by the
....:g.e of the pond, Phy! helped us to sort out the two Bent grasses growing there. Velvet Bent (Agrostis
c.::nina) has awns and leafy stolons, and grows where it is wetter, whereas Brown Bent (A. vineale) lacks
~Ions, and is more a plant of well-drained and often acid soils.
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Walking across the old lead workings, we found about nine spikes of Adder's-tongue (Ophiog!ossum
vulgatum) in longish grass, and then saw two good colonies of Alpine Pennycress (Thlaspi caerulescens)
with a lot of young plants, on bare soil, where the rabbits had been active and where a dark olive green moss
was colonising the open ground. Alpine Pennycress is a rare plant of open limestone grassland, and is
another species which can tolerate lead - and also zinc - in the soil. Its leaves have smooth edges) and the
basal leaves are spoon-shaped. Several patches of Mountain Pansies were found, but only the leaves, no
flowers or fruits.
In an old reservoir, two pondweeds were seen, Bog Pondweed and Broad-leaved Pondweed (Potamogeton
natans), as well as two plants of Marsh Speedwell (Veronica scutellata), which has neat toothed leaves and
pale blue flowers. Common Spike-rush (Eleocharis palustris) grew here in large patches, and there was
Hare's-tail Cotton-grass (Eriophorum vaginatum) as well as several rushes, including Bulbous Rush, (Juncus
bulbosus).
On reaching Hebden Beck, some time was spent exploring the rocky
outcrop there. Here grew Brittle Bladder-fem (Cystopteris fragilis) and
mats of Barren Strawberry (Potentilla sterilis). Other fems seen were
Maidenhair Spleenwort (Asplenium trichomanes) and the lime-loving and
less common Green Spleenwo1t (A. viride).
In the wet ground at the base of the rocks were Marsh Mari gold and Small
Sweet-grass, which has a bluey-green look to :it.
We took our lunch break by the beck. On the grassy bank, Marsh
Horsetail (Equisetum palustre) grew in the turf, and also Heath-grass
(Danthonia decumbens). Its few-flowered narrow flowering stems are
Green Spleenwort
distinctive, also the ligules at the bases of the leaf-blades, which are
(unusually) rings of longish hairs.
Returning along Tinker's Lane, a wet area across the track produced Toad Rush, Brooklime (Veronica
beccabunga), Marsh Foxtail and - best of all - Ivy-leaved Crowfoot (Ranunculus hederaceus), Tawny Sedge
(Carex hostiana), Hairy Wood-rush and young plants of Marsh Valerian. The tips of the leaves of Tawny
Sedge are clear and veinless, while those of Hairy Woodrush each have a tiny bulbous end. Marsh Valerian
basal leaves have long stalks and oval blades.
Our grateful thanks go to Phyl and Cedric Abbott for leading our walk over an interesting area. We had
plenty to look at and to learn about.
SURVEYS
Bolton Abbey Estate - Lumb Gill Wood, Halton East. June l8 1h. Leader: Roy Lingard.
Our meeting started with Roy telling us something about the management of this wood, which is planned as
a 50-year project! The pasture around the wood has not been grazed for 3 to 5 years, so the grass is quite
long. Beech (Fagus sylvatica) is being removed gradually, because of the lack of an understorey. The plan
is to reduce it from over 6 hectares to 3 hectares.
Saplings have been planted along the southern edge of the wood, using a mix of native species.
A real delight was to find several fine old trees in the established wood. In the top north-east corner was a
fine veteran Ash. Elsewhere we found a good old Hybrid Oak (Quercus x rosacea), a nice old Holly (flex
aquifolium) and two big old Hawthorns.
The strip of rough grass on the southern side was dominated by Yorkshire Fog grass (Holcus lanatus), but it
held some nice surprises.
The first was to find a big colony of Adder's-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum), just about coping with the
long grass and the weed-killer used round the saplings. A second colony was found later, nearer the northern
edge of the wood.
A very nice patch of Lesser Stitchwo1t (Ste/Zaria graminea) was covered in starry white flowers, and near
the hedge a plant of Dewberry (Rubus caesius) was spotted. This bramble is distinguished by the waxy
bloom on its weak stems and its fruits, and because its leaves always have only three leaflets. Another plant
found here was Greater Burnet-saxifrage (Pimpinella major), and we saw vole holes in the grass, and an
Angle Shades moth.
Down the north-facing side of the gill there were Primroses and Bluebells.
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The gill sides are quite steep, with the beck in the bottom. Here there were Marsh Marigolds, Brooklime,
:Marsh Willowherb (Epilobium palustre) and Glaucous Sedge (Carex jlacca), with a large area of Reed
Canary-grass (Phalaris arundinacea).
Nearer the footpath, where the grass was shorter, there were more flowering herbs, such as Meadow
Vetchling (Lathyrus pratensis), Smooth Hawk's-beard, Common Dog-violet (Viola riviniana) and Heath
Woodrush (Luzula multi.flora).
Where the shade is greater, nearer the trees, we found a number of shade-tolerant species, such as Dog's
Mercury (Mercurio/is perennis), Common Valerian (Valeriano officinalis), Common Figwort (Scrophularia
nodosa), Hairy Brome (Bromopsis ramosa), Wood Sedge and Sweet Woodruff. These will make a useful
reservoir of species from which the understorey can expand into the southern and western sides of the wood,
as conditions there change.
Overall, a list of 102 plant species was recorded. Many thanks to Roy Lingard for giving us another
interesting day, and for re-arranging it on a later date, when the first day was rained off.
OWNR Survey. July 2"d. Leader: Nicky Vernon
The survey this year covered the Raw Spoil area, and the Banking to the north and west of the Silt Lagoon.
Apart from one small area, the whole site has now been surveyed at least once since 2000. The overall
number of taxa recorded is 291.
Additions to the list found by this year's survey were:
Alder (A/nus glutinosa var. macrocarpa), Square-stalked Willowherb (Epilobium tetragonum),
Honeysuckle (Lonicera periclymenum), Hybrid Dock (Rumex x pratensis, ie R. crispus x R. obtusifolius),
Grey Willow (Salix cinerea), Hybrid Willow· (Salix x smithiana, ie S. viminalis x S. cinerea), Yellow
Oat-grass (Trisetumjlavescens).
Nice finds on the Spoil area were Yellow Oat-grass, and a Bee Orchid (Ophrys
apifera) near the top. At the base of the spoil heap, Yorkshire Fog was abundant.
Also Creeping Thistle (Cirsium arvense), and Alder seedlings (Alnus glutinosa) were
germinating freely. There were many clumps of Hard Rush; White Clover (Trifolium
repens) and Scentless Mayweed (Tripleurospermum inodorum) were doing well.
A visit made by Bradford Botany Group in June had found (rather embarrassingly)
that the Ragwort in this area was actually Hoary Ragwort, not Common Ragwort.
On the same walk, Jesse Tregale re-found Northern Spike-rush (Eleocharis
mamiltata ssp austriaca) at the southern edge of a reed-bed ridge, and in water. His
identification was later confirmed and, as the species is on the Red Data list, it is
good to know that it is still present. Sadly, we have not re-found Celery-leaved
Crowfoot - yet.
The Fem-grass (Catapodium rigidum), first noticed in 2008, is still in the same area
PA.
near the track, and doing well with a larger number of plants this year. Also doing
really well on the open parts of the trackside was Fairy Flax. The number of Wood
5ee Orchid
Crane's-bill plants has increased to six. (MHA, CH)
We have also discovered a goose-proof plant, namely Germander Speedwell, which has become a lawn in
the north-west corner of the site, where the geese walk up from the Sailing Lagoon. It is a shame that the
much more succulent Bee Orchids are not equally able to deter the geese!
In the later part of the summer, Nevil Bowland found Hemp Agrimony jn this area. I hope this insectfriendly addition will flourish.
Lastly, Quaking Grass (Briza media) was found just beyond the new field-gate, on the verge of the track.
Goat's-beard (Tragopogon pratense) was seen by CH in the angle of the road, before the locked gate. CH
also found a plant of Dove's-foot Crane's-bill (Geranium molle) on the trackside past the Fishing Lake. This
has not been seen for 8 years.

Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits
The 3 test plots set up in 2008 were surveyed and photographed in November. To give useful information,
they will need to be kept going for at least 5 years. (For details of how the plots were set up, please see last
year's Review, page 33.)
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First Observations:
i) Over 25 species were recorded over the 3 plots. The number of flowering herbs (not grasses) per test area
ranged from 5 to 11 , averaging 8.
ii) Each area (I West, II Middle & III East) has its own 'character' and distinct community. In I and II there
were more thistles, teasels and brambles. Only I had Silverweed (Potentilla anserina) and Meadow
Vetchling. Only 11 had Ground Ivy (Glechoma hederacea).
Ill was distinguished by 2 species of sedge - Glaucous Sedge and Hairy Sedge (Carex hirta), also Ribwort
Plantain (Plantago lanceolata) and Creeping Cinquefoil (Potentilla reptans).
ii i) All 3 areas which were Neither Fenced Nor Raked (NFNR) still had very high %-age mosses cover (95%,
96%, 80%) and low grass cover. This fits with our feeling that the rabbits eat any grass that appears, but not
the mosses.
The areas which were Not Fenced but Raked (NFR) had much lower %-age moss cover ( I 0%, 20 - 25%,
30 - 40%), and 2 had small areas of bare ground still showing.
In the Fenced areas, the grasses had grown really well, up to 20 cm tall (8"), except in plot I, where rabbits
had been able to get in for a while. In the areas which had been Raked, Fenced or Not Fenced, the plots were
more open, and in II FR and III NFR there were more of the fine-leaved grasses.
Also in plot III the sedges were clearly benefitting from the exclusion of rabbits.
However, it is still early days for drawing conclusions.
In March, several clumps of Green Figwort (Scrophularia umbrosa) were moved from the side of the West
Lagoon to the East Lagoon, eastern end mainly. This is a precaution, in case work by the Ilkley Anglers on
the West Lagoon causes the loss of the good colony there. Two clumps of Water Forget-me-not (Myosotis
scorpioides) were also moved. This plant had been at the edge of the East Lagoon in earlier years, and was
probably one of the casualties of the various water treatments.
Eleven other species were added to the list for the nature reserve side of the site in 2009, and these are
mentioned in the Records section.
Washburn Reservoirs Revisited
In 1960 Joan Duncan (JED) and Mary Dalby (MD) contributed an article to the YNU publication The
Naturalist, reporting on fieldwork which they had carried out on Swinsty and Fewston reservoirs between
1957 and 1959 1• They bad made a study of the shore-areas of the two reservoirs in the dry year of 1957, but
failed to get much fi.utber in 1958, a very wet year when the shore-areas were largely submerged. They were
then rewarded in 1959, with a long summer drought and very low water levels, giving good access.
In 2009, fifty years on, I received two particular records on successive days in the late summer. One was
from Olwen Middleton, for Trailing St.John's-wort on the east shore of Swiosty, and, next day, one from
Mike Atkinson for the same species from the Low Dam area between Thruscross and Blubberhouses.
On going to check the plant out at Swinsty, I found there was a good depth of "draw-down" zone exposed
and, apart from the attractive little St.John's-wort, with its trailing stems and stany yellow flowers, there
were several other "specials" to be found. I wanted to explore further. In particular, I wanted to know how
things compared now with the late 1950s - and what gains and losses there were.
By mid-October, three of us (BNB, CH and I) had made six visits to Swinsty and/or Fewston, and one to
Tbruscross. We had followed the recording pattern used by JED and MD, noting presence of a species in
three zones:
A. surrounding vegetation,
B. the 'draw-down' zone
C. dams, inlets and outlets.
We also sub-divided the draw-down zone into three, again after JED and MD.
Bi) occasiona1ly submerged (top of shore),
Bii) normally exposed in summer,
Biii) infrequently exposed.
Again like JED and MD, we noted wet and dry areas in Bi), and muddy and stony areas in Bii), but we did
not list these separately.
t

O ne of the top 10 warmesL years in llkley's records. See Weather page 30.
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This work is not complete, and I hope that 2010 is a year that lets us continue our recording.
Findings to date: We have r.ecorded 149 taxa.
Some Draw-down 'Specials' still present:
Trifid Bur-marigold (Bidens tripartita),Red Goosefoot (Chenopodium rubrum),
Mudwort (Limosella aquatica), Shoreweed (Littore!la uniflora),
Water Purslane (Lythrum portula), Marsh Cinquefoil (Potentilla palustris).
Gains:
A white-flowered Michaelmas Daisy (Aster novi-belgii agg.) at Swinsty
A 2nd Water Starwort species, (Callitriche brutia), at Fewston
New Zealand Pigmyweed (Crassula helmsii)- at Fewston.
Brittle Bladder-fern - l plant at Thruscross.
Himalayan Balsam (Impatiens glandulifera) - at Fewston
Creeping Willow (Salix repens) - with various leaf-forms, including the silvery-leafed S. repens var
argentea. Found at Swinsty.
Losses:
Recording in September and October made certain p lants hard to find, let alone identify. I hope that we can
find at least some of the following, by looking earlier in the season:
Orange Foxtail, Marsh Foxtail, Thread Rush, Slender Rush, Wood Clubrush, Common Clubrush, Marsh
Speedwell.
Oh, Olwen and Mike - what did you start?

Other Survey Work
Several members have been helping Nidderdale AONB by undergoing training, and then carrying out
surveys to determine whether sites should hold SINC (Sites of Importance in Nature Conservation) status.
Some of these sites have been within the WNS recording area and others have been close to it. These visits
give us welcome opportunities to look at places not normally available to us.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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My grateful thanks also go to everyone who has organised or led events.
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FERNS

Ilkley Moor Restoration Project
The implications of chemical spraying to reduce the extensive bracken (Pteridium aquilinum) on the Moor
were among the issues discussed at a meeting with representatives of the Project and Natural England. BB
and NV have mapped the prime locations of sensitive plants, particularly moorland ferns such as Lemonscented fern (Oreopteris /imbosperma), Hard fem (Blechnum spicanl), Lady fern (Athyrium filix-femina),
Male ferns (Dryopteris filix-mas and D. affinis) and Broad buckler-fern (D. dilatata) which are very
susceptible to pteridocides such as Asulox.
Fortunately good agreement could be reached because the main habitat of these ferns requiring protection is
in the steep-sided stream valleys descending the moor, and not the flatter areas in between that are dominated
by bracken (the reduction of which would definitely be desirable). Spraying of steeply contoured slopes has
to be avoided because of likely erosion problems if the removal of bracken results in bare unvegetated
ground. So careful mapping will be carried out before any helicopter spraying is contemplated.
The other very sensitive fern is the legally protected Killamey fern (Trichomanes speciosum) in its
gametophyte state. Sites for this are generally in the woodlands just below the moorland edge, but a few
colonies have been located on the moor itself, in the Rocky Valley area. However they are well hidden, deep
down under large heaped-up boulders, so again with good mapping and careful spraying, they should remain
safe.
Swinsty Fern Walk
Around 20 Naturalists met at the Swinsty Moor car-park on a fme June evening to look at some fems in the
Washburn valley. Broad buckler-fern was carpeting the ground under the pine trees and by a ditch around the
car-park edge was a nice clump of Hard fern showing off both its fertile and vegetative fronds. We followed
tracks through the trees and into a felled area heading SE to Swinsty Hall, revising the characteristic features
of the common Male, Scaly male and Lady fems on the way. A clump of Lemon-scented fem, not that
frequent just round here, was identified in a ditch, and on the walls round Swinsty Hall were splendid arrays
of Harts-tongue (Asplenium scolopendrium) and Common polypody (Polypodium vulgare).
Now on the main track to the dam we discovered one plant of the locally rare Soft shield-fern (Polystichum
setiferum), competing well with the graceful shuttlecocks of the robust fronded Scaly male-fems. The water
outflow from the dam was our final point of interest - its retaining wall is, remarkably, the home to a colony
of Green spleenwort (Asplenium viride). This normally montane species of limestone rocks is totally out of
place here in this lowland acidic environment, but presumably gets its desired alkalinity from the mortar in
the wall. Its nearest recorded neighbours are over 10 miles away up at Greenhow, so bow it's got here is
anyone's guess! But it was growing happily alongside more common species of wall ferns such as
Maiden.hair spleenwort (Asplenium trichomanes ssp. quadrivalens) and Wall-rue (Asplenium ruta-muraria).
It was time to return, up the main track, to arrive back exactly at 9pm having seen 14 fern species during the
walk.
Fern Records
Adder's-tongue (Ophioglossum vulgatum) Has cropped up on a few meetings this
year - two sizeable colonies in the ungrazed young tree plantation at Halton East
(WNS); about 10 blades in limestone grassland at Yambury lead mines (WNS)
and on a YFG meeting at Grimwith Reservoir where we checked out Karen
Bullimore's site on the grassy bank at the east end of the reservoir and decided to
make a count- we totalled 2900 spikes!
Moonwort (Botrychium vulgare) Midge Leather's sharp eyes spotted this in Strans
Wood (WNS) and in Teesdale (WNS). A monster specimen 15cm tall with a
triple-branched spike was also found amongst the Grimwith adder's-tongues
(YFG).
Killamey fem - gametophyte form (Trichomanes speciosum) Ilkley Moor (BB) see above. Some extra sites in the Valley of Desolation by the upper fall (BB).
Also found under boulders by the outflow beck of March Ghyll Reservoir during
SINC recording for Nidderdale AONB. Close by was a good colony of Soft
shield-fern (Polystichum setiferum) (BB).
Common polypody (Polypodium vulgare) - at Castley (WNS), unusual to be
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g this far east in Wharfedale; in Timble Ings Plantation at the base of a birch (BB); west of
oms, a few clumps in limestone pavement and on roadside walls (BB/CH). Also in the latter area with
Intermediate polypody (P. inte1jectum), and on a small crag I plant of the hybrid between the two
on's polypody (P. x mantoniae) was identified by BB.
~~ shield-fem (Polystichum aculeatum) - growing on Homesteads limestone pavements not far from
_cremoms, along with Limestone fem (Gymnocarpium robertianum) (BB). In much less limy habitats it
_ found growing amongst boulders at Grimwith Reservoir (YFG) and on the banks of the Wharfe at
.:: GP and Wharfemeadows Park, Otley (BB).
'.:;:::je b ladder-fem (Cystopteris fragilis) is another calcicole that can crop up in odd places - it was also at
.:::::::Uwith with the above (YFG), and was found on a boulder on the shore-line of Thruscross Reservoir
8-3 :W/CH).
~ev fem ( Cryptogramma crispa) although ve1y common in the Lake District hills, is very rare in our
~
g area, so I was very interested to see CH's photo of it growing in a mine shaft on Fountains Fell
-~s Geology walk).
=='-"bc:::a~ck~ (Asplenium ceterach) is also quite rare for us, so always a
~ find. Addingham now has two colonies recorded after NV found
good crop on the wall of the Church Orchard, along with some
~ lvpody (P. interjectum). The other known site is on Main Street by
War Memorial.
llirt's-tongue (Asplenium scolopendrium) No shortage of records for
=is common fern, but a new one was noted at Blubberhouses (BB) and
:3 found it in Farnley Wood .
.s:ni-ow buckler-fem (D1yopteris carthusiana) likes marshy carr
.::mitats. New records this year from Grimwith Reservoir (YFG) and
.:mble logs (BB). It's still growing well at Low Dam following the
-aland restoration work last year.
ater horsetail (Equisetum jluviatile) in Coldstone Beck ravine on
B.':lrley Moor (BB). The hybrid with Field horsetail, Shore horsetail (E.
litorale) - a colony was identified at March Ghyll Reservoir during
~.u 1 C recording (BB). Wood horsetail (E. sylvaticum) has been found
a spring-head on Illdey Moor and below Low Dam in wet carr
Rustyback
-;-oodland (BB), and near Blubberhouses car-park (NV). Further afield
:::i Teesdale the WNS had various sightings of the rare Variegated
rsetail (E. variegatum) and some also saw Shade horsetail(£. pratense), a northern species which doesn't
;,i'OW as far south as Wbarfedale.

=

-:banks to Ca1men Horner (CH), Nicky Vernon NV) and the Yorkshire Fern Group (YFG) for supplying
:heir records.
Brnce Brown, Fem Recorder

WHARFEDALE'S BRYO-DIVERSITY
(MOSSES AND LIVERWORTS)
Wharfedale is a wonderful place! The variety of habitats we have access to in such a relatively small area is
astounding. Limestone crags and caves, peat bogs, woodland, moorland, mire, streams, rivers and farmland,
.each with a diversity of slope, aspect, hydrology and geology. Add to this the centuries of human influence
through mining, farming, the growth of mills, weirs and dams and urban centres, and there is suddenly a
,reritable kaleidoscope of ecological niches to explore!
Bryophytes (mosses and liverworts) are small and relatively inconspicuous plants, however, a hand lens or
magnifying glass brings their world into focus. The great thing about bryophytes is that they glory in
adversity so they can be recorded all winter long (although it does become more challenging once the snow
is more than six inches in depth!).
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Each micro-habitat bas its own suite of bryophytes. Consequently you will not be surprised to learn that
there are 653 species currently recorded in VC64, of which 118 have been recorded in Wharfedale since
2006. If you have a garden there is likely to be at least thirty species present.
Why not get an old envelope and put a small amount of as many types of moss and liverwort as you can
find in your garden? Put your name on it and get it too me, and I will be delighted to give you a list of
bryopbytes in your garden. This will also provide valuable information for mapping the wealth of bryodiversity in Wharfedale.
Gordon Haycock, Bryophyte Recorder

AMPHIBIANS
CAUDATA TAILED AMPHJBIANS
GREAT CRESTED NEWT Triturus cristatus
Approximately 280 eggs were introduced under Natural England licence to Nell Bank Centre by Gordon
Haycock on 21st May.
PALMATE NEWT Triturus helveticus
1 eft found in a pond at Birdcage Walk allotments on 27th
February.
SMOOTH NEWT Triturus vulgaris
Records from OWNR and Otley Chevin.
ALPINE NEWT Triturus alpestris
No records.
Palmate Newt
ANURA TAIL-LESS AMPHIBIANS
COlVIM_ON TOAD Bufo bufo
First seen at Low Dam on 18th March with 3 pairs and many single males. Also seen at Timble and Sun
Lane with spawn by mid April. At Yorkgate Quany pond on 251h March there was a count of 167 adults+ 7
pairs in amplexus. Last seen on 11th October at OWNR.
COMMON FROG Rana temporaria
First seen .in a trough in an Addingham garden on 22nd February. Active in the stream at OWNR in early
March. First spawn in Otley on 11th March. By 12th March there were 40+ lots in the stream at OWNR.
There was lots of spawn at Timble on 29th March. Froglets were on the move on 8 1h August. The last record
was at OWNR on 2211d November.
SOUAMATA SCALY REPTILES
ADDER Vipera berus
2 males seen out of hibernation on 5th March. On 6th April, 3 males found, one with milky eyes showing
that he was about to cast his skin. On 241h April, 2 cast adder skins were found. All records were from
Hudstorth.
SLOW WORM Anguis fragilis
A single male was seen at Lindley on 2nd April. Also seen at Hudstorth and Low Dam. We are hoping that
all the work we and the Nidderdale AONB have done will improve the habitat for slow worms, toads and
dragonflies.
COMMON LIZARD Lacerta vlvipara
Most records were from Timble with 5 adults and 2 juveniles seen. Odd juveniles were also noted from
Otley Cbevin and Lindley Wood.
CONTRIBUTORS D Alred, N&A Bowland, K Bullimore, R&H Bunow, J Dixon, C Horner, D Howson,
D&M Leather, P Purvis, N Vernon.
Nevil Bowland, Amphibian Recorder
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Green Hairstfeak (DH)
Broad-bodied Chaser {KB)
Parasol mushroom (CW)

Wref'I {ES)
Be.e Or-chid (OW)

Members' photographs 2009

Co.mmon Hawker (CW)
Small Sl6ppers (CW)
Trailing St John~s- wort (MA)

Mountain Pansy (ML)
Young Swallow (HF)
N.orthern Brown Argus (KB)

MAMMALS
-...-ur-&JHOG Erinaceus europaeus
: :rod kills reported. J Dixon marked 6 hedgehogs between April and June. After that no more were seen.
~::m was seen courting in Burley in July and a juvenile was also reported from Burley. The last recorded
_ · g was late September. There seems to be a definite fall in population.
t... Talpa europaea
• hills were noted in most of the WNS area. The largest numbers were recorded in low land near the
- Wharfe at OWNR. 2 were found dead at OWNR in April. 1 was seen above ground in Troilers Gill
_o:h July.
ION SHREW Sorex araneus
- illllls were found in owl pellets from Famley Lake. 1 caught in a Longworth trap at OWNR; another
dead atFamley Lake on 12th May.
lY SHREW Sorex minutus
;;oond dead on Ilkley Moor on 15th September.
..\TER SHREW Neomys fodiens
.:. ,-o und under a corrugated iron sheet at Sun Lane on 2"d May.
. , U .........

Water Shrew

KERED BAT Myotis mystacinus
~wnd with a bat detector on Otley Council's Bat Evening in September.
CBENTON'S BAT Myotis daubentoni
:ound with a bat detector on Otley Council's Bat Evening in September. Also noted flying over the river at
Gallows Hill and around the bridge in Otley.
~ TULE BAT Nyctalus noctula
.:ound with a bat detector on Otley Council' s Bat Evening in September.

ISTRELLE Pipistrellus pipistrellus
?ound with a bat detector on Otley Council's Bat Evening in September. First seen flying in Otley on 20th
_ larch, also throughout the year at OWNR, the Chevin, Otley and Ilkley.
_,GOMORPHA RABBITS AND HARES
:\BBIT Oryctolagus cuniculus
\"ery widely reported in the WNS area. Myxomatosis is widespread with many fatalities. Black rabbits are
still being reported from OWNR.
ARE Lepus capensis
W idespread but sparse records from up and down the dale. Reports of young from Denton and Farnley.
The most seen together was 3.
ODENTIA RODENTS
ll£D SQUIRREL Sciurus vulgaris
No records this year.

GREY SQUIRREL Sciurus carolinensis
Another well recorded animal, still in large numbers with breeding being reported from many areas.
BAN]( VOLE C/ethrionomys glariolus
Ali records were from OWNR with as many as 6 seen at one time under a corrugated iron sheet. 2 were
caught in Longworth traps on Open Day on 301h July.
FIELD VOLE Microtis agrestis
1 found dead at Timble and another live under a tin at Sun Lane. There were 7 skulls in owl pellets from
Famley Lake.
WOOD MOUSE Apodemus sylvaticus
Most seen under bird feeders in Otley, Ben Rbydding and Menston. 1 high on Embsay Crag on 26th Dec.
COMMON RAT Rattus norvegicus
l road kill in Otley. Often seen under bird feeders at Sun Lane. 1 leaped out of J Dixon ' s compost bin on
13th December.
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CARNIVORA CARNIVORES
FOX Vulpes vulpes
Only 2 sightings, from Addingham and Swinsty, with no records of breeding.
STOAT Mustela erminea
A stoat in ermine was seen at Timble on 8 th March. K Bullimore saw a stoat chasing a weasel at Yambury,
and N Vernon had a stoat looking for mallard eggs round her garden pond. There were 15 sightings from
Kettlewell to Otley.
WEASEL Mustela niv,llis
Only 2 noted this year, at Yambury and Barden Scale.
MINK Mustela vison
A number dispatched at O\VNR. Also seen at Lindley, Famley Lake and
at Gallows Hill where one was seen swimming across the river twice
carrying a dead rabbit.
BADGER Me/es me/es
4 road deaths. Most setts are active but not as busy as last year.
OTTER Lutra lutra
Activity at OWNR followed the normal pattern with a break from the
end of May to 11th July, and then there was evidence of activity up to the
end of December. No actual sightings.
RED DEER Cervus elaphus
No records.
ROE DEER Capreolus capreolus
The most recorded animal with 26 sightings. 2 bucks and 2 does were
seen together at Famley Lake, a doe and kid on Ilkley Moor, and 2 at
Roe Deer
Draughton and Fountains Fell.
CONTRJBUTORS: D Alred, N&A Bowland, K Bullimore, R&H Burrow, J M Clapham, J Dixon, J Flood,
G Foggit & A Powell, M Hamflett, G Haycock, C Homer, D Howson, P Lambert, D&M Leather, L Lee,
P Purvis, A&P Riley, P Roe, E Scarfe, N Vernon.
Thanks to all who sent in records - this would not be possible without YOU. Apologies for errors or
OllliSSlOnS.

Nevil Bowland, Mammal Reorder.

BUTTERFLIES
The season was the third year in succession that was below
the 2003-6 standard- once again there were less butterflies
around There were records from the four comers of our area
and most places in between, but few showed large numbers of
any species, Ringlet being the exception.
The cold winter prevented any early sightings, but a pleasant
March and April led to hopes of a really good year. May for
some reason disappointed compared with 2006-8. The
summer, which is of prime importance to most of our species,
was disappointingly wet. In the autumn conditions improved
but some damage had been done.
Painted Lady was the star perfonner, our Painted Ladies being more widespread than in any other year.
However, only small numbers were rep orted, unlike the situation in Lancashire and in East Yorkshire. It
appears the main migration streams largely passed us by.
26 species were recorded in the year, with the two occasional migrants, Clouded Yellow and Camberwell
Beauty, failing to appear, and no sighting of Dingy Skipper.
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Butterflies were seen from March to December and there were over 4000 records in total with more than
- .000 butterfly sightings. This is the seventh year running we have topped 3000 records, with 48 observers
'=Olltributing, as in 2008. Surprisingly, over half the records were provided by just four observers.
:be records table below shows that the period to the end of April was better than most years The above- -erage figure to the end of June following s good April figure indicates a poor sWTUner.
Year

% by end April

% by end June

2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

9%
5%
7%
2.5%
15%
3.5%

24%
30%
28%
20%
36%
27%

AVERAGE
2009

7%
10%

27%
32%

Percentage ofyears records by the end of April, and by the end ofJune
:be Rank Order each year is used below to compare the fortunes of our species. The 2009 Rank Order of a
5J>ecies is based on the number of sightings compared with other species in 2009, and looked at over the
years can pick out trends.
For the WNS this highlights the spread of the Speckled Wood this millennium, corning from nowhere to top
die rankings for the second year running, with over 20% more sightings in 2009 than any other butterfly.
The nymphalids had mixed fortunes with only modest numbers. The consistent Peacock and the Painted
Lady were equal 2"d after excellent years. The Red Admiral, for which there were few early records, finally
nnished 51h. The Small Tortoiseshell was down to 91\ its lowest ranking this millennium. Comma also
declined, to 11 th this year. The 1ocal Dark Green F1itillary bad a satisfactory year in 21st place.
The whites had a good season, the Green-veined White moving up to 4 1\ with the Small White 61h and the
Large White ih. Brimstone improved from 22°d to 201\ and Orange Tip maintained 13th place.
Ringlet was 101h but had the highest numbers of butterflies of any species- nearly 70% of the I 00+ records
this year were Ringlets. Meadow Brown declined to 81h although with good numbers. The other browns were
satisfactory, excepting the Wall, which bad a third poor season. From the number of new sites it seems that
some browns are still expanding their range.
The Common Blue remained It\ though alarmingly the Sun Lane colony seems to have collapsed. The
Holly Blue bad a poor year dropping from 15th to 23rd and the Small Copper fell to 1st" Northern Brown
Argus improved from 23rd to 22" ·.
There were few sightings of the White-letter Hairstreak and the Purple Hairstreak. Green Hairstreak
maintained its ranking with a few more sightings.
Details of individual species follow. The initials in square brackets denote individual observers whose
names are at the end of the report. ' New sites' denotes new 1.la n. squares on the WNS map.
Tbe bold letters indicate whether record numbers are More Less or the Same compared with the previous
year, for 2007, 2008 and 2009, i.e. LLL shows declining numbers of records for three successive years.
Large letters indicate largest changes.

HESPERIIDAE
1526 SMALL SKIPPER Thymelicus sylvestris
96 Sightings, 24 Sites
LLL.
2 new sites
Not a good year, with only half the number of sites of two years ago. Most records came from the area
around Ilkley and Otley with a few from Trollers Gill, Howgill, and Bolton Abbey station. Seen in the
Washburn up to Tbruscross. and at Duck Street Quany(DSQ) Greenhaw, Timble Ings, and Stainburn Moor
The new sites were at Lumb Gill Wood [NV], and on the old railway to the S of Knotford [ES]. Seen on
four sites in the upper dale, all near Grassington, with a peak count of 14 at Long A shes on 25th July [GL].
Recorded first on 16th June at Lumb Gill Wood [NV] and last on 27'h August in Middleton [DH] where the
overall peak count was 112 on 12th July [DH].
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1531 LARGE SKIPPER Ochlodes venata
54 Sightings, 17 Sites
LLM.
3 new sites, the most significant at Howgi11
A better year. Most sightings came from the area around Ilkley and Otley
with a new record at Burley Station Road [PR]. A few records came from
Bolton Abbey station, and there were new sites at Draughton Bottom [DH]
and Howgill [PRE]. In tbe Washburn area there were records from
Stainburn Forest, Timble Ings and Thruscross. There were three sightings
from upper Whariedale, with a peak count there of 2 at Long Ashes [GL]
First seen on 3 1st May at Timble Ings [KB], last seen there on 5th July
[SG]. The peak count was 32 at Stainburn Forest on 4th July [MB]. There
were three other counts in double figures [DH], [CW], [DA], the latter two
at Timble Ings.
PIERIDAE
1546 BRIMSTONE Gonepteryx rhamni
38 Sightings, 14 Sites
LLM.
No new sites
An improvement on 2008 although still seen in few places. First seen on 31st March in Burley [JK], and last
on 1st October at Beamsley [GF]. Nearly half the records were from Freda Draper where they breed in her
Burley garden. Indeed over 80% of the records came from Burley. The remaining records came from
Beamsley [GFJ, Ilkley [KS, DH], Timble Ings [DA], Swinsty [JK] and the Washburn valley [PR]. The peak
count was 2 and there were such in Spring and Summer. Sixteen of the reports included females.
Once again there were over 150 records of unidentified Whites, probably a mixture of Small I Greenveined Whites and female Orange Tips.
1549 LARGE WHITE Pieris brassicae
263 Sightings, 47 Sites.
LMM
The largest number of sightings ever. The peak number seen was 13, on the 3rd July W of Horse Head [ES].
Scattered widely over the two dales, with most sightings in the Ilkley-Otley area. First seen on 3rd March in
Lindley Wood [DA], and the last on 151 October on Otley Chevin [NB].
1550 SMALL WHITE Pieris rapae
268 Sightings, 51 Sites
LLM.
Second largest number of sightings ever. Seen widely in Wharfedale, up to Litton and Fountains Fell. Less
well spread in the Washburn, seen up to Swinsty and at Greenhaw. The first sighting was again very late,
I st May at Burley Sw1 Lane [DH], and the last was on 29th September in Freda Draper's Burley garden The
largest count was 23 on 2gth July at Sun Lane [JK].
1551 GREEN-VEINED WIDTE Pieris napi
298 Sightings, 95 Sites
LLM.
.
Second largest number of sightings ever. First seen on I th April in Ben Rhydding [DH], last noted there on
241h September [DH]. The largest count was of 49 on 7th August at Otley Wetlands [PR]. There were 5 other
counts of 20 or above, including one of 36 at Trailers Gill [DH] and 1 at Nethergill, Ougbtershaw [GL].
1553 ORANGE TIP Anthocharis cardamines
110 Sightings, 42 Sites.
MLM
7 new sites all acijoining old sites
No improvement on a poor 2008. There were sightings in Wharfedale from Castley [KB] to Lower Grass
1
Wood [SG]. In the Washburn insects were seen as far as Thrnscross [CH]. First seen on l2 h April at Otley
1
[PP] and Burley [FD] and the last sighting of 3 was also in Burley on 20 h June [PR]. The bjghest count was
12 at Otley Wetlands on 26th May [PR]. There were four other counts in double figures.
LYCAENIDAE
1555 GREEN HAIRSTREAK Callophrys rubi
50 Sightings, 21 Sites. LLM
2 new sites both adjoining old sites
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A second poor year though April was better than usual. The first report was on 11 h April at Lea Green [IP]
and the last were on 3rd June at Bastow Wood [SG] and at Rushy Beck, Burley Moor [DH]. The largest
count was 62 on 26th April at Otley Chevin [PB]. There were thirteen records in upper Wharfedale in the
Bastow Wood and Lea Green area, where the largest count was 4 [IP].
1557 PURPLE HAIRSTREAK Neozephyrus quercus
5 Sightings, 3 Sites. LLM

One new site
Another very poor year. The first seen was on 3rct August at Beamsley [GF], and the last was on the 22nd
August at the new site of Fewston reservoir [DH]. The peak sighting was 3 at Beamsley [GF].
1558 WHITE-LETTER HAIRSTREAK Satyrium w-album
7 Sightings, 3 Sites. LML
The worst year s ince 2003. Tbe first sighting was on 211d July at Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits [DH], where the
peak sighting of 3 occmred on 101h July [CW]. The last sighting was also there on 2°d August [PR]. Other
sites were the Middleton Wood edge [DH] and Otley Wetlands NR [KB].
1561 SMALL COPPER Lycaena phJaeas
53 Sightings, 27 Sites, LML

Four new sites, including squares on Barden Fell and Simons Seat.
The worst year since 2002. Seen in Vlharfedale up to Trollers Gill [PL, DH] and Appletreewick [CG]. Seen
in the Washburn up to Blubberhouses [CG] and at DSQ Greenhow [MB]. First sighted on 2nd April at the
Lea Green/Bastow Wood (LG/BW) trransect [IP]. There was a peak number of 7 on 16th June at March
Ghyll reservoir [KL], The last record was on 13th October at Sun Lane [PR].
1573 NORTHERN BROWN ARGUS Plebeius (Aricia) artaxerxes
27 Sightings, 11 Sites, LML.

Two new sites
Quite a good year. The new sites were at Strans Wood [NV] and l(jlnsey Coolscar on the transect walked
as part of the Wider Countryside scheme [PM]. This year we have included the sightings from both
Butterfly Conservation transects near Grassington. The most seen were 73 on 16th June at the LG/BW
transect [IC] and there were 4 other sightings there of more than 20 insects [IP]. The first sighting was on
30th May at the Long Ashes transect [GL], and the last insects were 2 at the LG/BW transect on 25th July
[IP]. Other sightings were at Lea Green [AG, KB], Haw Hill Quarry [DH], Park Gill [GF], Yockenthwaite
[DL], and three sites at Kilnsey [GF, PM, DH],
1574 COMMON BLUE Polyommatus icarus
116 Sightings, 35 Sites, LLM

Four new sites, including one at Howgill
There were four new sites including Howgill, where 3 were seen on 9th July [PRE] The insect was seen
widely over Wharfedale up to Littondale and Langstrothdale but the only Washburn records were at
Lindley Wood [NB] and Thruscross [DH]. At DSQ Greenhow there was the largest count of 119 butterflies
on 25rh July [MB], down once again on earlier years. Next largest was 117 at Bolton Abbey station on 25th
June [DH]. The first sighting was on 1st June at Lindley Wood dam [NB] and the last was at Otley Wetlands
on 19th September [KB, NB].
On the large Bolton Abbey station site 3 fresh insects were seen on 10th September, signs of a small
second brood [DH]. Io Otley and Ilkley there were September records of singletons.
1580 HOLLY BLUE Celastrina argiolus.
26 Sightings, 8 Sites, MLL
A sharp decline in records and sites, and the worst performance since 2005. All but two records came from
Burley (18) or Otley (6), the exceptions being Beamsley and Ben Rhydding. The first sightings were on
19th April in Burley [FD, BS] and the last was there on 11th September [DA]. The most seen were 2 at
Ot1ey Wetlands on the 25th July [PR, KB].
NYMPHALIDAE
1590 RED ADMIRAL Vanessa atalanta
274 Sightings, 76 Sites, LLM
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With one exception there had been less than 10 Red Admiral sightings prior to July each year. From 2003-7
the pattern was broken, but in the last two years it bas returned, and in 2009 there were only 6 sightings
before July.
Seen throughout Wharfedale up to Litton [KL], Hubberhohne [KB] and Bucden Pike [MB] Also in the
Washburn up to Thruscross [DA, JF], and some on the surrmmdjng higb land including DSQ Green.how
[MB]. The first sighting was on 1st June in Burley [DA], and the last was seen on 200 November at Ben
Rhydding [DH] The peak count was 21 on l2 1h September at Grass Wood [DBR], and there were 12 on
michae1mas dajses at the entrance to Stainbum Forest on 261h September [DH].
1591 PAINTED LADY Vanessa cardui
366 Sightings, 98 Sites, LLM
One of the best years ever, and yet nothing like as good as reported elsewhere.
Seen all over our recording area, notably near Dale Head [GL]. .. The first
sighting was on 191h April at Middleton Woods [DH]. The last sighting was on
2s1h October at Addingbam [NV]. The peak number was 24 on 29th May at
Howgill [PRE] but disappointingly there were only 12 reports of double figures.
1593 SMALL TORTOISESHELL Aglais urticae
237 Sightings, 75 Sites, LLM
4 new sites all adjoining old sites
A slight improvement on the poor 2008, and seen throughout Wharfedale up to
Starbotton [MB] and Litton [KL] and in a number of places in the Washburn up
to Thruscross [JF], also at DSQ Greenhow [MB]. First seen on 151h March in
Otley [DB], and last on 2s1h October at John O ' Gaunts castle [ES]. The peak
count was 20 at Castley [DB] and there was only one other count in double
Painted Lady
figures - 10 seen in Denton [PRE].
1597 PEACOCK Inachis io
366 Sightings, 79 Sites, MLL
3 new sites including Appletreewick and Hazlewood
Still common, but with declining numbers in the last two years, First seen on 3rd March at Lindley Wood
[DA], last seen 10th December at Litton [MB]. There was a peak count of 47 on 9 rh September at Middleton
Hospital [DH]. There werel3 other counts in double figmes, 3 in September, 7 in August, and 3 in May.
1598 COMMA Polygonia c-album
169 Sightings, 41 Sites, LLL
4 new sites including one near Foxup in Littondale
The number of sightings has fallen for the third successive year. A bright spot is the sighting 3rd July W of
Horse Head on moors high above Halton Gill (ES]. This is further up Littondale than any previous record.
The first butterfly was seen in Burley on 3rd March [DA]. The last was seen on 2"d November also in
Menston [FD]. In the spring no more than 4 insects were seen, these at Burley Sun Lane [PP]. Overall the
peak number of 8 was seen at Otley Wetlands [PR, KB]. This is the smallest peak count since 2000.
1607 DARK GREEN FRITILLARY Argynnis aglaja
35 Sightings, 16 Sites, LML
4 new sites adjoining old ones.
A good number of r ecords, but with none from Littondale and Langstrothdale.
For the second year running there was a record from Bolton Abbey station [DH] . The peak numbers were
24 in mid-July at Park Gill Kettlewell [GF], and 2 1 on the LG/BW transect [IP] .There were 12 at DSQ
Greenhaw [MB], 6 at Trollers Gill [KB] and 4 near Kettlewell at Dowber Gill [KL]. The earliest record of 3
at Lea Green was on 28rh June [KB]. The last was seen on l 91h August at the LG/BW transect [JS].
SATYRIDAE
1614 SPECKLED WOOD Pararge aegeria
446 Sightings, 72 Sites MMM.
9 new sites including Menwith Hill.
Still expanding its range, with 8 new squares - om commonest butterfly.
The earliest record was on 19th April on Illdey Moor [CW] and the latest was on 26th October at Otley
Wetlands [CH]. The largest number seen in the first half of the year was 20 on 12th June at the Wetlands
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~ and on 30th July at the same site the peak number of 58 was seen [PP]. Otley Wetlands NR was our

:;:r=ne site for Speckled Wood as nearly 70% of all records in double figures came from there.
-=.- \\-ALL

Lasiommata megera
ightings, 15 Sites, LLL.
i:W sites including Menwith Hill.
- increasingly worrying decline, only half the sightings of 2008. There was one sighting in upper
~ edale at Bastow Wood [SG]. Lower down the Wharfe valley seen from Trollers Gill, Bolton Abbey
s:!tion , Menwith Hill, Ilkley, Burley and Otley to Castley. In the Washburn area seen near Timble lngs,
~ burn Forest, Fewston and John O 'Gaunts castle. Two insects were the first seen on 19th April at
7:ollers Gill [KB]. The last record was of 3 on 12th September at Stainbum Forest [DH]. The highest count
..:5 26 on 24th July at Otley Wetlands [CW]. Menwith Hill was the only notable new site [MB].
~ GATEKEEPER Pyronia tithonus
- Sightings, 17 Sites, SLL
.: •sew sites adjoining old ones
_:::ghtly worse than last year, with no upper Wharfedale records. Lower down the valley insects were seen
sound Trollers Gill, in Ilkley, Burley and Otley, and a few sites in the Washburn area, with substantial
:=:n:nbers at Famley, Timble lngs and Thruscross. First seen on 5th July at Burley Sun Lan.e NR [JK], and
1
~'">e last on ll 1b September on Otley Chevin [NB]. The most seen were 61 on 26 h July at Otley Wetlands
""DR] from where all 10 of the largest numbers were reported.
'26 MEADOW BROWN Maniola jurtina
--13 Sightings, 64 Sites, LLM.
5 new sites adjoining old ones
-:1ie number of sightings does not vary widely from one year to the next. Seen w idely in the Wharfe valley
"IDough there were few near the river from Hebden to Ilkley. Common in the Ilkley-Otley area, then a
:luster of records around Grassington, and a few up tp Litton [KLJ and Hubberholme [KB]. In the
Washburn valley there were records up to Thruscross [DA, KB, CG] and at DSQ Greenhaw [MB]. The first
sighting was on 1th June at Otley Wetlands NR [PR]. The last was seen there on 13th September [PP]. The
peak sighting was also there, 200 on 11 lh July [PR] and 95 at DSQ Greenhaw on 25th July [MB]. Over 50
were seen on two other sites.
1627 SMALL HEATH Coenonympha pamphilus
94 Sightings, 44 sites. LLM
9 new sites, three in the headwaters of the Whmfe
Primarily a moorland insect found all over the higher land in our area. 2009 was a similar year to 2008.
with several new sites, notably Cam House [GL] and Giants Grave near P enyghent [GL]. Half the sightings
were in upper Wharfedale, includjng 18 insects on the new transect at Kilnsey [PM] and 12 at Dawber Gill
J(L]. Down the valley there were records including Hebden [SG], Trollers Gill [DH, KB], Hambleton
Quarry area [DH], Middleton and Langbar moors [KL, ES] and Otley [ES, SG]. In the Washburn there
were sightings at Timble logs [5 recorders], Swinsty dam [JK], Stainburn Forest [MB, DH], and at DSQ
Greenhaw [MB]. The first record was on 29th May at Howgill [PRE], and the last sighting was at DSQ
Greenhaw on 7th September [MB]. The peak number was 68 at the LG/BW transect on 2"d July [IP]. In all
there were 20 sightings in double figures.
1629 RJNGLET Aphantopus hyperantus
184 Sightings, 54 Sites, LLM.
8 new sites including Howgill and Litton
Since 2003 the Ringlet has become one of our commonest butterflies. It is still extending its range in upper
Wharfedale with new sites at Litton [KL] Kilnsey [PM] and Yambmy [AG, SG], and other sites in the
Kettlewell and Grassington area. In the lower dale a new site at Howgill (200 seen) [PRE] and seen around
Hebden, Grimwith, Trollers Gill, the Bolton Abbey station area and Ilkley through to Knotford and Castley.
Seen in the Washburn on a walk from Dob Park to Lindley Wood, at Timble lngs, and up to Thruscross,
also at Norwood Bottom, Stainburn Forest and D SQ Greenhaw [MB], where there was a count of 206 on
25th July.
The peak number of 268 was seen on 28 1h June at Otley Wetlands [PP] where there were two other
estimates of hundreds [PR]. 100 were seen at Stainbum Forest [MB].
~
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The earliest record was on 21st June at Otley Wetlands [KB], and the last on 19th August at the LG/BW
transect [JS].
In compiling this report I am very grateful for the help of many WNS members, the Upper Wharfedale Field
Society, Butterfly Conservation, and friends. Most of the records have come directly, but others have come
via Gerald Light of the UWFS, and Jean Murray of BC.
l apologise for any errors or omissions.
Records were received from the following:
Alred, D & J (DA); Atkinson, M & D (MA); Barnham, M (MB); Barton, Susan (SB); Benson, D & A (DB);
Bowland, A & N (NB); Brear, D (DBR); Brothers, Paul (PB); Bullimore, K (KB); Bums, P; Burrow, R & H (RB);
Clapham & Gramshaw (CG); Clapham, J (JC); Clements, E (EC); Court, Ian (IC); Dixon, J & J; Draper, Freda (FD);
Flood, John (JF); Foggitt, G & Powell, A (GF); Goodwin, S & S (SG); Gramshaw, A (AG); Hatton, Elaine (EH);
Haycock, Gordon (GH); Horner, Carmen (CH); Howson, D & R (DH); Howson, Phil & Diane (PH); Howson, Tim
(TH); Jakeways, D & R (DJ); Kyriakides, J, K & A (JK); Larner, Peter (PL); Leather, M & D (DL); Light, Gerald
(GL); Limb, P & K (KL); Millard, Paul (PM); Moore, N (NM); Parkes, S (SP); Powell, Ian (IP); Purvis, Paul (PP);
Riley, Peter & Anne (PR); Roe, Pete (PRE); Russell, Paul (PR); Scarfo, Ernie (ES); Shackleton, K (KS); Speed, B &
P (BS); Swann, Janet (JS); Thompson, A & B (AT); Vernon, Nikky (NV); Williams,Colin (CW).

David Howson, Butterfly Recorder

MOTHS
Another wet summer! Even with a rain shield, the MV trap occasionally by morning contained water.
However, as well as the Beamsley trap records others came from Menston (Jeanette Clapham), Pool Mills
and Dob Park (Colin Harrison) while theRileys trapped consistently at Woodhm Burley-in-Wharfedale, plus
occasional visits to Sun Lane N.R. and Ben Rhydding Gravel Pits. Mike Barnham did a trapping session in
Duck Street Quarry.
I am grateful for all their detailed reports which are kept on file in the Society's records and I am as usual
highlighting here a number of the more interesting records. The Rothamsted trap at Beamsley did not run in
2009. T apologise for any omissions, oversights or errors.
1643 EMPEROR MOTH Pavonia pavonia
A male flew past John Northage on 191h April on Burley Moor. He
watched it settle in the heather and on approach he saw a waiting female.
N01man Moore found a larva on Rocking Moor on 9th July and nearby an
Oak Eggar larva for comparison.
1652 PEACH BLOSSOM Thyatira batis
This lovely moth is clearly doing well with five records in Dob Park and
Pool Mills, four Menston records, two at Burley and scattered records
elsewhere.
1766 BLUE-BORDERED CARPET Plemyria rubiginata
One atBurl.ey on 151h August.
Emperor caterpillar
1808 SANDY CARPET Perizoma jlavofasciata
One at Burley on 26th June.
1849 ASH PUG Eupitheciafraxinata
One at Burley on th July. Previously described as occasional in Wharfedale.
1873 WELSH WA VE Venusia cambrica
Another nice find by Colin Harrison at Pool. Usually found near Rowan trees.
1922 SWALLOW-TAILED MOTH Ourapteryx sambucaria
Tbjs lovely moth is trapped annually in Wharfeda1e with the larvae feeding on Elder.
1931 PEPPERED MOTH Biston betularia
About 60% trapped in Wharfedale are the dark carbonaria form with a small number of intermediate. In
Dob Park however Co.tin Harrison reports eleven typical to one carbonaria.
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1958 CLOUDED SILVER Lomographa temerata
One trapped at Sun Lane on 25th June and at Ben Rhydding GP on 29th June.
1969 GREY SCALLOPED BAR Dysciafagaria
One at Burley on 11 th June.
1980 EYED HAWKMOTH Smerinthus ocellata
One at Burley on 24th June. A welcome report of a species that has become scarce.
1997 SALLOW KITTEN Furcula furcula
Single records from Burley on 2th June and 13th August.
2107 LARGE YELLOW UNDERWING Noctrw pronuba
One hundred and twenty seven at Burley was the biggest catch of the year.
2183 BLOSSOM UNDERWING Orthosia miniosa
One reported from Burley on 14th April was an outstanding capture.
~~ Photographic confomation was made by several experts. Two more were
captured in the Spurn area on 11 1h and 12th April. There hadn't been any
confirmed Yorkshire records since the 1880s. Presumed immigrant.
2232 BLACK RUSTIC Aporophyla nigra
Recorded between 18th September and 10th October from Burley, Menston,
Pool Mills and Doh Park.
2302 BROWN RUSTIC Rusinaferruginea
One trapped at Beamsley on 13th July.
2313 ANGLE-STRIPED SALLOW Enargia paleacea
One trapped on Jgth September by Colin Harrison in Dob Park.
2336 DOUBLE LOBED Apamea ophiogramma
Five individuals were trapped at Menston in the period 27th July - 4th August.
2410 MARBLED WHITE SPOT Protodeltotepygarga
One trapped by Jeanette Clapham on 1st July at Menston may be a VC64 record.
1466 BLACKNECK Lygephila pastinum
Another excellent find by Jeanette Clapham, with one trapped at Menston on 3 rd July.
1474 STRAW DOT Rivula sericealis
Continues to increase both in numbers and spread, perhaps by immigration. The previous northern border
was thought to be roughly a line from the Humber to the Mersey.
Graham Foggitt, Moth Recorder

~

MICRO MOTHS
There was quite a good spread of records this year with a few interesting moths to rep01t. It's hard to imagine
a micro moth with a wingspan of just 14mm being an immigrant but the Diamond-back Moth - Piute/la
xy/oste!la - certainly is one. Numbers coming into the country from the
continent fluctuate from year to year but it can be abundant some years.
This year was probably average with a few records from Burley-inWharfedale, Menston and Dob Park. Its close
relative, however, P iute/la porrectella, which is
slightly larger, remains somewhat elusive. This
one is not an immigrant and is rather locally
distributed since the larval foodplant is Dame's Violet or Sweet Rocket (Hesperis
matronalis). However, it is recorded quite widely and sometimes commonly in
VC61 to VC64.
Our first trapping venture at Nethergill Farm near Oughtersbaw in upper
Wharfedale in June produced just short of 400 moths. Not surprisingly, at 1,200 feet
above sea level, micro moths were a bit thin on the ground. However, one species,
the very pretty Olethreutes schulziana (PR/AR) was new to most ofus although it is
found on moorlands and heaths in all five vice counties and is said to be locally
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111-------------------------------------------fairly common.
Another interesting moth was the day and night flying Pyrausta cingulata found at Dowber Ghyll on 7th
August (PL). We regularly encounter this species on the limestone pavement at Gait Barrows NNR over in
the northwest where the larval food plant is thought to be wild thyme but this is a good record for
Wbarfedale.
Among other species classed as local or locally common the Pearl-banded Grass Veneer - Catopria
margaritella - was recorded at Dob Park; Catopria falsella was recorded at both Dob Park and Menston and
Eudonia pallida was encountered at Dob Park and Pool Mills.
However, perhaps the most interesting micro moth of the year was Duponchelia fovea/is. This species is
generally thought to be imported with cultivated plants. The first British record was in 1996. On the
continent it is already a pest in nurseries in certain areas, the larvae feeding on a wide range of plants. One
found in a house in Menston on 7th February 2009 (CGH) was only the third record for Yorkshire and the
first for VC64. This particular specimen is thought to have hatched on an azalea plant bought just two weeks
earlier.
Peter Murphy, Micro Moth Recorder

DRAGONFLIES AND DAMSELFLIES
ORDER ODONATA
Sightings in species order as follows:
LARGE RED DAMSELFLY Pyrrhosoma nymphula
Recorded between 20th April and 241h July at Timble, Otley Wetlands (OWNR), March Gill, Tluuscross,
Yarnbury, Sun Lane and Burley.
Largest counts: 9th May OWNR 30+, and 1st July Yarnbury 20.
BLUE TAILED DAMSELFLY Jschnura elegans
Recorded between 24th May and 22nd August at Timble, OWNR, Low Dam
and Sun Lane.
Largest numbers seen: l 81" July OWNR described as ' many'
AZURE DAMSELFLY Coenagrion puel/a.
Recorded between 7th May and 81h August at Timble, OWNR, Burley and
Sun Lane.
Blue-tailed Damse~
Largest numbers seen: 26th May OWNR 'hordes', and 24th May Sun Lane 'many' .
COMMON BLUE DAMSELFLY Enallagma cyathigerum
Recorded between 241h May and 291h August at Timble, OWNR, Sun Lane, Thruscross, Yarnbury,
Knotford and Low Dam.
Largest numbers seen/counts: 21st June OWNR 'many hundreds' , l 6'h July Yarnbury 'many' and 5th June
Knotford 70.
EMERALD DAMSELFLY Lestes sponsa
Recorded between 1st July and 30th September at Timble, OWNR, Thrnscross and Low Dam.
Largest numbers seen/counts: 2nd August Timble 'numerous' and 7th August OWNR 55.
BANDED DEMOISELLE Calopteryx splendens
Recorded between 24th May and gth August at OWNR, Otley Riverside, Knotford, Castley and Ben
Rhydding Gravel Pits (BRGP).
11
Largest counts: 5th June Knotford 16 including ovipositing females, and 2 d July OWNR 5.
BROWN HAWKER Aeshna grandis
Recorded between l st June and 24th September at OWNR, various parts of Otley, Knotford, Dob Park and
Sun Lane.
Largest counts: 7th August OWNR 37 and 22nd August OWNR 19 including mating pair.
COMMON HAWKER Aeshnajuncea
Recorded between 21st June and 30rn September at Timble, OWNR, Low Dam, Bastow, Grass Wootl.
Dowber Gill (Kettlewell) and Trollers Gill.
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~ counts: 16th July Dawber Gill 6, and 25th July Timble 5. However there was a considerable
c:::::agence of Common and Southern Hawker at the Tirnble ponds. A count of the empty larvae cases
-a:niae) totalled 142 of which 115 were counted on 11ttt July and the balance on 24th July. Many exuviae
~ not obtainalbe from tbe pond edges resulting in uncertainty about how many were Common and how
- y were Southern Hawkers. Those obtainable were fairly evenly split between the two species. There
~ some casualties amongst the emerged insects due to weather conditions.
CTHERN HAWKER Aeshna cyanea
ecorded between 21st June and ?'h October at Timble, OWNR, Low Dam, Thruscross, Dob Park, BRGP,
~ ey, Sun Lane and Otley gardens.
~est counts: various dates in July and August OWNR 4, 29th August Sun Lane 5, and 1st October
~TIDble 5 but see above notes re exuviae at Timble under Common Hawker.
GRANT HAWKER Aeshna Mixta
~orded between grh August and l ih October at OWNR, Timble and Sun Lane.
=-.rrgest counts: 24th September OWNR 7 (6 males and 1 mating female), gth August Sun Lane 1 and
_ 1. October Timble 2.
CO)fMON DARTER Sympetrum striolatum
R.ecorded between 1st July and 3 1st October at OWNR, Timble, Low Dam, Thruscross, Dob Park, Sun
:..ane, and Otley and Burley gardens.
:..argest counts: 22nd August OWNR 42 and 261h September OWNR 42 and 30th September Low Dam 5.
BL<\.CK DARTER Sympetrum danae
Recorded between 14th July and 7th October at Timble, OWNR and Low Darn.
Largest count: 9th September OWNR 5.
RCDDY DARTER Sympetrum sanguineum
Recorded only on ih and grh August at OWNR, each report being of 1 male.
BL.<\CK TAILED SKIMMER Orthetrum cancellatum
Recorded between 9th June and 11 th July at OWNR only.
Largest count: 2nd July OWNR 3.
GOLDEN RINGED DRAGONFLY Cordulegaster boltonii
Recorded between 22nd June and 14th August at Timble, Low Dam and above March Ghyll reservoir.
Largest counts: 5th August Low Dam 5 and 20th July Timble 3.
EMPEROR DRAGONFLY Anax imperator
Recorded between gth June and gth August at Timble, OWNR and Yambury.
Largest counts: gth June Timble 2 exuviae, 1st July Timble 2 females ovipositing.
LESSER EMPEROR Anax parthenope
No sightings during 2009.
FOUR SPOTTED CHASER Libellula quadrimaculata
Recorded between 26th May and 31st July at Timble, OWNR, Low Darn, Yarnbury and Sun Lane.
~ -h Largest counts: 2nd July OWNR 11 and 2nd June Timble 4.
~~~ '
. l BROAD BODIED CHASER Libellula depressa
·
Recorded between 3 1m May and 25 ili July at Timble, OWNR, Low
( $ ~ . ::Dam, Thruscross and a Burley garden.
~~1,j:~· :: ·
Other than Timble all were singles except 14th June Low Dam 3 and
..e.~II ~~ ' · · ._23rd July Low Dam 3.
=i.~eac,.....,_ Largest counts: 21st June at Timble 13 (9 male and 4 female, including
I r:$
· mating and ovipositing). However 14 exuviae were found at Timble on 31st May and 1
(
'!·J'.' ,..,31
1
'\ =·~'),'¥
on 8 h June.

r,:'t//· F-~~
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Of particular interest in 2009: COMMON HAWK.ER I SOUTHERN HAWK.ER
The large number of exuviae at Timble ponds in mid July.
RUDDY DARTER A cause for concern that only 1 male was recorded at OWNR in early August as only 12 males were recorded in 2008, following a blank year in 2007.
The report is based on records supplied by:
D & J Alred, N & A Bowland, D Brear, K Bullimore, A Gramshaw, D Howson, K & P Limb, P Purvis,
A & P Riley, E Scarfe.
David Alred, Dragonfly Recorder
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LADYBIRDS
7 SPOT LADYBIRD Coccinella 7-punctata
Usually our most common ladybird; found in Burley, Illdey, Otley and OWNR where 18 were seen on a
Botany day vjsit.
CREAM SPOT LADYBIRD Calvia 14- guttata
5 recorded on 26rh May at OWNR - in fact all records of cream spot were from there.
2 SPOT LADYBIRD Adalia 2-punctata
By far the most common ladybird this year. Usually seen as singles from Burley, Addingham, OWNR and
Lindley Wood.
ADONIS LADYBIRD Adonia varigata
A mating pair seen at OWNR on 18th July.
10 SPOT LADYBIRD Adalia 10-punctata
Singles found at OWNR and Otley Chevin.
14 SPOT LADYBIRD Propylea 14-punctata
Only 1 seen; near the car park at OWNR.
22 SPOT LADYBIRD Psyllobora 22-punctata
111
1 at Sun Lane on 17th April and 2 on Otley Chevin on 7 September.
ORANGE LADYBIRD Halyzia 16-guttata
I caught in a moth trap in Burley.
HARLEQUIN LADYBIRD Harmonia axyridis
Seen in numbers in Ilkley, Otley and OWNR in various colour forms - I think jt is here to stay!
CONTRIBUTORS
N&A Bowland, K Bullimore, R&H Burrow, D&M Leather, P Purvis, P&A Riley.
Nevil Bowland, Ladybird Recorder

BIRDS
A CHALLENGING TIME FOR BIRDS: 2009 was, by general consensus, a poor year. A range of
comments from contributors included:
• ' .. .it's a poor list. It's been quiet with not much of interest around so I haven't been out as much .. .'
• ' ... apart from the odd record not a very impressive six months. I've generally found numbers down
with only few exceptions.'
• ' ... Overall impression of year is that it has continued to confism trends, i.e. flycatchers, wood
warbler and cuckoo are down and have remained down. However, in the Washburn there remain
good numbers of several species including redstart, garden and willow warblers, chiffchaff and
blackcap ... '
Perhaps even more telling were the experiences of two of our local
ringers who add a lot to our understanding of the local bird scene. Pete
Roe admitted to being puzzled by the situation at what he thought was
an ideal spot in the Washburn for nesting birds - quiet conditions and
mixed woodland with plenty of caterp.illars - but he reported many of
his boxes there went unused with only a few nesting tits and none of the
other species be had expected. There was a similar message from Andr
Jowett who had put up 52 boxes in the upper W ashbum - he would
have expected between 30 and 40 of them to be occupied but there were
only 4 pairs of great tit, 3 pairs of blue tit and a redstart, but no pied
flycatchers - an occupancy of only 20 - 25% of what might have beec
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expected. A third ringer, Colin Harrison, contributing records for the first time this year, put a rather more
positive slant on the year reporting that breeding was definitely better than last year when a number of
fledglings didn't survive the bad weather.
...so it seemed appropriate briefly to take stock of what's happening at the moment:
Wet breeding seasons: Two very wet summers in 2007/08 have bad a depressing effect on breeding. The
graph shows the Met Office's monthly mid-year rain{c.l. 1971 . :2000 .aviera.ge)
full for our region between 2007 and 2009 and the ··~
extent to which the long-tenn average (the dotted .:m
line) was exceeded: it shows that the worst months
""
... , ·
occurred earlier in 2007 than in 2008: we will return 12o i'!.1I
100
later to the figures for 2009. BTO has suggested this
~ :
:-- - · 80
;
resulted in migrants being the worst affected in 2007
-----'
., ::::...::.
and the second broods of residents in 2008, although
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this is not totally obvious from the figures below.
1-_
The BTO, based on its Constant Energy Sites (CES)
scheme whjch looks at 25 common species, has
produced some horrifying statistics for the
0
...
...y
October
productivity of some of the more common residents
and migrants: productivity here is measured across
the whole breeding cycle and includes any early post-fledging mortality. The following table only includes
-ngures for productivity which are statistically significant for a selected number of species compared with its
long term average:
UI\Monin1yKam,a11
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April

June

JUlV

Productivity c.f. long term average(%)
2007
2008
Migrants

Garden warbler
Blackcap
Chiffchaff
Willow warbler

-22
-26
-24

-38
-23
N@t stll:tisricilly

-18

signi.fkat1r
Not-~tatfacicilly:
si . ·ficanc

Resident

-19

Dunnock
Blackbird
Long-tailed tit 2

+18
+43

I

-17
-31
])wi11;,sta:tistl,vally

-~pcant·

-47

Blue Tit

-27

A cold 2008/9 winter: After a succession of
warm winters which have drastically changed the
population of several resident species we had our
coldest winter for over a decade as can be seen in
the adjacent diagram. We will examine first
impressions of it in the review of the birding
year. However, we already know of some high
profile casualties. The Dartford warbler, which is
a species at the northern limit of their range which has benefited by the succession of warm winters, has
suffered grievously in at least two of its strongholds in the south of England, whilst the cold has also being
blamed on a truly disastrous breeding season for England's hen harriers because low temperatures and deep
snow led to many small birds, mammals and insects dying out - and a shortage of small mammals is
p robably what caused our local owls to have such a poor 2009 breeding season when other species appear to
have done much better.

Long-tailed tits breed early and the spring of 2007 was a dry one.
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Migrants: Over 30 of our breeding species winter in Africa and it has become increasingly clear in recent
years that the populations of two out of three of these are declining, presumably because of the effects of
climate change: some, such as the wood warbler
are declining by 10% a year, whilst huge
numbers of other species have disappeared
already, e.g. 85% of spotted flycatchers since
l 967. BTO are seeking to launch a research
programme 'Out of Africa' ,vhich will start
trying to m1ravel the impact of habitat change
problems foJ our 1ni.grants in Africa, in the UK
and on their travels. As an example of the
complexity of the s ituation in West Africa the
map shows in ve,y simplified form how
populations of species wintering in the Sahel·' are
holding up. much better than those wintering
4
further south in the tropical rain forest .
Although birds wintering in the Sahel are CULTently doing better than those wmtering further south, people
will no doubt recall it was drought in the Sahel which caused a catastrophic decline of 70% in om
whitethroat population over the \vintcr of 1968/9. We will look at the population curves for a number of
species later in the C lassified List.
THE BIRDING YEAR: Birds are very much at the mercy of the winds during migration and at the sta11 of
this report, in September 2008, weak westerlies were bringing a sprinkling of American vagrants into Ireland
at the beginning of the month. We had to wait until mid-month before high pressure over Scandinavia
brought an easterly airflow and a rush of birds, amongst them remarkably large nwnbers of honey buzzard,
one of which was seen at the Barden View Point on the 17'h and 1st\ which was very much the highlight of
the autumn migration for us. As usual the first of our winter visitors to arrive was the redwing on 5th
October, which was a week later than 2007 but did at least beat a change in the weather where the wind
swung round to the west again for a time. The rush resumed in mid-month with 15,000 redwings recorded
over three BOG visible migration sites on the I s1h. This also brought the first influx of fieldfares although
nwnbers were only building by the month 's end: the first sighting on the 1gth October was almost three
weeks later than last year. The first autumn record of whooper swans was of two on Chelker on the 19th_
BOG also reported several skeins of pink-feet geese during October although we had to wait until November
before there were records in Wbarfedale with 600 over Sandwith Moor on the 9th_ However, after the honey
buzzard, the second highlight of the autumn was the welcome return of waxwing on 10th November (to their
usual spot in the Ilkley car park) after an absence of two years. Although they anived in the UK in
reasonably good numbers and numbers peaked in Ilkley at a respectable 43 (c.f. 195 in the ve1y large 2004/5
invasion), there was a poor beny crop w ith substantially less food than in the last invasion and birds only
stayed in the town centre for a week and subsequently proved highly mobile, which did at least bring the
benefit of some local garden records later in the season.
So we arrive at the winter with a foretaste of what was to come in October, the coldest October since 2003,
5
with the very unusual situation of the average monthly temperature being below the long-term average by
0.7°C, a situation which was to be repeated in December and Januaiy. February could well have j oined those
statistics. It started cold and with heavy, lying snow and frozen lakes but the weather broke mid-month and
spring had started appearing by the month's end. So it was to be the coldest winter for 13 years and the
February blizzards, the heaviest since 1991, caused massive disruptions to transport systems at an estimated
cost of £3B. Nature, becoming increasingly used to warmer winters in recent years, struggled with the
conditions6 . Many birds did not survive: dead barn owls and green woodpeckers, as weU as communal
roosts of wrens and blue tits, were reported in nest boxes in several parts of the country. One species which
3

Species wintering in the Sahel include sand martin (A), reed warbler (B), whitethroat (q and chiffchaff (D).
Species wintering in the _rain forest include nightingale (E), wood warbler (F), spotted flycatcher (G) and garden warbler (H)
Measured over the period 1961 -1990.

6

Birds are discussed below but plants and trees were also affected, with the cold snap killing off early plants and the heavy
snow causing the worst damage to trees in some parts of the country since the 1987 storm. Flowering dates were delayed with
crocuses which have advanced from 15'" Febmary in the 1980's to 4th February in the 2000s not appearin g until 1gth February.
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is a particularly good indicator of winter conditions is the Da11ford warbler at the northern edge of its range.
This almost became extinct during the 1962/3 winter when the national population was reduced to only 11
:pairs. A succession of warm winters has seen numbers increase to 3,200 pairs last year but early indications
:!Ie that numbers may have crashed by up to 80 - 90% during the snowy conditions on heathland sites in
counties around London. More unexpected casualties came with the news that of 7 swallows wintering in
lbe south 6 had died, with their emaciated bodies half their normal weight because of shortage of insects and
!he use of their fat reserves to keep warm: the remaining bird was surviving in a small patch of seaweed
.2gainst the sea-wall at Marazion with temperatures down to -7°C7. There was Government recognition of
tlie difficulties waterbirds were facing with the introduction of a voluntary ban on wildfowl shooting at the
mm of the year, the first time the alert has been issued in England in a decade. Conservation bodies also
~ked birdwatchers, walkers, anglers and water-sports enthusiasts to minimise disturbance of these birds 8. In
Tiew of the severity of the wintry conditions it is perhaps a little surprising that the early nesting activities
w eren't more affected. A good indication of this is the BTO figure for the number of species with active
nests by Valentine's Day: the following table shows how this number has varied over the last 5 years:
2005
Number of active nests

16

2006
8

2007

2008

2009

9

17

8

So, bow did the cold conditions affect birds in our area? We will Look at the general conditions and then
what happened in our gardens. BOG gives a useful summary each month on its web-site. It noted that both
December and January were quiet with duck numbers at a very low level and with the main excitement
chasing the local waxwings (with a peak for the area of 174 in Bradford). It was only in February when the
snow arrived that wildfowl numbers increased with notable numbers of wigeon at Knotford (80) and Otley
f 66) and goldeneye (31 and 28 respectively at the two sites) - although numbers for other species of
wildfowl were not much different from usual. These were the highest counts of wigeon at both sites and of
goldeneye at Knotford since I became recorder (in 2003). Since ponds were part-frozen over and one might
have expected to find more little grebes on the river it was a little surprising that river records were the
lowest for some years. For a number of local resident species there was a significant reduction in the number
of sightings and sites (where they were seen), which would suggest they had been significantly affected
because of the wet summers and/or cold winter. The species which everyone noticed as the most obvious
casualty of the winter was the stonechat, which has flourished through a succession of wann winters and
which seemed distinctly more difficult to see than usual - an issue we will return to later. Other species
affected included both grebes, kingfishers in upper Wharfedale and dippers in mid Wharfedale, and
goldcrest. Turning now to gardens, in wintry conditions and especially when natural food becomes scarce,
these become havens of plenty for birds and, although we did not attract many of the rarities that were
reported from other parts of the country, the cold conditions did provide some interesting sightings for some
members. Highlights were a lesser-spotted woodpecker and a mealy redpoll at Beamsley (GF&AP) in
November and a grey partridge calling from just outside a Burley garden (SB) on a snowy February
morning. There is always a conflict between species for food but there was an unusual conflict reported
:from Addingham when a mallard saw off a crow in a fight over bread on the lawn9. The winter often results
in some new birds for garden lists: an Addingham garden (BD) reported her first treecreeper and there were
waxwings in Addingham (2), Ilkley (2), Burley and Menston gardens, whilst a bullfinch was an unusual
visitor for a Grassington garden (C&JA *) at the end of the year. There were impressive numbers of
sightings of goldcrest between December and February and my garden had the first record for 2Yz years with
a bird on the fat balls most days in December. There were regular records of brambling and siskin as well as
At a wne of climate change when we are beginning to see so many problems emerging associated with long-range migration
mis was perhaps a timely reminder rhac migration has been a 'safe' option for many species over many thousands of years during which
winters were a lot colder. We ha,re seen how the situation for continental blackcaps wintering in the UK has evolved remarkably quickly
:n che past 40 years. However, it remains to be seen whether long-range 5pecies can evolve fast enough to cope with these changes.
Sadly, for the moment and on current evidence, we must conclude 'Possibly not!'
Closer to home, it is perhaps an appropriate point to remind readers of the importance of putting out water in freezing
conditions. ln some areas, lapwings and winter thrushes, desperate for water, were incapacitated when they drank run-off water from salt.reared roads.
There was a report of a rather more unequal contest from Whipsnade zoo when a plucky raven flew down into the tiger
enclosure to grab some of the tiger's grub!
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the occasional lesser redpoll. Perhaps the best indicator of a tough winter is the arrival of winter thrushes,
which are only recorded in the colder winters: in the first 5 weeks of 2009, the shy redwing was recorded
fairly frequently in an impressive nine gardens but with only one garden record of fieldfare.
The change to wanner conditions in mid-February brought a .rnsh of spring-like events. A few short weeks
after closed schools and after the melt brought widespread floods in the south, we were
suddenly surrounded by flowering crocuses, spaITing march hares and the appearance of
the first lambs. Perhaps the arrival of spring was best celebrated in an Addingham
garden where a male-voice choir comprising six siskin singing in unison entertained a
lucky Society member from the 1st March for 15 minutes each morning, something he
had not experienced before! We did not have to wait long before the first migrants
started arriving, with the usual trail-blazers - a single sand martin reported on the 15th
March followed two days later by two wheatears (which is the usual order each year
with the gap varying between 2 and 11 days). Bringing up the tail end, a rather
extended 66 days after the sand martins was again, as usual, spotted flycatchers, first
recorded on the very late date of 201h May 10. This start of migration is the opening of
the most exciting period of the birding year with bird-watchers trying to cram in as much
Willow Warbler
birding as possible. The Norwood Bottom walk along the Washburn from the Lindley Wood Bridge to Dob
Park Bridge, or onto Folly Hall Wood, is a Mecca for many members any time after mid-April with peak
counts of 12 redstart, 8 blackcap, 11 chiffchaff and 12 willow warblers on a walk on 21st April (K&PL) and 8
garden warblers on 2"d May (BOG). At the same time the search for some of the other star long-range
migrants becomes ever more difficult from year to year. The strident call of the cuckoo ensures many people
hear it each year but seeing one is becoming a growing challenge. The spotted flycatcher is another species
which has become increasing difficult to see in mid Wharfedale, although a well-planned day trip to upper
Wharfedale can usually guarantee at least one sighting. The wood warbler hangs on in tiny numbers in Strid
and Grass Wood with a single record from the Washburn. Finally, two species which are becoming
increasingly difficult to track down across Wharfedale are the whinchat and the ring ouzel, although the
occasional passage bird at the start and end of migration tends to blur the truly awful situation.
The summer of 2009 was not one we will remember with any great affection, although it was dry compared
with the previous two years, apart from a very wet July. Water levels were well down in the Washburn
reservoirs by the end of September with the only a small stream flowing beneath the Lindley Wood bridge
and extensive mud banks on both sides of it. Unfortunately, these rainfall statistics do not tell the whole
story as heavy showers during the second half of May came at a critical time in the breeding cycle of our
local long-eared owls and there were severe losses amongst the rather poor crop of juveniles. The
preliminary results of the BTO CES Survey of the 2009 breeding season became available at the end of the
year and were very interesting on two counts. Firstly, it appears to have been one of the best breeding
seasons in the last 25 years with 18-25 species showing an improved productivity over 2008 and 15 of these
being significantly higher than their long-term average: productivity was at a record high for reed warblers
and chaffinch with the only blemish on the productivity statistics being that the endangered willow tit had its
worst ever breeding season". Secondly, the other figures produced by the CES Survey are for adult
abundance and these showed the effects of two poor breeding seasons (and possibly the cold winter). There
was a decline in abundance for 18-25 species compared with 2008: the decline was significant for robin, reed
warbler, blackcap, long-tailed tit, blue and great tit and linnet and the numbers were the lowest ever recorded
for two species, the blue tit and linnet. If many of the commoner birds enjoyed a better breeding season ,
those species which were dependent on a good supply of small mammals did less well. It was certainly a
sub-standard year for kestrels and tawny and long-eared owls. Birds do11't tend to breed if they are in poor
condition because of lack of food. Traditional nest sites were unoccupied, long-eared owls were seen wingclapping and duet calling but then did not breed: the net effect was that nest numbers of these species were

1
0
The o ther species which brings up the rear is the whinchat, but sightings are no w so reduced that it is no t really sensible to
consider arrivaJ dates for it any more.
1
1
Nationally, there was also good news on rwo high-profile and threatened species: the number of booming male bitterns
increased from 75 to 82, the highest total for a number of years, whilst capercaillie had their best breeding season for 13 years. There.
were also welcome breeding figures for a local species, the tree sparrow, with almost 60 juveniies ringed in and around the Washburn (a
so0;., increase on last year).
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distinctly down this year 12• Tawny owls have some somewhat gruesome habits at such times and nests were
found to be empty despite eggs being laid - presumably consumed by the parents, whilst a pair of juveniles
had been decapitated. Kestrels and tawny owls usually nest under cover but this is not the case for longeared owls and our local birds suffered a further disaster to their poor season. The occasional period of
torrential rain in the second half of May came at a critical time for the young owls and they sustained heavy
tosses. In the end only one pair (out of nine pairs located at the start of the season) produced any young - a
productivity of only 0.3 c.f. the average of -2, far and away the worst figure of any 1 have been given which
go back to the 2002 breeding season).
So we reach the 2009 autumn and some interesting sightings and events. A small group of dedicated (and
highly skilled) birders, members of the Bradford Ornithological Group (BOG), tum out in the early mornings
especially at migration time to record the passage of the large numbers of birds migrating past, the so-called
Visual Migration, abbreviated to VisMig. Most of the sites are to the south armmd Airedale but one group
does watch in Wbarfedale, mainly centred on Stainburn Moor. The latter's efforts produced a long string of
autumn sightings of local rarities including little egret, honey buzzard and marsh harrier, grey plover and
dunlin., arctic tern and yellowhammer. They and a local ringer were out early on the morning of Tuesday,
13th October, 2009 when the winter thrushes arrived. At Stainburn, the VisMig was
described as of 'bibfaal proportions' with' ... an absolute torrent of thrushes coming
through both very high and low and going SW into the Wbarfe' with nearly 4,000
birds going through in 50 minutes whert the watch had to be abruptly ended (by the
need to go to work!) 13• Nearby, Timble, was ' ... awash with birds with literally
thousands of redwings (and a few hundred fieldfare) coming in at tree top level,
crossbills, redpolls and siskins were everywhere along with an apparent influx of
jays': amongst this invasion was a Lapland bunting and 2 brambling. The observer
Redwing
posed the question, a little sadly perhaps, 'Why can't it always be like this?'
Finally, 1et us look at the wider UK and Yorkshire scene in the past year. In the
UK, the numbers of wintering cattle egrets has surged and great white egrets wintered in record numbers,
along with a scattering of penduline tits: the first species bred for the first time last year and the last two are
regarded as potential colonists. An unprecedented invasion of at least 37 glossy ibis in the late summer,
several of which had been ringed in Coto Dofiana, has brought another potential colonist. In Yorkshire there
were four newcomer species, three welcome, the other decidedly not. After several years of waiting we at
last managed to register the first little egret breeding record from the Lower Derwent Nature Reserve (i.e.
Weldrake lngs). The story for the second species starts further south in the Ouse Marches where the RSPB
have been running a high risk project for the past three or four years to re-introduce comcrakes, releasing up
to 100 young birds each year, raised from eggs from the Hebrides and from Poland, hoping they would
return to the area after their winter migration. Some appear to have bad other plans and have turned up at the
Lower Derwent reserve: 11 calling males were recorded during the suuuner whilst a pair with four young
was seen there on 13th July. The third species is equally exotic, a breeding marsh warbler, which is at the
northern edge of its range. There were good numbers of this species (well over 100 pairs) breeding in the
Severn and Avon valleys in the second half of the last century. However, these and other colonies in the
south appeared to have died out and breeding has moved north and east and been reduced to only 6 to 8
pairs. The species first bred in Yorkshire in 1999 on the east coast and, for the last two years, a pair has bred
14
near Spurn with singing males recorded elsewhere in the area • The last, and the only unwel.come,
newcomer is the ring-necked parakeet which has become a regular visitor to south Sheffield gardens in the
past three years (in singletons and pairs). Exotic as this species may seem they are regarded as a pest in
many of their countries of origin and are controlled. Since they were introduced in 1969 they have been
colonising London and the Thames Valley with numbers now estimated at 20,000. Apart from crop damage,
they are aggressive and early breeders, depriving our indigenous species of tree-holes for their own breeding.
12
The success of Andy Jowett's barn owls campaign providing customised nest boxes, primarily just to the east of our region,
meant that the number of occupied boxes continued ro increase (albeit from a low levd) which rather masked the fact that here too birds
were affected by the small mammal shortage and that a number of pairs had not returned to traditional nesting sites.
13
. .. .. . at another VisMig site numbers were describes as being of 'plague p roportions'.
t4
Although there has been a lot of attention on the decline of the long-range migrants in recent years, the RSPI3 reported that the
reduction in the population of tbe marsh warbler (-64%) is the largest decline of any UK species over the first decade o f the new Century.
lt is followed by the nude dove (-62%), arctic skua (-56%), golden oriole (-53%) and fieldfare (-50%).
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Natural England has now officially classified them as a pest, which allows them to be shot without a licence.
From 1st January it will also be possible to destroy nests and take eggs if there is proof that the bird is causing
a nuisance.
2009 FACTS AND FIGURES: For those who like records, the Society (and this recorder) had another busy
year with 10,089 sighting records (up 5% on last year)15. The numbers of species and sightings are
summarised below with 2008 figures in brackets. First and last sightings for the year are shown in Annex A
with a summary of records from members' gardens in Annex B. For each region , north and south, figmes
are also given for 3 or 4 areas within those regions:

South of Barden Bridge
Wa.shburn
Otley Wetland
Bolton Abbey Estate
North of Barden 'B ridge
Grimwith Reservoir
Grassington area
Littondale
Upper Wharfedale
(Starbotton - Qughtershaw)

TOTAL

Species recorded
152 (160)
133 (126)
96(111)
102 (104)
JlS-(117)
58 (68)
I 01 (94)
63 (79)
78 (7 1)
155 (161)

16

Sightings
7708 (7352)
2717 (2246)
117 1 (13 14)
637 (786)
2380 (2i94)
217 (213)
764 (730)
465 (506)
387 (374)

,.

~-

-

10,089 (9641)

It was not a particularly memorably year with no new species recorded and with the number of species seen
rather dragged down by a particularly disappointing year at Otley.
Interesting sightings and events included:
• The highlight of the year was the brief return of black grouse to upper Wharfedale.
• The YNU accepted the 2008 sighting of a great egret at Otley. It was a good year for little egret
sightings with possibly the first record from upper Wharfedale.
• It was not an exciting year for wiJdfowl but two highlights were the first river sighting of a
common scoter since 1963 and a high count of7 pintail at Kex Gill.
• There were sightings of rough-legged buzzard and honey buzzard (although records have yet to
be confirmed by the BOG Rarities Committee).
• The welcome spread of tree sparrow continues including a good breeding season and sightings
from five widely-spaced gardens.
This year was a fairly unexciting year for 'exotics'. There was a ruddy shelduck at Grimwith on 4th January
and three sightings of bar-beaded geese at Otley between 9th May (when there were 2) and 11 th July. There
was a red-headed bunting, a cage bird, in Victoria Grove, Jlkley on 20th May.

C ONCLUSIONS: Let me repeat the points I made last year about sighting records:
• I continue to welcome regular birders' views about local species' populations and trends. Also
records of interesting events, examples of breeding and juveniles
• I continue to feel that inclusion of maximum flock sizes recorded for each is quite a powerful
indicator of bird populations (for appropJiate species). It would also help if you can include
examples of breeding and unusual behaviour, which can help me to make the report a more
interesting read.
• I have again recorded the number of sightings for each species and the number of sites where that
species was seen, although I do not quote these figures for common species.
is
If this rate of increase continues your recorder estimates numbers will be approaching 50,000/year the year that he receives his
birthday card from the Queen .
16
for th.e Erst time rec6rds have been included this year from a small but imponanr pan of the Washburn, which lies just outside
the Wharfe's watershed. This is the area around John ()'Gaunts, Beaverdyke and Scargill Reservoirs, which is particularly productive
during passage. Marsh and will6w tits were seen here but no-where else in \'vharfedale: yellow wagtail, sedge and reed warblers were not
recorded elsewhere in the Washburn.
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__ ::nany thanks to all contiibutors to this report and especially those who submitted their sightings in
- given in the report - it really is a very great help. You can also greatly assist me by submitting
-e;,orts in batches throughout the year - quarterly or half-yearly if you generate a lot. In particular,
~ · to avoid submitting large amounts all at the end of the year. If you keep your records on
~ why not have a chat with me? An increasing number ofpeople are now e-mailing their records
fin a spread-sheet), which reduces my task enormously. The schedule for. the production of the
Report is very tight - it has to reach the Editors by the end of January. I will not be able to guarantee
i:s:cc··~~ any records received after Wednesday, 5th January 201 l. Last but not least many thanks to the
~--.uu Ornithological Group for allowing me to use their sightings, which are especially useful for some
5earcer species, and to the Upper Wharfedale Field Society for providing another interesting set of
- from the north of our region since their inclusion helps us to improve our understanding of the
- - that are found throughout our area.
p

~ _........,.... . IFIED LIST 17
- adopting a slightly different approach this year of reducing coverage of the more common species so I
give greater coverage to species where there is something of particular interest to report.
~
rs of the Bradford Ornithological Group man a number of sites in the area, especially at times of peak
!(2tion, to count passage birds; this is termed 'Visible Migration' or 'VisMig'. Most of these sites are to
south of our area but one is in the east of our area (usually on Stain bum Moor, but sometimes Thruscross
.lill:. Sandwith Moor): records from this site have been included for the first time and have a significant
~ t on the reports of some species.
ifil])-THROATED DIVER (Gavia stellata)

005 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare passage migrant.
~ bird in winter plumage was first reported on Swinsty on Birdguides on 19th April and subsequently seen
::y several members on 21st and 22nd. Birdguides reported tbat the bird was seen to fly off north on the 23rd.
"UITLE GREBE (Tachybaptus rujicollis)
047 Sightings/JS Sites
:..ncommon breeding/local migrant: population stable.
Sjghtings are rare in upper Wharfedale but there were none this year and the usual winter visitor to the
river around Grassington Bridge was missing; the most northerly sighting was on the river at Bolton Abbey
on 271h January. Overall sites and sightings were both significantly down by - 30%. One noticeable
difference was, surprisingly, the very few birds recorded on the Wbarfe, since one might have expected the
cold and icy conditions to have driven them onto the ice-free river, although obviously this could have
been because icy conditions meant fewer people were walking along the river. There were only 6 birds
along the river at 4 sites compared with the peak in recent years of 20 birds at 10 sites in 2006. Another
difference this year was the lack of any birds at Otley after April (sjnce they are usually recorded in every
11
month of the year), with none returning until the 5 th December and with 6 there on 2t December. In mid
Wbarfedale, sightings were received for every month although, as in recent years, a high prop01tion of the
sightings were in the first four months. Birds have traditionally tended to winter at Knotford Nook and
Otley. There was a count of 7 at Otley in January, with nwnbers at Knotford reaching only 2 in February,
both numbers which compare unfavourably with the peak count of 10 at Knotford in January 2005. Birds
are usually seen in ones and twos and the only other site with a high count was Famley with at least 4 on
25th March and 5 on 2nd June. During the year there were records from the smaller ponds and reservoirs
around mid Wharfedale including Low Dam, John O' Gaunts, Scargill, Farnley, Denton, Ben Rhydding
1
gravel pits and Chelker. There were regularly records of singing birds at Famley between 20 h March and
22nd May with the only other record of a singing bird from Ben Rhydding on 3th June. There were reports
17
In the Classified List I have used the usual abbreviation of GP for Gravel Pit. 'Burley' is Burley·in·Wharfedale, and when
referring to Beaverdyke, Chelker, Fewston, Grimwith, John O'Gaunts, L indley, Swinsry, Scargill and Thruscross, I mean the
reservoirs or their vicinity at these locations. Similarly, Otley refers to Otley Wetland Narure Reserve (formerly Otley Gravel Pits)
unless otherwise specified. mid Wharfedale is taken as the area downstream from Barden Bridge and above Pool Bridge. Upper
Wharfedale starts above Barden Bridge, whilst Lower Wharfedale is below Pool Bridge. In the Washburn Valley the dam at the
southern end of Fewston is taken as the boundary between upper and lower Washburn. I have also extensively used the ' north ' and
'south ' to identify the regions above and be low Barden Bridge.
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of juveniles from Low Dam, Famley, Denton, Ben Rhydding gravel pits and Chelker between 22nd May
and 13th September: there was an adult with 1 first brood and 2 very tiny second brood chicks OD Low Dam
1
on 6 h July. There was even a 'garden' record (PP) who is fortunate to live backing onto the river at
Otley18 .
GREAT CRESTED GREBE (Podiceps cristatus)
066 Sightings/OS Sites
Common breeding resident/local migrant: population stable.
The species is usually reported every month of the year from various sites in mid Wharfedale and the
Washburn, although sightings are far less widespread than for the little grebe (typically reports are received
from around 7 or 8 sites compared with - 21 for the little grebe). This year seems to have been a poor one
with sightings and peak counts down (i.e. sightings were <70% of the long-term average), and with no
sighting in July. Its strongholds are traditionally Knotford Nook and Otley; the peaks being 6 at Otley in
April and November and 4 at Knotford in March: birds disappeared from both sites when the cold weather
arrived in mid-December. As usual there were regular sightings from the Washburn - from Lindley Wood
(5 were recorded in October), Swinsty (3 in September) as well as from below the dam, Fewston (4 in
April), John O'Gaunts (2) and Scargill (1). The repo1ted presence on Chelker was much reduced this year
with the only record of a pair in mid February and a bird remaining for the following 4 weeks, well down
on the unusual count of 7 in 2006. Rather surprisingly, there was no record of any breeding activity from
Otley and the only record was of a bird on a nest on Lindley Wood just north of the bridge (although birds
are rarely successful at this site).
BLACK-NECKED GREBE (Podiceps nigricollis)
OJ I Sightings/OJ Sites
~
Rare passage migrant
~
A bird was discovered on 23rd November on the
Conservation Lake at Otley (by PP on one of his regular walks
around the site) when it was seen by several people before it
disappeared. It re-appeared OD 2"d December after which it was
well observed until a final sighting on 20th December, the only
time it was recorded on the Fishing Lake. The biJd is a rare
breeder in UK with an estimated 80 pairs in the cow1try with a
couple of pairs breeding in Yorkshire in 2009, one being at the well-known site of Potteric Carr.
CORMORANT (Phalacrocorax carbo)
097 Sightings/25 Sites
Common passage/long-staying visitor: population numbers have markedly increased in recent years.
It is now a common bird in mid Wharfedale and the Washburn with sightings in eve1y month although,
.having said that, numbers appeared low compared with recent years. There were numerous records from
the Washburn but numbers were reported to be well down on 5 years ago (PBR), whilst on Chelker it was
reported there had been a significant drop in numbers this year much to the relief of the local fishermen
(JTo). At Otley the peak of 21 on 3rd January was marginally up on last year's 20 but there was no summer
gathering (only 1 in July c.f. 13 last year) (PP): a bird of the sinensis race was seen there in the latter half
of March. Lindley Wood did manage a half-respectable 25 on 30th May (PBR), better than last year's
miserable 10 but still well down on the 41 in January 2007 and 54 in March 2006. Elsewhere numbers
were very low with peak counts on Barden Moor (3), 2 at Chelker (one more than last year but a massive
fall on the peak of 8 in 2007 and 14 the year before), March Ghyll Reservoir (1), Famley (2), Swinsty (3),
Tlnuscross (1), Beaverdyke (2) and Scargill (1). With the species always far less common in upper
Wharfedale, the year got off to a slow start with only 4 records submitted for the fast 9 months but with 8
in the last 3 months; the only sighting of 2 birds during the year was from a Grassington garden in January.
Two thirds of the northern sightings were from Grimwith and of birds flying along the river at Grassington.
Finally, there were a number of sightings during the VisMig watch on Stainbum Moor between late July
and late November usually in single figures but with 24 on 26th September.
LITTLE EGRET (Egretta garzetta)
003 Sightings/03 Sites
Rare visitor but likely to become more common in future years.
The hist01y of this species in the UK is remarkable. Prior to 1950 there had been records of only 9 birds in
the UK (after the first was shot in Yorkshire in 1826). In the subsequent decades numbers built up but
18
Paul's 'garden' list also includes mute swan , greylag, mallard, goosander and kingfisher not to mention overflying cormorant, red
kite and common tern!
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annual counts were still in single figures right through until the 1990s when numbers took off. By the end
of the 90's (September 1999) there were estimated to be 1J610 in the UK, which tends to be the peak month
for counts. At the end of the cuffent decade, the RSPB have recently reported that numbers increased by
936% over the period 2000 - 2007, by far the largest increase of any species over this period. The '90s
also saw the first breeding records in 1996 on Brownsea Island and in Cornwall. Breeding subsequently
built up rapidly and by 2004 there were 30 breeding colonies 19 and birds had spread as far nortl1 as
UitleEgretSightingsl>yMonlh
Frodsham in Cheshire and Holkham in Norfolk. Breeding followed
in Lincolnshire and they became a common sight around the
•
Humber, sometimes in flocks of a dozen or more. This year a pair
3
appeared at Natural England's Lower Derwent Valley Nature
++Reserve (Weldrake Ings) in early spring, attached themselves to a
grey heron colony and subsequently bred. With a number of birds
summering around the county this summer it can only be a question
oUl!lt........__.._..,.._.._.Amiiilllld.__,,
of time before the numbers breeding in Yorkshire starts to grow.
July
Odober
Ap<i
January
The above is a lead-in to our most successful season yet with five
sightings this year including two from upper Wharfedale, the first time the species has been recorded
there20 . The year started on 24th January when one flew low over Otley heading west (JF), then one was
seen flying down the valley past the Barden View Point on 14th July (BOG), a passing bird was heading
south over Stain bum Moor during a VisMig watch on 151 August and, in upper Wharfedale, a bird was seen
flying down the river south of Conistone on 21st September (EC*) followed two days later by a sighting of
a bird flying low over the river towards Kettlewell (K&PL). The adjacent diagram. shows the months when
sightings occurred: almost 50% of the sightings occurred in just two months- January and September.
GREAT EGRET (Ardea alba)
Very rare migrant.
The YNU have now accepted the sighting at Otley on l 71h April, 2008.
GREY HERON (Ardea cinerea)
131 Sightings/53 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/increasing.
The species continues to prosper both nationally and in our area, although there has been some contraction
in the local heronries. The species is widely reported in
----------------·· ·-····-········---- ·······-·
every month and throughout the region, usually of
Heronies in Wharfedale
Juveniles
single birds or small groups (outside the main
- -- - -- - - - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -· -- .
120 ~ heronries) at reservoirs or along the river. Both of the
J
A
100 1
local heronries are in mid Wharfedale so sightings from
I
Bolton Abbey northwards are rather less common;
so yrthere were a good number of sightings from
60 J
Langstrothdale, but only one in Littondale and none
40/
from Grimwith this year. The adjacent diagram shows
20
the numbers of juveniles each year in the local
f
heronries: A is in mid Wharfedale and B and C in the
a +"
! 11..1...&llll!-....L...l....-..1...1r:=?11111.J:=~l!...,i!l-bl..-abi...!l!!!V
Washbum21_ The principle heronry (A) typically has
2003
2004
2oos
2000
2091
2oos
2009
between 31 and 42 nests with productivity (juveniles/nest) varying between 1.9 (in 2005) and 2.9 (in 2003
and 2007): this year the productivity of the 31 nests was 2.6. The smaller heronry B has undoubtedly
contracted - from 19 nests in 2003 to only 9 this year: its highest productivity of 3.2 was in 2003 and it had
its lowest value, 2.1 , this year.
062 Sightings/06 Sites
MUTE SWAN (Cygnus olor)
Common local breeding resident: population stable.
This species remains very localised and virtually all the reports this year were from the core region
eastwards from Otley and from the lower Washburn; Otley (both at the Wetlands and the town bridge)
remains their stronghold in the area. The only sightings from outside this core region was an immature
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By 2006 there were estimated to be 600 breeding pairs in the UK.
The species was first r ecorded in the \'v'NS area in l 997 and has been seen in 8 of the 13 years since. Rather surprisingly, there
was a blank year without sigh tings as recently as 2007.
21
The 'C' heronry ceased after 2004: it was not possible to monitor the 'A' heronry in 2006
t9

20
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bird on John O'Gaunts on 20th April, which was still present (on Beaverdyke) on 10th May, and 2 on the
lake in front of Denton Hall on 29th December (maybe escaping from the near frozen lakes at the
Wetlands?). Once again the peak counts were from Otley. On the river through the town, one member
1
recorded 10 at the bottom of his garden on 11th April (PP) and there was a peak count of 16 on 29 h
December. The peak count at the Wetlands was 24 on 24th April (down on last year's figure of 27). After
a report of at least 4 birds on nests at the Wetlands on 20th April the breeding results were disappointing.
There was an early report of two adults with 5 cygnets but by October no more than 4 cygnets were
recorded whilst at the beginning of November there was just one cygnet and one dead juvenile, with none
seen by the end of the year - whether this reduction was entirely due to predation is unknown. At Knotford
there were 6 adults and 8 first year birds at the start of the year and one family with 3 young cygnets were
recorded on 5th June. The most successful record of breeding by far came from Farnley, the smallest site.
There was a pair there with 5 first year birds at the start of the year (when the lake was 95% frozen over)
and the pair produced 7 cygnets which had all survived and were well grown at the end of September.
WHOOPER SWAN (Cygnus Cygnus)
011 Sightings/OS Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
As usual there were more sightings (8) in the first three months of the year than in the autumn (3 in
October). Sightings take one of two forms -either birds resting up at a local body of water (7 sightings) or
over-flights (4). In the former category there were reasonably high counts of 26 at Lower Barden
Reservoir on 161h March (BOG) and 12 at Grimwith the following day (JMC/AMG). Other records of
resting birds were received from Swinsty (1 bird), Lindley Wood (7), Knotford Nook (3) and Otley (1).
The highest count of overflight birds was of 54 birds at Barden View Point heading NW around mid-day
on 19th March (BOG). Autumn overflight counts were much lower involving only 2 and 3 birds over
Stainburn Moor between 10th October and L1th November.
PINK FOOTED GOOSE (Anser brachyrhynchus)
028 Siglttings/13 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/visitor.
This was an average to good year. The main difference between this species and the previous one as far as
our area is concerned is that the vast majority of records (25) are of large numbers of birds flying over with
only a few records of birds on the ground (3 ); the latter are always of small numbers usually seen flocking
with other species. At the start of the year the majority of overflights took place between late January and
mid-February with peak counts of 1570 over Stainbum Moor on 14th February in a half-hour period and
500 over Litton on the 191h. In the autumn the passage period was more extended, the number of sightings
rather greater whilst skein ownbers were smaller. Peak counts were over Stainbum with 220 on 28th
November and 200 on 17th October. At the start of the year there were 5 birds at Grimwitb amongst a
mixed flock of 30 greylag and Canada's on 191h April (JF) and Late record of 1 at Otley of a bird with a
dozen greylag on 25th April (PP): at the end of the year there was 1 011 Chelker 011 13th December (BOG).
GREYLAG GOOSE (Anser anser)
119 Sightings/34 Sites
Common resident breeder/visitor: recent significant population increase.
It is difficult being positive about this species which is widespread throughout mid Wbarfedale and, sadly,
continues to prosper. Our friends in upper Wharfedale are spared the worst excesses since there are only
limited sightings there, although there is the odd worrying sign with records from 7 sites this year
compared with the previous peak of 5 (in 2006). Most of these are from below Grassington, but there was
a wholly undesirable record of a pair on Birks/Firth Fell on 20th May during a BTO Atlas walk (E&PS). In
the south there were many counts of flocks below 100 but fewer of larger - 200 at Knotford, 180 at
Lindley Wood, 120 at Thruscross and 100 at Otley although, as is often the case, the largest regional count
was from Grimwitb (334 in July). As usual there were numerous reports of breeding from the moors and
the valley bottom right across the south, but only from Grirnwjth and Water 's Laithe in the north.
CANADA GOOSE (Branta canadensis)
107 Sightings/21 Sites
Common breeding resident/visitor: significant population increase in recent decades and recenl
suggestions that numbers were levelling offprobably premature.
It is slightly less widespread than the greylag being recorded at only 20 sites on average c.f. 27; this is
partly because it is less evident in upper Wharfedale, only being recorded in the Grimw ith/Mossy Moor
area. Otherwise the comments about the two species are the same. Th e peak counts in this case being 340
at Fewston (the highest in the region and a favourite spot where counts are invariably high), 193 at Otley,
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at Thruscross and 138 at Knotford, with the peak counts in the north being around 65 at both Grimwith
Mossy Moor.
LDUCK (Tadorna tadorna)
006 Sightings/OJ Sites
S:.:arce passage migrant/visitor: may breed some years.
- :ghtings of this species remain rare but this year was a distinct improvement on last year's djsmal record.
:11ere were two birds at Otley on 811, January (E&PS), a pair on Thruscross on 18th March (along with a
cir of shoveler) (PBR) and birds on the mud banks of the half empty Lindley Wood in the autumn. 3
crc counted there on 29th September (AJ): 5 days later I struggled down through dense branches to get a
~ view and found there was almost certainly 7 present including some juveniles - a very high count for
area. The final record was of3 birds at Otley on 22"d November (PP, E&PS).
c\.: IDARIN DUCK (Aix galericulata)
045 Sightings/16 Sites
Scarce visitor/escaped species but local breeding population now established.
;be pattern of distribution is becoming clearer with birds usually recorded at 4 or 5 sites to north of Barden
Bridge, either along the river or one of the becks running into it. The northerly limit of this is usually
Bumsall, although they have been recorded as far up as Hebden. It is to the south of Barden Bridge that
:=iere has been a big change in the past 2 years with the number of sites where the species was recorded
:ncreasing from 5 in 2007 to 15 last year and with some retrenchment to 11 this year. In the north there
:as a pair in the Valley of Desolation on 25th March (J&FTo) and 2 pairs along Fir Beck first seen on 19th
April (KB), whilst I recorded 6 birds (a pair and 4 males) during a BTO walk between Barden and BumsaU
on 25th April. This stretch of the river is always a good one to see juveniles and J saw family parties 7 and
: j uveniles between Barden and HowgilJ and at Water's Laithe on 30th May on another BTO walk. All of
these sightings would seem to confirm that the becks in Strid Wood and to the north remain the main
breeding region in our area. In the south, Strid Wood remains the winter stronghold: the autumn count
appears to depend on the beech mast and this year's count was a poor one with only 14 on 23rd October.
Birds are now being recorded occasionally in the Ilkley area, being seen at the start of the year and end of
the year on the river and with a sighting of a male on the Tam in mid October making the local paper.
There was rare sighting from Otley when a male was seen on the reserve on 17th October (PP, PRo) for
only the second time. The situation in the Washburn was a little disappointing: after one or two early
sightings includjng of a bird seen entering a tree hole on 15th April (PBR) there were no further records
during the breeding season but a pair was recorded on Fewston on 11th November (JP). Further breeding
reports to the east from Arthington and also from just outside the area left the observer (AJ) wondering
where these bii-ds might have originated from?
1'1GEON (Anas penelope)
066 Sightings/08 Sites
Possible scarce breeding (although breeding at the one site must now be in doubL) resident/passage
migrant: population stable/increasing.
~1ost sightings were for the period up to April and from mid-September onwards from Knotford Nook,
Otley, Farnley, some of the Washburn reservoirs, and especially from Grimwith: records in May were rare
with the last record of the summer of a single male on 24th May at one of the above sites. There certainly
seemed to be a good recovery from last year's poor numbers with 93 at Otley on 10th October, the highest
mid Wharfedale count since 2003, and with 80 at Knotford Nook on 15th February, the highest record from
there since 2005 (both JF). The highest count from Grirnwith, the other locaJ major site, was 79 in
February, slightly down on last year. In the first two months of the year there was an unusual count of 21
on the lake in front of Denton Hall with birds staying there until m.id-February, and with peak counts of 8
at Fewston and 14 at Farnley. Numbers from Otley were generally poor at the start of the year but rose to a
peak of 66 in March before numbers collapsed from the 21 51 and with the last record on the 4th April. In the
autumn, the first records of returning birds were from Otley and Grimwith on 20th September. It was
interesting that the high October count from there did not last long with only 22 birds there 3 days later. In
near iced-over conditions at the end of the year at Otley and Knotford there was a respectable 58 at Otley,
mostly feeding on the bank but only 3 at Knotford; there were 18 at Lindley Wood.
CADWALL (Anas strepera)
009 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/winter visitor.
It was another disappointing year w ith records received from just two sites for the first time - from Otley
and from Knotford. This is down from the peak in 2004 when there were 36 records which also included
occasional records from Lindley Wood and Famley Lake. Sightings followed last year's pattern with the
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majority at the start of the year (7 out of 9 in the first four months). There were occasional sightings,
usually of a pair, from Otley between 141h February and 25 1h April (with a later sighting of a single bird on
251h April). The late sightings were of a single bird on 21 81 July and a pair on 31st October. The only one
sighting from Knotford was of 2 males and a female on 12th March.
TEAL (Anas crecca)
047 Sightings/14 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: probably in shallow decline.
The species usual strongholds are in the Washburn and at Grimwith, in the north; it also occw-s in mid
Wharfedale. It was recorded at 14 sites this year, rather higher than the average of 11, with counts
certainly significantly up on last year, at least in the Washburn, where there were January counts of 24 on
the Swinsty overflow, 25 at Famley (when the lake was 95% frozen over), 6 on John O'Gaunts and 4 on
Fewston at the end of the month: the January peak at Otley, which rarely sees high counts, was only 5. At
the end of the year the only high counts from the Washburn were of25 on John O 'Gaunts (October) and 10
on .Fewstou in the same month. Other Washburn sightings were from Kex Gill and Thruscross with a high
count of 20 from the former in late August, presumably of birds forced down by the heavy rain at the time.
At Otley, it was recorded in the first three months and then from late August with a peak of 11 on lO'h
October: there were no records from Knotford Nook this year. In the north there were records from an
unusually large 3, albeit fairly adjacent, sites in the autumn with 24 at Mossy Moor (August), 14 at Blea
Beck Tam on Grassington Moor (September) and 27 at Grimwith (October). Breeding certainly occurs in
the area but they are very secretive and evidence is always limited with none reported this year, although
there was an unusual record of a pair at Upper Barden Reservoir in early June.
MALLARD (Anas platyrhynchos)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable.
Tens of birds can often be counted by anyone who walks a mile or so along the Wbarfe or around many of
the stretches of water in the region, although counts tend to dwindle along the upper reaches of the Wharfe
(above Starbotton) and on the Skirfare. Tbe strangest record at the sta1i of the year was the sbo1tage of
birds from Grimwith, which usually always bas the highest local count, with the maximum count of only
90 from there in the first three months (which may reflect a retreat from the cold weather since there were
400+ there the previous November); numbers bad recovered to 360 by October. Overall, Grimwith had to
make do with second place this year with the highest local count 500 in August from the nearby Mossy
Moor. High counts included 140 along the river between the Cavendish and Barden Bridge and 114 at
Swinsty (February), 100 along the river between Linton and Lower Grass Wood (April), 140 and 150 on
Thruscross and Lindley Wood respectively (September) and 106 between Grassington and H ebden
(November): Otley, which doesn't usually attract high counts, had 200+ in September. At the northern end
of upper Wharfedale at the start of the year there were 41 north of Hawkswick, 32 below Kettlewell and 23
between Hubberholme and Yockenthwaite, with 10 at Swarthgill at the top end of Oughtershaw in April.
At breeding time the river seems to be awash with ducklings with juveniles reported all along the river
from 13 1h April to l 61h August although with a very late record of a female with 7 chicks on the river in
Strid Wood on 4 1h November. I counted 82 adults plus 11 broods between Barden Bridge and Water's
Laitbe on a BTO survey, but those 11 broods only amounted to 27 ducklings perhaps indicating the bigh
level of predation they are exposed to. On the other hand on another survey I counted a single female with
32 ducklings between Hubberholme and Yockenthwaite!
NORTHERN PINTAIL (Anas acuta)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage migrant/winter visitor.
This is another of the more unusual wildfowl species where sightings continue to fall. This year's
sightings were both from the Washburn with a female at the top end of Thruscross on 151 January (PBR)
and one of the most unusual wildfowl sightings of the year when 9 birds were seen on the pond at Kex Gill
on 241h August shortly after a downpour (GF&AP). This compares with the peak year of 2004 when there
were 7 sightings from 5 sites.
SHOVELER (Anas clypeata)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
This species is usually recorded at Otley and Knotford but was not seen last year. This is another species
where the number of sightings continues to fall. This year there was a pair on Thrnscross on 1gth March
(PBR) and 3 at Otley on 21 51 July (AJ), which compares with 10 sightings from 5 sites in 2005.
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W CHARD (Aythyaferina)
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.

027 Sightings/04 Sites

Th.is species remains relatively uncommon throughout our area and with only one sighting occurring
between early March and late September; the lone sighting was a male at Otley on 25th April. This year
saw another serious deterioration in the presence of this species in our area with the smallest number of
sightings submitted from the fewest sites: the numbers above compare with the 4-year average of 53 and 6
respectively (with records from 7 sites as recently as 2007). Vniually all the sightings were from Otley
and Knotford; records in the Washburn were restricted to single males on Fewston in January and John
O'Gaunts in February. Up until late December there were only two counts in excess of I 0, with 16 at
Otley on 9th January and 11 there on 26th October. This changed with the onset of cold conditions in the
last 2 weeks of the year with 15 on 12th December and an impressive 28 on the Fishing Lake on the 28'h.
Although statistics have rather been high-jacked by the end-of-year jamboree at Otley, peak annual counts
below for the last 6 years highlight just how massive has been the collapse in numbers in the area,
particularly at Knotford Nook:
Peak counts

I Otley
I Knotford

2004
36
33

2005
24
40

2006
38
9

2007

2008

11

l3
l

4

TUFTED DUCK (Aythyafuligula)
Common passage/winter visitor/local breeder: population probably stable.

2009
28
l

101 Sightings/18 Sites

The species is resident throughout the year and is widespread on reservoirs and open stretches of water in
mid Wbarfedale and the Washburn; in the north it is only regular at Kilnsey. It was recorded at 18 sites
this year (dramatically higher than the 4-year average of just over 9), albeit with many of the records
coming from Otley and Knotford Nook. In the south there were records this year from more Washburn
Reservoirs and from Denton and Middleton in mid Wharfedale: peak counts from these sites included 21 at
John O' Gaunts, 15 at Farnley and 7 at Scargill. The following table gives peak counts at the two main
sites in recent years showing that numbers have held up far better than for the previous species:
Peak counts
I Otley
I Knotford

2004
32
30

2005
43
26

2006
61

2007
66

60

27

2008
34
28

2009
60
28

In the north there was a peak of 5 at Kilnsey in January with 2 at Blea Beck Tam (April) and at Grimwith
(July). Breeding was recorded from Kex Gill, John O'Gaunts, Denton and Denton Moor and Otley
between 23rd June and 3 t5t July, although the count of only 4 ducklings from Otley in late June reducing to
only 2 two weeks later is very disappointing given the size of the adult population and suggests predation
remains a serious problem there.
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
COMMON (or BLACK) SCOTER (Melanitta nigra)
Scarce passage migrant.
ConJUIOll Scoter: % Sightings by Site
This was probably the most interesting
(1949 • 2009)
wildfowl sighting of the year when a passerby
River s ighliJ)g.,-: 1952 1963, io09 ,
River
(AH) reported one on the Wharfe just
!
I
I
upstream of the Uldey tennis club on 1i h
Swmsly Reservoir l=11!m•2'lll:lll'illllll!J!!!ll811-·lllllllllllilllllllll;;;;:m
October and sent in a record to the Society
22
Fortunately, the event was
web-site •
photographed and the bird was identified as a
first winter male, only the third time the
species has been recorded on the river and the
first time since 1963 ! Th e diagram shows the
Burley Woodhead
sites at which the species has been recorded Barden Reserwirs
with Swinsty and Cbelker the most popular
·1
Bardon V"1-HPOirit .E:=:::;.:::=di====='===:;;:'!:::==i::=;::=c=':f
sites and with only 3% of records of birds on
35 %
15
20
25
30
10
1

There was a possible further sighting, received second hand, that the bird was present at least up until the 22nd October.
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the river. Overall, the species is uncommon in the area but is nevertheless recorded in most years. The
most sightings have been in July (20%) followed by April and November (13%). The 1970s were the peak
decade for this species in the area with records slumping to only between O and 3 sites/annum since then
and with birds never recorded at more than 2 sites since 1999. Mather in his 'Birds of Yorkshire' reports
appearances as frequent on the Pennine reservoirs as birds cross to the west coast, especially during the late
summer. Goutbwaite was identified as a favourite stop-over place, although the inland record for flocksize is held by Swinsty where there 250 birds on 28th June, 1958. The largest recent flock size was of 35
flying NE past Barden View Point on 1st August, 2005, although records are now usually of only single
birds.
GOLDENEYE (Bucephala clangula)
072 Sightings/11 Sites
Regular passage/winter visitor.
It is generally confined to a few sites in the mid Wbarfedale and the Washburn with the occasional sighting
from upper Wbarfedale; the only northern sighting this year was a single bird at Grimwith on 4th January.
The species was widespread in January with records from Fewston (3 birds), Farnley (6), Denton (2), the
river at Ben Rhydding (9) and Chelker (3), as well as Otley ( 12) and Knotford (13). Peak monthly counts
in recent years at tbe principle sites, Otley23 and Knotford, are shown below where it can be seen that
numbers are fairly consistent and holding up well:
Peak counts

I Otley
I Knotford

2004
26
24

2005
35
15

2006
29
23

2007
25
8

2008
24
25

2009
28
21

As usual the species is absent for a long period through the summer with the last records in the spring from
Famley on 21st April, 4 days later than the last sighting from Otley. Birds were not seen again until 13th
October (at Knotford Nook). Numbers in the winter were disappointing with December counts of only 14
at Otley and 10 at Knotford, although there was a record of 12 (obviously with a liking for Indian food) on
the river outside the restaurant between Ben Rhydding and Burley. Elsewhere there were 9 at Chelker and
8 on John O'Gaunts (November).
GOOSANDER (Mergus merganser)
109 Sightings/34 Sites
Breeding resident and common winter visitor. Population significantly increased in recent decades.
This is widespread throughout our area as a wintering and a breeding species. It was recorded all along the
river, regularly up as far as Lower Grass Wood: further north there were no records from Littondale but it
was reported to be an occasional spring visitor to Ougbtershaw. Counts were typically of between one to
three birds with the peak counts being 9 at Scargill in March and 8 on Lindley Wood in November
somewhat lower than last year's records (13 in Strid Wood in February; and 13 between Bolton Bridge and
Addingham and 10 at Ben Rhydding gravel pits and nearby on the river both in March). Juveniles were
reported between 3rd April and 25m July along the river and up as far as Lower Grass Wood, although only
7 records were received (compared with 17 last year). An adult that Pete Roe found on a nest at Denton
had been ringed by him 3 years ago, whilst another ringer, Andy Jowett, had some interesting observations
on the problems faced by young birds before they can venture into their natural element on the river. He
reported finding a nest in a tree: the bole was above his head but he was able to ascertain that the nest
inside was almost down to ground level. Not only did the youngsters have to fling themselves out of the
tree but had previously bad to clamber up inside - 'How did they do it' he wondered?
OSPREY (Pandion haliaetus)
010 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
After the excitement of last year it was to prove a quiet year with sightings well down (from 23 last year).
The year started well with a 'garden' bird flying over the house whi lst the observer was having lunch on
29th March (DA). A few days later (on 6th April) anglers at Cbelker watched in admiration as a bird caught
a 3lb rainbow trout (JTo). The other spring passage sightings (2 BOG) were from the Barden area with a
bird watched for 45 minutes near the Bridge on the 7th April. In the autumn there were sightings (5) from
Barden (BOG), Lindley Wood (Birdguides), Timble lngs (BOG) and Thruscross (K&PL): the Timble bird
(30th August) was flying south and being harassed by a p eregrine, whilst the Thruscross bird (2"d
23

A Washburn watcher commented that whilst there were good numbers at Otley there were few in the Washburn (PBR)
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:September) was a young one seen from the car park. This is a species where, with the regular sightings we
::.ow enjoy, it is easy to forget that for many years the bird was a rarity in the area. It was first recorded in
i%5 but sightings were to remain unusual until the mid-1990s. The following table shows how the
,:umbers of spring and autumn birds by decade has escalated in the last 15 years with 80% of sightings in
~e last decade:
Spring
1960 - 69
1970 - 79
1980 - 89
1990 - 99
2000 - 09

Total

Autumn

I

5
4
20
114

l

4
4
10
75

24

0
10
39

The sightings are fairly evenly divided between spring passage (with 53% between March and June) and
amumn passage (with 46% between July and October). To some extent the sharp rise may reflect the fact
lbat many of the sightings arise from the well-watched Barden View point, which only started to figure in
WVS records in the late '90s, but they also highlight the transformation in the fortunes of this species.
Xationally, the species last nested in England in 1847 and in Scotland in 1916, but it remained a scarce but
regular visitor en passage to Scandinavian nesting grounds with around 20 sightings/annum in England
:immediately after the War. It returned to the Highlands to breed in 1954 and, after a slow start, numbers
increased annually from the mid 1960s with 7 pairs in 1969, 25 pairs in 1979 and around 200 now, with
one or two nesting records each year from England (regularly from Bassenthwaite and Rutland Water
whilst, for the first time this year, a pair attempted to breed near Kielder Water).
lliROPEAN HONEY BUZZARD (Pernis apivorus)
004 Sightings/03 Sites
Rare passage visitor.
Although last year's spectacular autumn passage across the UK was not repeated this year it proved a
surprisingly good year for records. A bird was recorded on Ilkley Moor above White Wells coming over
111
me moor heading north on 16th May (PD&JBP), one flew past the Barden View Point on 9 September
(TG, K&PL), and there was a report from the Stainburn Moor VisMig site of a very close juvenile bird
heading ESE over moor between 7 .15 and l l .30am on 17th October (BOG). Details of these records have
been submitted to the BOG Rarities Committee but not y et ratified: results of those reviews will be reported
next year.
RED KITE (Milvus milvus)
213 Sightings/ 52 Sites
Re-introduced species (Harewood 1999 - 2003) now established and breeding.
The transfonnation of the situation for this species in the UK has been remarkable with the numbers
increasing from 430 to 1,424 pairs between 2000 and 2007. This compares with the situation in Europe
where numbers on the main wintering grounds have halved since 1994 with big falls in its heartlands of
Spain, France and Germany, so that the UK is now home to 7% of World population (up from 5% a year
ago). In Wharfedale, the sight of this bird manoeuvring majestically in the skies above mid Wharfedale is
becoming so common across our the area that, I suspect, some people no longer feel it worth recording and
there has been some fall-off in records received. On the other hand there rnay well have been some
reduction in the species penetration into upper Wharfedale. The following table shows the number of sites
where the species was seen in recent years in the north and south:
2005
North

I

South
Total

38
39

2007
9
50
59

2006
4
45
49

2008
7
56

63

2009
5
47
52

This year, in upper Wharfedale, five of the seven sightings were in the south of the area around
Skyrebolrne (where an impressive 3 were seen in July) and Greenhow. The most significant sighting from
the area was of a bird seen regularly in Hebden for a short period in late April and into May: the other
:.1

Date not recorded, although the bird ,vas flying east suggesting it may have been a spring bfrd heading for its Scandinavian
breeding grounds.
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record was a bird over Swinden Quarry on 20th October. By comparison, in the peak year of 2007, there
were 14 sightings around Grassington and Grimwith and extending up as far as Bastow Wood, with
records in each month between January and April and then between August and November. Going back to
mid Wharfedale, the extent of red lcite presence is perhaps best illustrated by the records of sightings over
members' gardens. They wei-e seen over 4 Otley gardens (with a peak count of 3 at any one time), 2 in
Burley (with a peak of 2), 2 at Denton (peak 2), 2 at Middleton (peak 4) and regularly over Beamsley.
There were no records from Ben Rhydding or further west through to Addingham. Over the well-watched
Otley Wetland they were recorded on around 30% of visits with several sightings of 4 birds. The latest
breeding records of Harewood lcites shows 67 pairs bred producing 117 juveniles (compared with the same
number of pairs last year who produced 115 juveniles). Our local ringers reported 6 nests (with another
nest started but abandoned) which produced 13 juveniles (i.e. 1.9 juveniles/nest which compares with the
regional productivity figw·e of 1.7). The year was not without its problems. The Ilkley gazette on 22°d
October repo11ed that a bird had been found poisoned in the Washburn: subsequent investigations showed
that not only bad it been poisoned with carburofan and rat poison but it had already survived shotgun pellet
wounds. A week later Doug Simpson, who managed the Harewood Release Programme, reported that this
was the fourth kite poisoned around Leathley and Lindley Green and that so far 16 lcites have been killed in
Yorkshire by poisoned bait.
MARSH HARRIER (Circus aerugbtosus)
013 Sightings/OS Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
It was a year of two halves. The long term statistics show 41 % of sightings
were during the spring passage between April and June and 56% in the
autumn passage between July and October. After an early sighting from
Thrnscross in April (BOG), there was only one other sighting in the spring
period, from Grimwith in June (IC), suggesting it was going to be another
quiet year. All this changed in the autumn, starting with a early passage bird
on the last day of July (TG), followed by a remarkably high number of
sightings (6) in August from across the region - from Barden (TG), Dale
Head (E&PS, JF), Grimwith (Birdguides) and Stainbum (BOG). With
records from Barden in September (BOG, TG, K&PL) and Stainburn (BOG)
in September and October the year turned out to be the best one since 2003
and the first time there have been sightings from 5 sites (c.f. the usual total
of 4). Many of the sightings during both passage periods were of darker
birds which were often identified as juvenile birds. In addition, a bird was
present on Embsay Moor, just outside the area, from 5th August as least until
the 8th_ This good year is very much in line with the long term trend. This is
another species, like the osprey where, with the regular sightings we now
enjoy, it is easy to forget that the species was not recorded by the Society until 1981, was only seen once
more in the 1980s and was a rarity in the 1990s. The following table shows how the numbers of spring and
autumn birds by decade has escalated in the last 10 years:

1980 - 89
1990 - 99
2000 - 09

Spring

Autumn

1

l
l
39

5
29

Total
2

6
68

To some extent the sharp rise may reflect the fact that many of the sightings arise from the well-watched
Barden View point, wmch only started to figure in WNS records in the late '90s, but they also highlight the
transformation in the fortunes of this species. Mather notes in his ' Birds of Yorkshire' that until 1945 there
was generally only one sighting/annum across the County and the first record of successful breeding
occurred as recently as 1963 (at Blacktoft) after a gap of 127 years. Now, there were a record 35 breeding
pairs in Yorkshire this year with 6 pairs at Blacktoft Sands. Nationally, the species reached a nadir in 1971
when there was only one breeding pair (at Minsmere), but it has shown a remarkable recovery since tben
with 20 breeding females in 1980, 103 in 1990, 153 in 1995 and 197 in 1999.
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HEN HARRIER (Circus cyaneus)
006 Sightings/04 Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
There are now only 800 breeding pairs of this species and most of these are in Scotland. In England the
news is universally gloomy whilst in Wharfedale sjghtings collapsed this year (from an average of
18/annum and with 27 last year), although to what extent people are now increasingly reluctant to submit
records for fears of birds being persecuted is unclear. There are now only around a dozen pairs in England,
predominantly in the northern uplands. The RSPB and Natural England have been cooperating on the Hen
Harrier Breeding Project, which was launched in England in 2002, but which had its poorest year on record
with only 6 nests successful from 12 attempts, resulting in 15 cbicks25 : even in Bowland juveniles were
-.fledged successfully from only 4 nests. Although persecution on grouse moors remains a massive problem
for this species, this year's disaster has been blamed on the cold winter with heavy snows and temperatures
falling to -10°C leading to many of small birds, mammals and insects dy ing out. The RSPB expressed
considerable concern that, with the population so low, the species was very vulnerable to a bad year like
this. The only good news of the breeding season was of a pair breeding for the first time in cereal field in
southern England which, with suitable oversight, successfully produced a chick (there have been 2
attempts previously in the south but not in cereal fields). The RSPB have been thinking laterally about
h ow one might be able to resolve the conflicts between hen haniers and managed grouse moors. They
recognise that high hen hanier densities can lead to shooting becoming uneconomical as happened at one
Scottish site, Langholm Moor. Suggestions include diversionary feeding which can reduce grouse losses
by 86%, or allowing golden eagles to settle and breed in the vicinity of grouse moors which could deter
hen harriers from settling. In our area there were two unusual records from the north, one from the
Langstrothdale area on 7th February (DH*) and another from a dale just outside the eastern edge of the
region on 22"d April (K&PL). There were only tlu:ee start-of-year records from a traditional area in mid
Wharfedale (AJ, PBR and PRo) with the highlight being a male and a first summer male displaying during
May (AJ); also a possible sighting in tbe same area after the summer (DR).
BUZZARD (Buteo buteo)
202 Sightings/74 Sites
Scarce breeder/passage migrant/visitor: population has increased recently .
This species was well reported throughout our region so it is easy to forget that one had to go to
Gouthwaite to see a buzzard as recently as 20 years ago; further, Ian Court of the YDNPA reported in 2008
that there were only 4 pairs in Park as recently as the early 1990s. It was heavily persecuted throughout the
19th and early 20th Century with the situation worsening in the early 1970s from ham1ful pesticides with
widespread myxomatosis which wiped out rabbits, the buzzards main food. Now buzzard numbers are
back in force helped by the huge rabbit population and with gamekeepers recognising that buzzards help
keep rabbit numbers down. In our area it has long been present in the north but its successful spread back
into mid Wharfedale continues. It is becoming increasingly likely that at least one bird will be seen on a
walk and, not infrequently, several especially in the Washburn. As a sign of the changing times there were
reports of a buzzard being harassed by a peregrine over Lindley Wood on 27th August and 17th November
1
(E&PS). Large counts are often recorded at Barden View Point with the peak 9 on l2 h March (K&PL).
Elsewhere, counts of 5 or more included 6 over Denton Hall (March), 5 over Leathley (March), 7 over
Denton (August), 6 over Barden Fell and Kilnsey Crag (October). However, the highest local count was a
remarkable 19 from the Stainburn VisMig site 30th August, flying over in a south-west dire.ction in groups
of between 1 and 8. Pete Roe continues to ring numerous young in mid Wharfedale although numbers have
eased back from the 2007 peak of 27 young from 15 nests - this year 9 nests produced 15 young.
ROUGH-LEGGED BUZZARD (Buteo /agoput,)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare winter visitor.
A bird was watched for half-an-hour as it perched in a sycamore at Coney Wanen (Barden Fell) on 6th
January (JTo). Details of the record has been submitted to the BOG Rarities Committee but not yet
ratified: results ofits review will be reported next year.
ln 2007 there were 14 successful nests from 23 attempts (with only one of the successes in Yorkshire). Last year there were
only 10 successful attempts out of 19 attempts. The Bowland area remained the stronghold for this species with 14 our of last year's 19
attempts (the Utilities land produced 7 successful breeding ,ittempts out of IO and the surrounding grouse moors 1 successful attempt out
of 4). Away from Bowland the other 5 attempts were in Northern E ngland with 2 successful ones including a nest in Northumberland
which raised 5 chicks. In the Peak District sightings of 2 females stopped abruptly and no harriers bred in the Peak D istrict, the
Yorkshire Dales or the North Yorkshire Moors.
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SPARROWHAWK (Accipiter nisus)
123 Sightings/35 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population stable.
The number and range of sightings reflect the widespread distribution of this
species; reports were received from a good selection of sites in mid Wbarfedale and
the Washburn; there were proportionally fewer sightings from the north. ln the
north there a number of sightings from the Grassington area and occasional ones
from Langstrotbdale: it was seen only once at Grimwith and with no records from
Littondale this year- the situation for the last two areas being the same as last year.
ln the south there were no obvious centres of population but the species was
'"'
particularly well reported in gardens. These visits caused much tmmoil: it has been estimated that only 1
in 10 of their garden attacks are successful but repo1ted victims included feral pigeon, blackbird, chaffinch,
greenfinch, goldfinch and bullfinch. There were garden reports of young females from Ilkley on 13th
August and Burley on 30th. Juveniles were ringed in two nests to the south of Rom balds Moor but there
were no nests in Middleton Woods this year after a female sat on 3 infertile eggs last year.
GOSHAWK (Accipiter gentilis)
006 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage migrant: may breed in the area.
This species struggles to maintain a foothold in the area with all the sightings in March and from only two
sites. At one site a male was seen on the Ith (TG, K&PL) and a female on the 18th (TG). At the other site
birds were apparently seen between the 291h and 31 si, although no record was received for the first date. A
female was seen on the 30th (TG) with the most remarkable record of the year being a female and three
males on the 31 si (TG, D&ML).
KESTREL (Falco tinnunculus)
152 Sightings/63 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: national population decline not apparent locally.
The species is common throughout the region and well recorded. Sightings are usually of individuals or
pairs: winter sightings may include birds from the Continent. Pete Roe repo1ted a poor season and also
that there weren't many birds round - experiences echoed by all but one of the other local ringers. The
number of Pete's nests reported was only 9, well down on the peak of 23 in 2008 and the lowest since
2004, possibly again because of the shortage of small mammals. However, the low number was partially
compensated by a good productivity with 34 juveniles ringed conesponding to 3.8 young/nest, well up on
the long-term average of just over 2. The species was seen far less frequently in gardens than the
sparrowbawk (2 c.f. 15) reflecting their very different feeding strategies, although one was seen hunting
over a Middleton garden.
MERLIN (Falco columbarius)
016 Sightings/11 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population probably stable.
It was a poor season with records well down on recent years. There are more sightings from the moors
around mid Wharfedale than those in the north where there was only one record of a bird hunting over
Oughtershaw Moss during the summer. Sightings from the moors to the north and south of the Wharfe in
mid Wharfedale were scarce but there was an unusual winter sighting from Bolton Abbey on 27th January
(DLR). The highlight of the season was from Barden where a bird was seen fast attacking a hobby and
then two kestrels on 4th July (TG). There has been a slow reduction in the number of nests found on the
moors to the north and south of mid Wharfedale from 6 in 2003 to 5 in 2004 and 2005, 4 in the 2006 and
2007 (of which one failed in 2007 when the female was found dead on the nest) to only 3 in 2008 and this
yea?6 . All this year's nests were successful and each produced 4 young (PRo). There were also three
records of single passage birds from the Stainbum VisMig site on 31st August and on 4th and 1711, October.
HOBBY (Falco subbuteo)
015 Siglztings/09 Sites
Scarce summer visitor/probable breeder: population increasing.
Last year's improvement in the records for this species continued and the situation bas changed out of all
recognition since there were 4 sightings from only one site in 2007. Sightings appeared to be centred on
three general areas: Barden, the most reliable site in recent years, mid Washburn and a new area, between
the eastern end of Rombalds Moor and the Chcvin. The first area had records stretching between 1st May
and 19th August, the second between 3 rd June and 6th September and with a juvenile recorded on three
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Although one of the southern-moor nests over the period 2007- 2009 was just outside the \.'v'NS area.
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occasions between 27'h August and 61h September (E&PS, BOG): the records at the third area were limited
to a shortish period between 11th June and 5111 July.
PEREGRINE (Falco peregrinus)
029 Sightings/19 Sites
Scarce resident/passage/probable breeder: local population possibly increasing.
It was a rather poor year for records. In July the RSPB reported they had been flooded with reports of
birds being poisoned, trapped and shot and chicks taken from nests. There bad been 79 incidents in 2007;
whilst so far in 2009 there had been 50. The Investigations Officer reported that in last few weeks barely a
day had gone by without a call about persecution from elements within the pigeon racing and game
shooting communities. In view of the RSPB 's comments this year's poor local situation is perhaps a little
worrying. In our region records were very thinly spread with those in the north mainly clustered around
the region between Grassington Moor and Grimwith and with single sightings from Kilnsey and of a
juvenile on the fells above Buckden. In the south there were clusters of sightings around Barden and the
Washburn, in the latter area from Lindley Wood northwards. There was also a record of a bird huntil1g
along the river around Ben Rhydding and Burley in late December. An adult was seen carrying food at
Barden but no juveniles were recorded there. As usual there were stories of exciting engagements (with
some descriptions particularly graphic (E&PS)). In the Washburn in late August be watched as a bird
folded its wings in and shot like a rocket towards a high-flying group of swallows; pursuing one
relentlessly at high speed and probably hitting it and knocking it down. In the north and again in late
August he watched two small groups of teal fly up from Mossy Moor when a falcon appeared in the midst
of them, it soared through the ducks and made a few passes through them but didn't really attempt to catch
any them before flying off towards Grimwith Reservoir and with the ducks settling back on the water.
Again, in late August, one was watched mobbing an osprey in the Washburn (BOG). There were three
records at the Stainburn VisMig site with 4 birds recorded between 4th October and g th November.
RED GROUSE (Lagopus lagopus) (C)
Common breeding resident: population generally stable but subject to setbacks.
This species is locally common on the moors around mid and upper Wharfedale being seen right up to the
top of the region at Cam Houses in Oughtershaw. The number of sightings this year was well above
average no doubt reflecting the fact that they were seen on a lot of moorland BTO surveys. There were
some good counts at the start of the year with January walks producing 102 on Barden Fell and 104 on
Barden Moor (both GL*), with 179 on the Moor in February and 81 on Firth Fell (both E&PS). There were
a number of reports of breeding with a bird flushed off 6 eggs on 23rd May, broods of 13, 5 and 5 at a spot
on Rombalds Moor on the same date, 5 broods of 1, 2, 2, 2 and 5 juveniles on Barden Moor on 15th June
and a group of 7 birds with 5 chicks on Birks Fell on 2nd July. The Telegraph reported on l l 1h August that
the season was likely to be a mixed one with birds on some moors suffering from worms and with a
growing problem on others from heather beetle which bad devastated swathes of moorland heather.
However, it a lso reported that pre-season counts suggested some moors would have an exceptional year
whilst regions such as the southern Dales and Peak District would have a good season. This certainly
appeared to be the case on the Bolton Abbey Estate which reported good shoots and good bags, especially
on the moors to the west of the river, despite it being a bad year for wom1.
BLACK GROUSE (Tetrao tetrix)
007 Sightings/0 Sites
Rare breeding resident: Northern Pennine Black Grouse Recovery Group seeking to increase population.
The most exciting event of the season was undoubtedly the return of this species to Wharfedale; not only
that, but two members were able to watch them from their kitchen windows (C&FC)! The first records
were of calls beard on 2nd and 16th August followed by a male and 3 females seen well on 21s1 September
(C&FC). Around the same time, on 14'h September, a member (NV) was returning from Hawes and saw 5
birds, including 3 obvious males fly across in front of the car. Finally, good views were obtained of a
group of 1 adult male, 3 first year males and 3 females from 1ih October until 2ih October (KB, C&FC,
IC, ff, K&PL): Ian Court's view was that they were not as sensitive to human presence as birds further
north in Swaledale, for example. WNS records of black grouse date back to 1970 with the occasional
sighting in the Washburn and the Bolton Abbey Estate and with the last sighting in mid Wharfedale from
Rocking Hall Moor in 1977. However, it was clear well before then that the main centre of activity was in
upper Wharfedale at the top of Littondale and Langstrothdale with the first leks recorded in 1974. The
largest numbers of birds appearing at a lek would seem to have been a conservative 24 males and 11
females in Laogstrothdale in 1978. Numbers were dropping in the 1980s with a last record of 3 males and
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3 females at a lek in 1986 and a single male at the traditional site in 1990. During this time there was a
massive fall in the number of males in the UK from - 25,000 males in the 1970s to -5,000 in 2005.
Studies in Scotland have related this to habitat change. Large conifer forests planted in the 1950s to 1980s
matured during this period. This habitat was ideal when it was young with associated growth of heather,
bilbeny and other plants providing food and shelter. Once the plantation matured the canopy closed in and
shades out the ground flora. In the past decade the Forestry Commission have been uying to restore these
habitats by planting native woodlands - and this may be one reason for revival in black grouse numbers. In
1996 a group of interested organisations set up the Northern Pennine Black Grouse Recovery Group trying
to halt the decline in northern England and were delighted with the estimate that there were 1200 males in
2007, well ahead of their target programme. However, it was also felt that this may have fallen back to 850
males at the start of 2009 after two poor breeding years with cold wet weather in June: productivity had
been well below the 1.2 chicks/year necessary to maintain the population. Fortunately 2009 proved to be a
very good breeding year with 2 records of 8 young - the largest broods that have ever been recorded.
RED-LEGGED PARTRIDGE (Alectoris rufa) (CJ
Uncommon breeding resident, all from released birds: population stable
except where releases occur.
There was the usual very small number of records this year spread across
the region, with few people bothering to put in sightings of this species.
Sightings were usually of single birds or small flocks away from the release
areas. The only matter of interest was the situation at Grimwith where
double-digit counts are usually more or less guaranteed. During the cold
winter no birds were recorded on a circuit of the reservoir on 28th February and only one 6 weeks later in
mid-April. The situation had returned to normal with the usual summer release and there were still over 70
around early in October.
GREY PARTRIDGE (Perdix perdix)
018 Sightings/IO Sites
Uncommon breeding resident: population thought to be declining except where releases occur.
This was the second poor year for sightings after two poor breeding seasons and it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that the species is in serious trouble .in our area. However, there was a reversal of recent years
with a distinctly thin crop of sightings from the north - all in the Grassington/Hebden area with the only
highlights a family patty of 5+ seen on Grassington Moor on 27th August and a group of 8 between Kelber
1
and Mossdale on 12 h November (both GL *). This is doubly disappointing in view of the cun-ent coverage
of the area as part of the BTO Atlas exercise. By comparison, the south, which has struggled in recent
years, managed four highlights, notwithstanding the Washburn struggling to provide only a single sighting
1
of 2 birds near Brown Bank Fatm on l 8 h August (PBR). Other sightings were restricted to the region
around Rombalds Moor and Draughton but were of significant numbers. There was a series of encouraging
records from the Hawksworth Moor area with 10 in fields above Menston during September and a
remarkable 17 birds in the Rev Hill area on zgrh October with 10 there on 301h November (BOG). There
was also a rare sighting of a southern juvenile on Draughton Heights on 10111 June (JTo). However, the
luckiest observer almost had the species on her garden list. One was heard on the snowy playing field just
outside her Burley garden and she watched it scuttling over the snow on 51h February (SB).
COMMON PHEASANT (Phasianus colchicus) (C)
Common breeding resident subject to extensive rearing/releases: population stable overall.
A common bird which many people don' t bother to record. It is subject to significant releases throughout
the area ensuring they are numerous in most areas, especially on the valley sides and moorland fringes.
WATER RAIL (Rallus aquaticus)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
The species was recorded spasmodically before 1999, since when it has been reported every year with all
27
the records but two being from either Otley or Sun Lane, though records are scarce. Both sightings this
year were in November with two birds in the back ditch at Sun Lane on 14111 November (JN) and a bird
heard at Otley from the ' grazing lawn' on the 22"d. The species has been recorded from Otley eve1y year
since 1999 and it was the fh year in which it has been recorded from Sun Lane over the same period.
27

The other location being in the Washburn - Th ruscross in 2002 and Low D am in 2003, although a bird was picked up dead in
Addingham in 2002.
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MOORHEN (Gallinula chloropus)
085 Sightings/028 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable.
There appears to be a healthy and stable population of this species across the entire region although they
appear far less common above Barden Bridge. The most upstream record, as in recent years, was from
Conistone. However, there were also records from the river at Appletreewick, Grassington and from
Amcliffe Cote and Litton, whilst a bird was seen at Grimwith. The species generally appears to be
restricted to the lowland reservoirs and watercourses and were widely reported from such sites across mid
Wharfedale. The highest count this year was from a regular spot for this species, the Old Rectory at
Addingham with 19 on 20th January (DLR). Otley was beaten into second place with a peak count of 13 at
the start of the year, whilst Knotford Nook could only manage 8, also in January. There were numerous
records of breeding from as far up as Conistone and over quite an extended period with juveniles seen
between 3rd May and 15th September.
COOT (Fulica atra)
089 Sightings/13 Sites
Locally common breeding migrant: population stable.
This species undertakes local migration to the most southerly reaches of our area in winter. It is not widely
seen within the region, particularly in upper Wharfedale, but seems to be doing well with records from
around 12 sites each year. It is regularly recorded at Otley, Knotford, Chelker and the Washburn
Reservoirs and at a number of smaller sites in mid Wharfedale, e.g. Famley Lake, March Ghyll Reservoir
and Ben Rhydding gravel pits: all the records from the north were from Kilnsey trout farm. The largest
cow1ts were from the first two sites with numbers much enhanced in the winter months, especially at
Knotford, although the year's highest count of 194 was from Otley on 28th December when the Fishing
lake was 60% frozen over. I wonder if there might be some relationship between peak counts and the
severity of the winter weather but can see no obvious patterns. I attach the annual peak counts (with the
end of year count from Otley the highest from there for some years) - if anyone can pull any relationship
out of the figures I'd love to know:
Otley
Knotford

2004
114
345

2005
150
300

2006
127
250

2007
90
270

2008
l21
l50

2009
194
175

Peak counts at other sites were Chelker (43 in September), Famley (20 in March although 8 maximum
would be a more typical figure), Kilnsey (11), Denton Hall (10) and Fewston (9). Breeding was recorded
from several sites with the first record of juveniles at Kilnsey on 30th April and the last from Otley on 15th
August: the highest number of nests recorded was 3 at F amley.
OYSTERCATCHER (Haematopus ostralegus)
153 Sightings/61 Sites
Locally common breeding migrant: population probably increasing.
This is a bird that has widely established itself throughout the area (being typically recorded at around 53
sites) and as a breeder in recent decades. As we hit the start of the cold conditions at the end of 2008
records were undoubtedly down on recent years with only a single sighting, rather surprisingly from
Grirnwith, in late November. However, as we moved into the New Year the winter weather did not appear
to have deterred the species reti.rrn to mid Wharfedale, which very much followed the usual pattern of
recent years, with the occasional bird during January before counts reached double figures during
February. There was a single bird at Ben Rhydding on 1st January with the first record from Otley on the
gt"; the first record from upper Wbarfedale was from Hawkswick on 7th February. Grimwith and Otley are
usually considered two of the major sites around here with the highest counts. There were 75 at Grimwith
on 28th February, a welcome increase on last year's poor figure of 47. At Otley the peak count was 40+ on
11th March with numbers drooping thereafter but with a continual presence well into the summer and with
a last sighting of 2 birds on gth August. The highest local counts in the area occur from mid-February to
late March after which birds disperse along the river to breed. In the north there were 20+ at Grass Wood,
21 at Amcliffe Cote and 27 at Kilnsey in late February. 40+ at Mossy Moor in mid-Mar·ch with a rather
late peak count of 40+ from Kilnsey's Show Field on 141h April. In the south the higher counts tended to
be in March with the area between Bolton Abbey and Bolton Bridge remaining a popular area with 45
there in mid-March: there were 20 at Kex Gill and 45 at Thruscross in the latter half of the month. Overall,
peak counts seemed to be a little lower this year. After dispersal to breed birds can crop up anywhere and
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are widely distributed around the countryside. I counted 13 as I did a BTO walk along the river between
Barden and Burnsall at tbe end of May. They are a conspicuous and a very noisy addition to the
countryside so it is perhaps a little surprising that they should be able to melt into it on their breeding sites
and be easy to miss. As usual, records of birds on eggs or with young were widespread with the first
record of a bird on eggs on Denton Moor on 23rd April (where only 1 juvenile resulted from 3 eggs).
Records were received from as far north as Lower Grass Wood with the .first juvenile seen near Strid Wood
on 6th May and the last on 2nd August at Swinsty. The last records of the summer were of 6 in the north at
Grimwitb on 1ih August and 5 at Fewston on the 23rd: unusually for recent times, there were no records
for the remainder of the year.
LITTLE RINGED PLOVER (Charadrius dubius)
014 Sightings/07 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: stable population.
In our area it is typically recorded at between 3 and 5 sites in the south of the area, so this year's total of 7,
with breeding at five of those sites including a rare breeding record from the north, was ce11ainly well
above average. For the third year rnnning building sites in Menston proved a lure for this species and 1
and 3 juveniles were ringed at the two sites. Elsewhere it was a good year for the Washburn with records
from 4 sites with single juveniles ringed at two of these sites. In the north, the breeding record was from
the general area around Grassington where an adult was seen with a very small juvenile an 18th July. The
only .o ther record was of a single bird at Barden on 11 th June.
COMMON RINGED PLOVER (Charadrius hiaticula)
015 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population stable.
The situation for this species is almost the reverse of the previous one with the single, major breeding site
in upper Wharfedale and no breeding recorded from mid Wharfedale. The main centre is at Grirnwith with
a single bird seen at the nearby Mossy Moor. The peak count of 6 at Grimwith was fairly typical with
recent years recording either 3 or 4 pairs. Counting juveniles is always a long-distance challenge but there
were 2 records of just 2 juveniles on the well-separated dates of 19th May (GL*) and 4th July (JF): the
juveniles I saw were very young suggesting they might be a second brood. Elsewhere in mid Wharfedale
there were records from Lindley Wood (1 bird in April), Fewston (2 in May), Barden (1 in June) and
finally a passage bird over Stainburn in October.
GOLDEN PLOVER (Pluvialis apricaria)
062 Sightings/29 Sites
Uncommon moorland breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably in decline.
It was a good year for records which were received from across most of the region; the
majority of the large counts (> 100) were from mid Wharfedale, the exception being
'
125 on Grassington Moor (in the Kelber/Green Hill region) on 19th October (GL *). In
the south high counts in the spring were 600+ at Thruscross on 281h March and 200 on
Rombalds Moor on 14th April. In the autumn there were high counts on Stainburn
Moor from early September (250) with numbers building up from the middle of
October to a peak count of 1,200 on the 261h. Movements in early November reduced the count to 200 by
the 15th. The only other highish count was - 100 from Draughton in the first half of September with the
flock occasionally moving down to Chelker. After dispersal in the spring golden plovers are usually seen
in much smaller numbers on the moors during the breeding season28 . A nest with 4 eggs was found on
Beamsley Beacon on 19th April and there were records of 2 pairs with chicks just outside our area on the
southern side of Rombalds Moor on 23rd May and a chick on Birks Fell on 2nd July.
GREY PLOVER (Pluvialis squatarola)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare passage migrant.
A passage bird was recorded (BOG) at Thruscross on 161h August heading no1ih during a migration watch
(6.45 to IOam): 68% of sightings have been in the autumn movement between August and October.
NORTHERN LAPWING (Vanellus vanellus)
212 Sightings/73 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: p opulation may be declining.

~
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During the year the RSPB reported how climate change might be affecting the cranefly population, which is a crucial food
source for a wide range of upland birds like Golden Plover. They said that earlier research in Scotland had shown that increasing
spring temperatures might affect the timing of golden plover breeding and their ability to match the spring emergence of their
cranefly (i.e. daddy longlegs) prey. Now new research has shown that much more severe effects result from increasing late-summer
temperatures. These kill the cranefly larvae in peatland soils as the surface dries out, resulting in a drop ofup to 95% in numbers of
adults emerging the following spring.
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Our area remains a stronghold for this species - although numbers may have declined, the reduction has
been nothing like as marked as the national picture for lowland areas 29 30 . This is a breeding bird that
usually migrates west and/or south out of the recording area in winter: the large winter sightings of large
flocks are thought likely to be of birds from the continent. The species is recorded throughout our area,
although there are fewer records of large flock sizes in the north. The pattern of counts of this species is
quite different from the oystercatcher with large flock sizes being recorded right through the winter months
(and records from every month of the year). The build-up at the start of the year is also much more rapid
with 200 at Otley on 10th Januaiy and 400 there before the end of the month: there were 800+ on Denton
Moor on the Yd. Numbers start to droop during the following month as birds begin to disperse. In the
north there were two records in Januaiy of 2 birds at Threshfield on the 61h and 5 at Grassington sewage
works on the 27th with a peak count of 64 at Threaplands (Linton Bottoms) on 24th February. Counts from
Grimwith were very low this year, possibly reflecting the effects of the cold winter: there were only 8 there
on 28th February compared with 200 on 1th February last year. The species nests in good numbers and
records of breeding are too numerous to note; the most northerly records this year were from Great
Whernside and Litton (compared with Lea Green last year). Juveniles were recorded between 3rd May and
31 st July. Flock size numbers do not start to climb until July with 180 at Fewston on gth July and 300-400
at Scargill on the 31st. In the north the peak count was 230 on Appletreewick Pasture on 101h July. Regular
records from the VisMig site at Stainburn gave an interesting picture of how numbers developed from the
late summer. Flocks of 500-600 were recorded during September and October but with good numbers of
passage birds also being recorded especially during October with a peak of 890 birds heading WSW on 7th
November - after which counts on the moor dropped to a maximum of 350 at the end of November.
DONLIN (Calidris alpina)
005 Sightings/OS Sites
Scarce passage visitor: probably still breeds in the area but numbers much reduced.
There are rarely many sightings of this species - usually at only at 3 or 4 sites, although from 5 sites this
year. All but one of the records were between 261h March and 10th April3t; the other was on l01h October.
All the mid Wharfedale sightings this year were of single birds in the Washburn (from Kex Gill, Scargill
and Stainbum) (BOG). A little surprisingly, there was only one record from upper Wharfedale, from
Mossy Moor Reservoir on the 26th March (ABo*), although it was of 12 birds, the only significant count of
the year in Wharfedale.
COMMON SNIPE (Gallinago gallinago)
069 Sightings/27 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population either stable or in shallow decline.
This is a well-established breeding species throughout the area thanks to the extensive availability of its
breeding habitat of marshland (albeit much reduced from the historical position), especially around
moorland sites. This was a particularly good year both for the number of sightings and for the number of
sites at which they were recorded. Once again Otley was a popular spot to observe this species although
peak counts of 4 (in mid-January) were well down on the 9 recorded last year. Many of the records were
of single birds flushed on the moors across the region including Middleton, Hawksworth, Rombalds,
Barden, Grassington and Threshfield, Foxup, Penyghent and Oughtershaw. Drumming was recorded
between 23rd May and 1ih June, although there was no direct evidence of breeding. The most interesting
period was the autumn movement when there were some large VisMig counts illustrating just how many
birds were on the move. There was a long period of passage birds with 11 over Thruscross heading W on
l 51h August and 8 over Stainburn heading WSW on 31st. Numbers over Stainburn built up towards the end
of September with 23 on 26th September and remarkable counts of 38 and 41 on 10th and 14th October
respectively. On the ground 20 were flushed at John O'Gaunts on 9th October (BOG).

29
That is not to say that there have not been declines in our area too. A Beamsley member watched a male displaying from his
~arden but noted that there was no subsequent record of breeding: he remembered that 7 years ago 3 pairs bred in the same area.

O
Reductions in lapwing numbers in the UK are due to changes in farming practices. The species was once a source of food
in this country with eggs collected under licence (up until 15th April to allow birds time to replenish losses), although this is rarely
done now. Adults were also killed in large numbers for food but they are no longer legal quarry in this country. However, the
situation is very different on the continent where numbers are also declining. Birds are still hunted in France, Spain, Italy, Malta and
Greece - the hunters lure them to specially made ponds and then catch them in spring nets as they land to feed. More than 1/2
million are trapped this way every year with authorities doing nothing to stop it.
31

One of the BOG VisMig sites (at Thornton Moor Reservoir) reported a number of dunlins passing through in early May with

18 on 7th May, 6 on the 8th and 14 on the 9th.
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WOODCOCK (Scolopax rusticola)
025 Sightings/15 Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage migrant/winter visitor: probably in decline.
It is thought to breed extensively throughout the area at appropriate sites. Numbers in winter are
supplemented by continental migrants from Scandinavia, Russia and the Baltic States with resident birds
thought to over-winter if not too cold. As usual most records came from the south32 ; the only records from
the north were from Thorpe on 13th February and Grass Wood on 1st December. In the south the majority
of records come from the Washburn, although by far the most impressive record of the year was of 5 birds
flushed from around the moat at Otley on 25th December (PP): Timble Ings is the best place to see these
birds roding and there were 3 birds there on 1st June (Sun Lane is another regular spot to see roding).
Breeding records are unusual for this species, but there were two records of breeding this year, both from
the Denton area, with birds on eggs on 15th and 26th June (PRo).
WHIMBREL (Numenius phacopus)
002 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage migrant.
There were two records, both of 3 passage birds - from Kex Gll on 10th May and from Thruscross on 4th
July (both BOG).
CURLEW (Numenius arquata)
214 Sightings/BOSites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable.
The curlew is a widespread breeding bird throughout the area at suitable sites. It was well-recorded from
all parts of the region, and there are usually large pre-and post-breeding flocks around Denton, Burley and
Otley. Birds were present from the start of the year with 300+ on Denton Moor on the 3rd and with
numbers in the fields around Middleton building up to - 100 by the middle of the month. There were only
30+ in front of Denton Hall on the 3rd but numbers built up with a peak count of 250+ on 21 5\ somewhat
below last year's record numbers of 430. Otley never figures as a major site - usually in single figures but
with a flock of - 50 flying over on 10th January. Numbers start to drop during February as flocks disperse:
numbers in front of Denton Hall had dropped to 28 by the 14th and, whilst there were still - 110 in the fields
around Middleton on the 15t\ the birds were becoming quite mobile and were foraging further afield.
Thereafter birds are seen throughout the region but in small numbers although there was still a small flock
of 40 in front of Denton Hall in early April. These flocks are not found in the north with the first record
from around Grass Wood on 16th February. A limited number of records of breeding were received, as is
usually the case, with occasional records of young in mid-June, but with most indications of breeding
based on alarming birds. The only records of post-breeding flocks in the south were from Reva Hill on
10th July and 28 at Denton on the 17th. There was a narrow peak of significant numbers of sightings from
VisMig sites in late July with - 30 passage birds heading west on the 25th. The last record from the north
was of a small flock of 5 heading north over Lea Green on 25th July. The perceived wisdom is that birds in
Scotland and the North of England migrate south and west to western coasts, and that a few German and
Dutch birds winter in the UK rather than heading south. As usual there were very few birds around during
August with the first record of a gathering of 13 birds in front of Denton Hall on 6th September. Reported
flock sizes were small thereafter with peak counts of 50 from Denton in November and 50 at Otley in
December.
COMMON REDSHANK (Tringa totanus)
064 Sightings/29 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
This is a species which is usually more frequently repo1ied from mid Wharfedale than upper Wharfedale
but with much greater variability in the number of sites in the south where it is recorded (between 8 and
21). In the north the number of sites where it is recorded is typically - 8 (as it was this year). However, all
but 2 of the records were before 25th April suggesting the others could have been of passage birds: in one of
the two end-of-May records the bird's behaviour on Appletreewick Pastures suggested it was breeding. It
was a good year in the south with most sightings from the reservoirs in the Washbum and from Otley: the
majority of other sightings were from the Denton and Middleton moors, Ilkley and Hawksworth Moors and
Menston, with sightings from the Bolton Abbey Estate area rare. Most of the sightings were of 1 or 2
birds, occasionally 4, and with a peak count of 8 from Otley on 29th March. There were three records of
breeding in the south with juveniles recorded in June from Kex Gill, March Ghyll Reservoir and Ling Park.
32

It is easy to argue that the fewer records from the north reflect the fact that the density of observers is far lower in the north but this does not explain why 2005 and 2006 should have been so good there, i.e. from 7 - 9 sites c.f. 2- 3 more recently.
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COMMON GREENSHANK (Tringa nebularia)
005 Sightings/04 Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
This was the best year since 2006 for this and the next species. All the records were from the Washburn
area with one during the spring passage and the rest during autumn passage - 2 of those from the recently
included John O'Gaunts. In the spring there was a bird at Lindley Wood (RK); in the later passage there
was a bird at Kex Gill on 6th July (BOG), a low overflight over Stainburn on 25th July (BOG), and 2 birds
at John O'Gaunts on ls1h August (PBR) and a single bird there on 9th September (BOG).
GREEN SANDPIPER (Tringa ochropus)
003 Sightings/03 Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
There were three autumn sightings - of single birds in the overflow of Scargill on 18th October (JP) at
Beaverdyke on the 28th (E&PS) and at Lindley Wood on 11th November (JP). This is a rare visitor with
Scargill a popular location from which there have been sightings in each of the last three years.
COMMON SANDPIPER (Actitis hypoleucos)
064 Sightings/28 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: national population decline not apparent locally.
One of the pleasures of a spring walk along the river is to catch sight of this bobbing
bird and then watch its characteristically flicking wings as it flies low over the water
to its next perching stone. Fortunately, this remains a relatively common sight
throughout our area with a sighting guaranteed at its local stronghold of Grimwith
(recorded this year between 19th April and 8th June) and with a peak count there of
14 on 20th April, although there was a comment that numbers were well down there
this year (PD&JBP). It is well recorded along rivers and bodies of water, usually in ones and twos,
although a walk along the river can often reveal several pairs, especially in the late April and early May
period when there were 8 birds between Hebden and Lower Grass Wood, 6-8 between Barden and
Burnsall, 7 along the Skirfare north of Hawkswick and 5 in Strid Wood. The situation for this species is
the reverse of the redshank with proportionately more recorded in upper Wharfedale: birds were seen as far
up as Swarthgill (at the top end of Oughtershaw) and up to Halton Gill in Littondale. In mid Wharfedale
they were recorded around several of the Washburn reservoirs (including Kex Gill) and with a peak of 5 at
John O'Gaunts on 5th August, and from both reservoirs on Barden Moor: the only other mid Wharfedale
sighting was of a single bird at Otley on 13th April. There were several records of breeding from Fewston,
Kex Gill (2 pairs), Strid Wood, Starbotton and Oughtershaw with juveniles seen in the second half of June
BLACK HEADED GULL (Larus ridibundus) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be declining after big increase in
recent decades.
This species winters throughout the area in stunningly large numbers which is pa1iicularly evident on late
winter afternoons as birds come into roost at Swinsty and Grimwith with 2,000 (and 1,000 common gulls)
at Swinsty on 2nd January (PBR): it is only from Langstrothdale that sightings are limited. Reports oflarge
flocks of small gulls, i.e. black-headed and common, are received from across the region with 1,500 on
Sandwith Moor on 1st March, 300 at Arncliffe Cote on 29th March and 1000+ at the Upper Barden
Reservoir colony on 14th April. There are rarely counts of the numbers that wheel over our towns but there
were 500+ on the Ben Rhydding cricket field on 4th August.
COMMON GULL (Larus canus)
086 Sightings/33 Sites
Common passage/winter visitor: small number of breeding records.
Mixed roosts in the early part of the year are discussed in the above entry. This is a species which usually
only winters in the area, although a few immatures are occasionally observed through the summer and a
small number are thought to breed in the Upper Barden black-headed gull colony. The last of the spring
sightings was on 13th April with summer sightings at Amcliffe on 16th June (K&PL) and a single bird in
Norwood Bottom on 13th July (E&PS), before numbers started building up in late August. In the autumn
there were small numbers of passage birds at the VisMig site at Stainburn from early August with a peak of
330 at the end of November; there were also - 1000 birds on the moor in early December. At Grimwith
550 were reported by 3.15pm on 11 th November with large groups continuing to arrive thereafter along
with some black-headed gulls (GL *).
HERRING GULL (Larus argentatus)
019 Sightings/07 Sites
Uncommon visitor.
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This is far less common than other Gulls and usually only reported in small numbers. There were rather
more records than usual with single adults at Grimwith on 23rd January and 23rd October (GL*), an adult
roosting at the Upper Barden Reservoir on 16th June (GL *), and unusually high number of sightings from
Otley with two adults and an immature at Otley on 4th April, one on 26th July and 3 on 251h December (all
PP) and 1 on the 2th (JF). Elsewhere 1 was observed flying over a Burley house (SB) with the observer
commenting that her identification skills owed a lot to her having grown up in Whitby. A rather good year
was further transformed by the inclusion of a surprisingly large number of passage birds from VisMig sites
in the east of the area, generally from Stainburn. There were several sightings of the occasional bird in the
spring and a rare July sighting; in the autumn there were regular sightings in the last 3 months of the year
usually of between 1 and 5 birds but with two very significant passages of 20 on 4th October and 94 on 28th
November.
LESSER BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus fuscus)
063 Sightings/33 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: probably declining due to control at breeding sites.
This species both winters in the area and breeds on local moors. As usual, there were proportionately more
sightings from upper Wharfedale although, as for the herring gull, the situation was changed significantly
by VisMig sightings (BOG). Excluding for the moment the VisMig records, most records were of birds
passing over singly or in small groups (of up to 4) but there were several large counts during the year
including 7 at Threaplands (Linton Bottoms) on 24th February, 15 at the Upper Barden Reservoir roost on
16th June, - 20 flying over Threshfield in the direction of Grimwith on 3rd August and 6 at Grimwith 23rd
October; in the south, and excluding the VisMig sites, the highest count in the south was 3 at Fewston on
10th May (although they were reported to be scarce in the Washburn this year (PBR)). Some of the VisMig
counts were very large including 18 over Thruscross on 25th April, 51 and 66 over Stainburn on 24th and
25th July and a remarkable 171 there on 26th October.
GREAT BLACK-BACKED GULL (Larus marinus)
015 Sightings/JO Sites
Uncommon passage/winter visitor.
A few birds winter in the area eventually flying north to their breeding grounds, although the odd immature
may stay all year. Grimwith is usually the most reliable place to see this species with a regular presence,
albeit in small numbers; there were two birds there on 20th September and 11th November but also sightings
from the nearby Mossy Moor Reservoir with single birds on 14th February and 241h March. Other sightings
of single birds were from Barden Moor (28th January), Conistone (13th April) and Otley (29th August), Kex
Gill (4th October) and Conistone Moor (29th October): there were 2 birds over Timble on 4th October. The
VisMigs sightings differed from those for the earlier species with early peak counts of 35 over Sandwith
Moor on 1st March and 29 on the 22nd, but with counts of only 1 or 2 birds over Stainburn in the autumn.
COMMON TERN (Sterna hirundo)
015 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce passage migrant: occasionally breeds.
After the washed out season in 2007, the species failed to breed at Otley for the second year running,
although they were much in evidence with frequent sightings between 26th April and 22"d August and with
4 birds reported on 4th June. This year two Otley residents (PP, E&PS) recorded garden overflights by
calling birds.
ARCTIC TERN (Sterna paradisaea)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare passage migrant.
This species is recorded on passage in perhaps 4 years in every decade. There was a record of 3 passage
birds heading SSW during a migration watch at Thruscross on 1st August between 8.30 and l l.30am.
BLACK TERN (Chlidonias niger)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare passage migrant.
For the second year running there was a record from Chelker with a bird feeding over the water on 13th
May at 1910 (PD&JBP).
FERAL PIGEON (Columba livia) (C)
Common resident breeder: population probably stable.
This species is vastly under-recorded so it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions abut its distribution.
The conventional wisdom (i.e. the unchanged comment used in the last few Reviews) is that it is seen
mainly in the urban areas of Ilkley and Otley with a few small groups also in rural areas. Urban flock sizes
can be quite large with 110 birds recorded in Otley in September (PP) on a derelict building; rural groups
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tended to be in single figures. There were reports from several gardens including Ilkley (3), Ben
Rhydding, Otley and Menston; the peak count of 11 was from my Ilkley garden (July).
STOCK DOVE (Columba oenas)
048 Sightings/26 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is very much a rural bird in the area and is certainly much under-recorded; many of the sightings
being of just 1 or 2 birds. As usual there was a significantly higher proportion of records from upper
Wharfedale with sightings well distributed throughout the region but with good numbers of sightings from
Littondale. Extensive observations in the Washburn valley over the years suggest that this area is a
stronghold - and it is still easy to see there (PBR). An Otley garden, backing onto open country enjoyed a
visit by 4 on 1st May. There were small numbers seen on passage at VisMig sites in Wharfedale with peak
counts of 13 in January and November.
WOOD PIGEON (Columba palumbus) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is an under-recorded species, although the numbers of records received this year was well above
average. It is usually present in good numbers throughout the area all year but with a tendency to move to
the lower parts of the valleys in winter or disappearing entirely in severe cold spells. Also, the presence of
large flocks of this species is usually a good indication about the levels of local food supplies. Although
the species was reported to be common in the Grassington area and records were received from right across
the north of the area, a higher proportion of the records received were from mid Wharfedale. Peak counts
in the north were also slightly lower than those from the south. There were counts of 14 and 15 from along
the river near Grassington and above Barden Bridge respectively in April and 32 at Grimwith in October.
In the south there was a regular presence at Otley with a peak of 150+ in November whilst the next highest
regional count was 130 from Famley in February. However, the most interesting records of the year were
from Stainburn where the numbers of passage birds at the autumn VisMig site there totally dwarfed any
other records: the reasons for such late autumn movements are not well understood, i.e. they may be winter
gatherings or local migrants. Numbers were relatively low until mid October but rose sharply at the end of
the month with 5,700 (in 5 hours) on the 26th and 2,600 (in 3 hours) on the 29th and with the last large
count of 2,025 on 9th November (in 1 hour) and with numbers dropping to single figures from the middle
of the month.
COLLARED DOVE (Streptopelia decaocto) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is another species that is much under-recorded, except in gardens where it was seen in at least 50% of
members ' gardens for which records were submitted. Overall it is difficult to draw any firm conclusions
on its distribution across the region. However, it tends to be concentrated in urban, suburban and village
environments and is surprisingly rare in rural habitats and the records of the year were consistent with this.
Consequently, it is rather more frequently recorded from mid Wharfedale than upper Wharfedale, although
a long-term Grassington resident reported in 2006 that it appeared that numbers were still increasing and
that it had not been present as recently as 1992. There were no records from north of Starbotton. In
gardens the peak counts of 8 slightly less than the 10 recorded in Menston last year33 . There was a single
record of a juvenile in a garden in Ilkley in mid-June. Perhaps the most interesting observation of the year
was the duration of the breeding cycle for this species. There was a very early record of two birds mating
on 24th January in a Ben Rhydding garden but then a report from one of our local ringers (PRo) of a bird on
eggs in his Menston garden on th November. This extended breeding cycle means that this species can
raise between 3 and 6 broods, which perhaps helps to explain their amazing spread in this country. The
first breeding report was in Norfolk in 1955 but by 1970 it is estimated there may have been as many as
25,000 pairs in Britain and Ireland. The BTO Common Birds Census suggests that the population
subsequently increased five-fold between 1972 and 1996!
EUROPEAN TURTLE DOVE (Streptop elia turtur)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare visitor
After the excitement last year of the first record for 14 years, members of a WNS working group were
meeting with a member of the Nidderdale AONB staff (CS) on 2nd September when he reported seeing a
33
BTO reported during the year that recent outbreaks of Trichomonsis, which started in 2005/6 and which particularly
affected greenfinch, may also have resulted in a small decline in collared dove garden numbers.
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bird earlier in the day flying across the Washburn valley near Low Dam from the moor towards the 'bacon
factory'.
CUCKOO (Cuculus canorus)
085 Sightings/36 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant: population declining.
Although I am beginning to find the build-up of statistics on sightings and sites over the last 5 years quite
illuminating for many species, the experience with this species is a sharp reminder that it is not infallible.
Here the figures and the experiences on the ground tell very different stories. There appeared to be
universal agreement that numbers of this species were down again and that it was becoming increasingly
difficult to actually see - and that more people are going through the short season of around 12 weeks for
this species and having to make do with hearing but not seeing the bird. It is certainly clear that this year
only about 20% ofpeople sending in cuckoo records actually saw a bird. A few short years ago no-one
would have dreamt of recording cuckoo calls since they carry a long way and we could rely on hearing
them from Ilkley Moor most days. Now, just as red kites are becoming so common that people are no
longer bothering recording them so are people more likely to record cuckoo calls because they are much
less common and they know they may not see the bird? Only time will tell. After a slight dip last year the
number of sites where the birds were recorded has settled (for the moment) at just over 30, 20+ in mid
Wharfedale and 1O+ in upper Wharfedale. In the north there were regular records from the Grass Wood
area, good numbers of sightings from Langstrothdale (where one was seen every day for a fortnight flying
up from Oughtershaw to Nethergill Farm (C&FC)), whilst records from Littondale were scarce. In the
south, there were a reasonable number of records from all round Rombalds Moor - from Burley and
Hawkswick in the east to White Crag Plantation (Addingham Moorside) - and from the usual sites on the
Bolton Abbey Estate. In the Washburn the good number of records were all from north of Folly Hall
Wood. Last year's record of 4 birds on Barden Fell proved a false dawn with peak counts returning to a
maximum of 2 - and not too many of those either. Finally, there was an unusual VisMig record from
Thruscross on 25th April of 6 passing through over a one hour period from 7.3 Oam.
BARN OWL (Tyto alba)
001 Sightings/ OJ Sites
Rare visitor
BTO reported during the year that this was once the UK's commonest owl but that numbers fell
dramatically so that by the 1980's there were only 4,000 pairs remaining. Subsequently, numbers have
stabilised around this figure through to the end of the 1990' s. Our know ledge of this species is very much
dependent on one of the local ringers (Andy Jowett) who has been very active in putting up boxes and
trying to encourage the good numbers of owls which nest immediately to the east of our area to move
westwards. Once again there was a single record within our area from the extreme east, although the pair
that was present did not breed. Further north and just outside our area one was seen several times by the
land owner and pellets found in one of the boxes. Overall, the success of Andy's campaign has been
reflected in a growing number of occupied boxes, starting with 1 in 2004 to 3 in 2007 and 5 this year. This
success tended to mask the fact that it was in fact a poor year for our local breeding owls because of a
(national) shortage of voles: the situation manifested itself in the barn owl population with several pairs not
reappearing at their usual nest boxes this year. This year's 5 nests produced 13 young - or 2.6/nest, very
slightly down on the long term average of 2.7. The biggest mystery of the year surrounded a female that
was ringed with its mate in March and which was found dead just 6 weeks later near Warrington!
TAWNY OWL (Strix aluco)
065 Sightings/38 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Records are received from across the region but are far more numerous from mid Wharfedale than upper
Wharfedale. An undoubted factor here is the distribution of observers, which is obviously much higher in
the south, because this is a species where members like to make their observations from the comfort of
their beds! Around 30% of the records are of birds heard in the early morning: even so there was an
impressive 7 records of birds seen in or very close to gardens in the early morning - from Otley, Menston.
Burley, Ilkley (3) and Addingham. In the north and apart from the smaller numbers of observers, the
reduced woodland cover is obviously a factor. Excluding ' house-records' from Grassington, Threshfield
and Oughtershaw, there were records from Buckden, Litton, Cosh, Kilnsey, Bastow Wood Yarnbury and to
the north of Barden Bridge. In the south, records were widely distributed throughout the area without an:
particular 'hot-spots' this year, although in Ilkley besides the 3 garden sightings there was also a report of
or 7 heard there from along the edge of the moor between W ells House and Panorama Drive one evenin_
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in April (D&ML). All of the records of breeding came from three ringers, Pete Roe, Andy Jowett34 and,
for the first time, Colin Harrison, all of whom ring to the east ofllkley. The message for this species was
that it had been a very poor year because of the shortage of voles. This manifested itself in two ways.
Firstly, a number of traditional places were deserted. More gruesomely, Pete reported that there was the
odd record of eggs laid in nests but with nothing there later, possibly because they had been eaten by adults
or siblings: there was also a record of two young being decapitated by the adult male. Colin had similar
experiences. He noted that each of the 6 nests he ringed started off with 3 eggs but only one produced 3
fledglings; in the other cases most of the young were predated with only one surviving in each nest. The
following table shows nesting records:
Young
Nests
Productivity

2003
13
9
1.4

2004
3
1

2005
17
11

·.

2007
39
23

2006
25
16
1.6

1.5

2008
31
20
1.6

1.7

2009
15
10
1.5

The figures confirm that this was the worst nesting year since the disastrous 2004 with far fewer nests
identified than usual. However, those nests which did produce young had a very average productivity.
LONG-EARED OWL (Asio otus)
009 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant.
We are fortunate to have a local birder, Andy Jowett, who has spent many late nights in recent years in the
woods around mid Wharfedale, generally in the east, looking for evidence of breeding for this species,
where the 'squeaky-door' calls of the young is always a good indicator of successful nearby breeding: his
search for new sites across the region continues. All but one of the records received this year were
provided by him (the other sighting (J&FTo) was from a new site in the west of our area): Andy also
reported a bird seen carrying food at a new site, although the nest was not found. If it was a poor year for
tawny owls, then it was an unmitigated disaster for this species which was hit by two catastrophes. Firstly,
there was the same shortage of voles. Birds don't breed if they are in poor condition because of lack of
food. There were records of 6 pairs wing clapping and duet calling but then not nesting (and these are
included in the statistics below). The second 'whammy' was torrential rain in mid to late May just after the
chicks had hatched and which caused massive losses35 . The following table shows Andy's records for the
minimum number of young and pairs recorded in recent years 36 :
Young
Pairs
Productivity

2002
16
7
2.3

2003
17
9
1.9

2004
31
14
2.2

2005
28
14
2.0

2006
6
8
0.8

2007
21
10
2.1

2008
32
12
2.7

2009
3
9
0.3

There was a tantalising bit of information at the start of the year. One of the big unknowns is where our
birds go in the winter. The Yorkshire Post on l01h January commenting on 5 long-eared owls roosting at
Fairburn Ings noted that winter numbers are augmented from Fennoscandia, that many of the roosts are
made up of birds from there and that they often migrate in groups and stay together. Sadly, it was reported
the following month that one of the birds had sustained a broken wing and had been picked up dead. It was
subsequently found to have a ring which was traced back to a young bird ringed by Andy at a site to the
south of Rombalds Moor on 31st May, 2007 !
SHORT EARED OWL (Asio jlammeus)
012 Sightings/ 09 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/resident: population either stable or in shallow decline.
The species is not common and the number of sightings varies quite a lot from year to year: after a
reasonable number of sightings last year this year was even worst than the last bad year of 2007 with
34
Typically one or two of these nesting records a.re from just outside the area. However, I have included them to maximise the
statistical value of the results.
35
Long-eared owls, unlike barn and tawny owls, nest in the open and are especially vulnerable to wet weather after chicks hatch.
36
The last bad vole year was 2006 - as can be seen by the few nests recorded. 2007 and 2008 were reasonable 'vole' years and,
although the weather was poor, there were reasonable numbers of young, presumably because there was not the disastrous riming of
heavy rain experienced in 2009.
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records from only 7 sites compared with a long-term average of over 14 sites. All the sightings were in the
first 7 months of the year. There were three sites in the north (Threshfield Moor, Starbotton and Fleet
Moss) and five in the south (including Barden Moor, Draughton, Middleton Moor, Timble Ings and Kex
Gill): the disappearance of the pair at Kex Gill in the spring for the second year running suggesting that it
might not just be a shortage of small mammals keeping sightings down! There were reports of 3 nesting
pairs on another mid Wharfedale moor with one nest located and a chick found (AJ).
LITTLE OWL (Athene noctua)
038 Sightings/29 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population stable.
The species was widely reported from across the region although sightings were down a bit this year
compared with the average of recent years. In the north the most records were received from Littondale
with no sightings from Langstrothdale or Grimwith. In the south there were mixed messages from the
Washburn. The most records were undoubtedly from this region, but our regular Washburn watcher (PBR)
reported only one sighting in the first four months (after reporting last year that they were getting hard to
find there). Elsewhere, the bird regularly reported at Otley in previous years didn't show up until 1gth
April after a gap of many months. There were three reports of breeding. There were mixed reports from
Denton with one nest successful and with a single egg found abandoned in the other. There was better
news from Barden Fell where two pairs were successful.
SWIFT (Apus apus) (C)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population in decline.
This is a difficult species to monitor because of their aerial lifestyle, but BTO figures suggest the
population has declined by 47% since 1994. The species is very faithful to nest site and return to the same
one each summer: it is believed the reductions may be due to be loss of sites through building
improvements or demolition. It was further reported that the wet summer had had a devastating effect on
this species with birds finding difficulty in catching insects in flight: animal rescue centres have been
reporting three-fold rise in number of swift chicks found on the ground and brought in by members of the
public. The species is recorded throughout Wharfedale although it is uncommon at Grimwith; numbers are
not often noted and sightings are primarily reported in the periods shortly after its arrival and immediately
before its departure. Once again there was a slow start to the season with the first record not until 25th April
and the first number in double figures, 10-20, not recorded until 5th May. On the whole there were very
few reported counts above 20 with an end-of-season peak of 120 over Otley on 7th June: the peak count
from upper Wharfedale was 15 over Hebden Beck on 10th July. Ernie Scarfe again found good numbers of
nesting sites around Otley: breeding records were also received from Kilnsey. The species season is
always a very short one and, despite the slow start there was a first VisMig report of nearly 2,000 birds
streaming east over Sandwith Moor on J1h June. Thereafter records from Stainburn slowed but dribbled on
into early September; the peak count in July was 550 in a 4-hour watch around mid-day with single birds
recorded thereafter on 29th August and 5th September. There were also late sightings of 2 birds over
Threshfield on 261h August.
KINGFISHER (Alcedo atthis)
042 Sightings/19 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident along suitable rivers and lagoons: population probably stable/slightly
increasing.
It is appropriate here to compare and contrast the fortunes of two of our most iconic riverside birds, the
kingfisher and the dipper. All the evolving signs are that both of these species have been badly affected by
the wet summers of 2007 and 2008 and the 2008/9 winter. For both of them there has been a noticeable
drop in records in the last two years - the following table shows the number of sites where the species have
been recorded:
Kingfisher

Dipper

North
South
Total
North
South
Total

2005
10
25
35
20
22
42

2006
9
16
25
23
21
44
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2007
10
20
30
22
19
41

2008
10
14
24
23
15
38

2009
1
18
19
22
12
34

What is really interesting about this table is that whilst sightings of both
kingfishers and dippers have declined, the kingfisher's presence in the north
appears to have been devastated between 2008 and 2009, whereas for dippers
have suffered more in the south, albeit not as dramatically. The number of
kingfisher sightings received from the north further re-enforces this point with
annual counts since 2005 of 24, 16, 18, 9 and only 2 this year. Both the
northern records this year were from the river at Grassington bridge with one
observer remarking that sightings there were scarcer this year (JS*). In the
south they were seen regularly throughout the region - apart from the Washburn
where sightings are always rare and where there was just a single record from
Kingfisher
Swinsty on 9rh September, presumably a post-breeding dispersion record: most
sightings are of single birds. Regular autumn records along the river at Ilkley (BA) suggested there were
two territories, one from the Old Bridge westwards and the other centred around the suspension bridge near
Middleton Woods. There were two breeding records, a probable one between Gallows Hill and Knotford
Nook and a record of adults carrying fish near the aqueduct, Strid Wood, with young later recorded37 .
GREEN WOODPECKER (Picus viridis)
085 Sightings/44 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
The species is doing extremely well in the UK (with a 47% increase since 1994), and is well recorded
throughout the area (typically at between 40 and 45 sites each year), especially during the spring when it is
most vocal. It is seen throughout much of the region. In upper Wharfedale the majority of records were
from around Grassington and from Littondale with no records, as usual, from Grimwith. In mid
Wharfedale the Washburn is by far the most reliable place to find the species (accounting for 50% of all
sightings from the south) which, like Grassington, may partially be explained by it being so well watched.
It is a rare visitor to Otley with a bird heard calling on 22nd November (PD&JBP). There were a number of
records of multiple birds with possibly up to 5 in the Trollers Gill area (KB) on 31st July and certainly 4 in
Lower Grass Wood (GL*) on 22°d May. There were records of 3 birds in Norwood Bottom, between
Barden and Bumsall and around Hubberholme. There were two records of breeding with an adult seen
with a single juvenile on Draughton Heights on 20th July and along the river at Hebden on 9th August.
GREAT SPOTTED WOODPECKER (Dendrocopus major)
149 Sightings/52 Sites
Common breeding resident: p opulation stable.
This species has seen a very significant increase in numbers in the UK - 337% in the long term since 1970
and 123% since 1994. It is also felt to be doing well locally - to the extent that a local ringer now
identifies it as a not insignificant source of predation of nesting small birds. It is well recorded throughout
the area (typically at between 50 and 60 sites - a smaller difference compared to the green woodpecker
than might be expected since it is a much easier bird to see and there are a lot more sightings). The species
is fairly common to common throughout the more wooded parts of the area and more abundant in mid
Wharfedale. It was reported to be common in Grass Wood and around Grassington and there were several
records from Langstrothdale and Littondale (but none from Grimwith): the highest counts were 2 from
Conistone and Arncliffe. In mid Wharfedale it is most commonly recorded in the Washburn where 6 were
recorded around Farnley Lake on 5th April and 5 between Lindley Wood and Folly Hall on 23rd April; there
are also always good counts from Middleton Woods with a peak of 6 on 23rd April. There were very many
records of breeding including one of there being 9 pairs breeding around Denton: juveniles were recorded
between 22nd May and 25th August. Unlike the previous species which is rarely if ever recorded in
gardens, this species was a common (and popular) visitor to gardens recorded in almost 50% of gardens
across the region with juveniles very much in evidence on garden feeders.
LESSER SPOTTED WOODPECKER (Dendrocopus minor)
017 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population possibly in decline.
The most recent study of this species shows 73% decline between 1970 and 2006. The last population
estimate of between 1,400 and 2,000 pairs is now thought to be inaccurate and it has been suggested that
An article in the Yorkshire Post in September highlighted the environment in which young kingfishers grow up. The adults
produce 2 or 3 broods each year. After the young have fledged they are fed for another 4 days before being driven off by their parents.
The adult breeding pair will fiercely defend the lkm of river bank they need and the young are left to wander with only half surviving
more than a week and with only quarter managing to breed the following year.
37
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the population could now be only few hundred birds across England and Wales. Reasons given include
competition with great-spotted woodpecker and loss of orchards, once its preferred wintering quarters. It
also appears that females are becoming more promiscuous and having second broods with rival males
leaving males to raise young, which results in fewer surviving fledglings. Although the best time to see
this species is between mid-March and early April it has been suggested that as numbers decrease and there
is less competition, males may be calling less so birds are less conspicuous! In our area this species is not
far from the northern limit of its range and remains difficult to find. The fact that it was an extremely poor
year with records from only 2 sites (compared with 9, 7, 6 and 4 in previous years) was rather masked by
the discovery of a nesting pair in the Washburn by the 'King of the Lessers', Ernie Scarfo. He reports
elsewhere in this Review his fascinating record of events throughout the nesting cycle up until 3 juveniles
(2 females and a male) fledged at around 7.30am on 4th June. The close proximity of the site to a breeding
great-spotted woodpecker produced some anxious moments for the parents when the large woodpecker
came to investigate the nest hole on 24th May and was driven off by the female less-spotted, only 1/3 the
size, which dive-bombed the other bird three times until it flew off. The only other record was of a bird in
the western section of Middleton Woods on 4th March (spotted by need I say whom?).
SKYLARK (Alauda arvensis)
080 Sightings/45 Sites
Common breeding resident: national population decline but probably holding own in area.
It was reassuring that sightings recovered to more usual levels after the massive dip last year (and indeed
were -50% up on the long-term average). The species occurs throughout the region but is one of those
which is more widespread and generally recorded in larger numbers in upper Wharfedale than in mid
Wharfedale. Peak counts in the north were 25 singing on Cam High Road (above Oughtershaw) between
Cold Keld and Green Side on 29th April and 19 at Hesledene on 25th May: in the south there were 12 on
Scargill Pasture on 12th March and 15 around the Buck Stones area of Rombalds Moor on 14th April. A
bird was seen carrying food at Hesledene on 25th May and there was a juvenile with 2 adults on the Dales
Way at Conistone on 3'ct July. Sightings tend to dry up during September with 6 in the Reva Hill area on
26th September (where there were also 2 in late October) and 2 at Scargill on 28th October, but there were
steady records of birds on passage over Stainburn Moor throughout October and even into November,
albeit never in the large numbers recorded for some other species - the peak count was 47 in a 5 hour
period on 14th October.
067 Sightings/32 Sites
SAND MARTIN (Riparia riparia)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates.
Good-sized nesting colonies were noted along much of the Wharfe and Skirfare with the most northerly
records of sizeable numbers along the main river this year from Conistone although the odd bird was
recorded as far north as Buckden. In Littondale the main presence is above Hawkswick where there was a
sizeable colony of 60 nests with numerous peeping out of holes on 21 st August. Sightings continue to be
unreliable in the Washburn and at Grimwith with never more than one or two records in the year. There
were good numbers of nests (- 100) at Pool Mill, which appears to be the largest colony in the area, whilst
there were 30 at Mickle Ing Beck near Otley (this was less than the 50-60 in 2007 but well up on last
year's 18), and 40 at Ben Rhydding. As usual there were good nest numbers above Barden Bridge (-60);
also -30 at Grassington and 15 at Lower Grass Wood. Fortunately, there were none of the floods this year
which so badly affected breeding in the previous two years.
BARN SWALLOW (Hirundo rustica) (C)
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline.
This species appears to be well distributed throughout the area, mainly in rural areas wherever suitable
nesting sites exist. It was a distinctly better breeding season than last year with Pete Roe's boxes
producing 11 young from 26 nests, i.e. a productivity of 4.3/nest, well up on the 3.1-3 .5 of the last 4 years
and the best since the 4.6 in 2004. As usual the species gets restless early in September with large numbers
gathering and frantically feeding before the long flight south. There were 800-1,000, mainly swallows,
moving past the Barden View Point on the 11 t\ although there were still occasional records passing over
Stainburn Moor well into October (with the last record of a single bird on 17th) and a single bird recorded
over Timble village on the 25th.
HOUSE MARTIN (Delichon urbica)
079 Sightings/3 7 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly in decline.
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This species is recorded throughout the area and with sightings from many of the northern villages; as
usual, there was only one record from Grimwith and it was felt numbers were down in the Washburn (JP).
It is rarely recorded in high numbers with most records in single figures and with the highest counts during
the season being at its end with an exceptional - 200 over Lindley Wood on 6th September. There were
breeding records from a number of sites, although it was reported from Timble village (PRo) that although
14 nests had raised 2 broods, these were all small with none with more than 4 eggs.
MEADOW PIPIT (Anthus pratensis)
127 Sightings/54 Sites
Common
breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor:
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population in decline nationally but probably holding up
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April, and 57 on Foxup Moor on 23rd May. In the south the
highest counts were 37 on Barden Moor on 14th April (GL *),
Year
31 on Barden Fell 201h April and 21 on Middleton Moor on
1st May and 67 on 1st July. Juveniles were recorded from several sites between 10th June and 201h July.
There are also high counts of passage birds. In late March nearly 300 birds were reported passing through
Thruscross during 10 hours of VisMig. Autumn passage counts over Stainbum Moor were enormous:
there were 7,100 in September (over several sessions totalling 24 hours), 1,000 in October (in 36 hours),
dropping to 35 (in 5 hours) in November and only 1 in early December.
TREE PIPIT (Anthus trivia/is)
033 Sightings/15 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
Unlike its close relative, the meadow pipit, this species is a long-range migrant (to Africa) and this is
reflected in the much steeper decline shown in the adjacent diagram: it is most abundant in northern
England, Scotland and Wales. There was a significant improvement this year in the number of sites where
the species was recorded, i.e. 15 compared with 9 (2008) and 11 (2007). In the north (8 sites) there were
records from several sites both in Langstrothdale and around Grass Wood. The peak count was 5 singing
in Bastow Wood on 16th June (SG) with 3 recorded around Y ockenthwaite between 31st May and 10th July
(PBR). In the south (7 sites) Stainburn again had a very high count of 6 pairs (BOG), although Timble
Ings remains a popular site to see this species: here there were only 2 or 3 singing birds, reportedly down
on 2008 (SG, AJ). May records from unusual sites in the south were Strid Wood, the Chevin (2+ birds),
and Ilkley Moor (near the Keighley Road). The only possible breeding record this year was of a pair
carrying nesting material at Timble Ings on 23rd May.

YELLOW WAGTAIL (Motacilla flava)
016 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/p assage visitor: just about holding on despite
significant decline over recent decades.
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This one of those species which has suffered a 'double
whammy' over the last 40 years firstly with the changes in
farming practices affecting their breeding environment, and
now the growing impact of climate change38 . The species has
declined by 70% since 1970 and 49% since 1994 as can be
seen in the adjacent diagram. These reductions are being
experienced in our area. After the excitement of last year
when the species bred in mid Wharfedale, the first time since
1999, this year returned to the more usual pattern of recent
years with only passage birds seen in the south - a single
record from Scargill on 18th September. Overall, the slow but
inexorable decline of the species decline continues as can be
seen by the following chart showing how the number of sites
where the species is recorded has reduced since 2005:
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Whether the decline in the number of sites where the species was recorded in the south reflects fewer
passage birds or changing bird watching practices is unclear. The changes in the north are potentially more
serious although there is some mitigation, as reported last year, as a result of the efforts of Ian Court, the
bird officer from the YDNPA, who has been persuading farmers to cut their hay meadows later in critical
areas. Quite apart from the delightful appearance of the meadows the changes have resulted in an increase
in breeding pairs at three locations from 7 in 1999 to 24 pairs in 2007. Littondale remains the species
stronghold, although pairs were seen in the meadows south of Starbotton, a traditional site in late April,
and along the river south of Kettlewell in late May. The highest count was one ofup to 5 birds at the end of
May. There was one breeding record of2 adults feeding 2 well-developed juveniles in Littondale 28th June.
GREY WAGTAIL (Motacilla cinerea)
089 Sightings/46 Sites
Common breeding resident/partial migrant: population probably increasing.
The species is currently plentiful and widespread throughout the region at suitable sites - but was not
recorded at Grimwith this year for the third year running. Records were received in every month but
sightings are uncommon in mid Wharfedale in the winter months between November and February with
only one/month in January and February. Winter sightings are rare in upper Wharfedale: the earliest
record was of a bird, presumably an early returnee, at Conistone Bridge on 16th March and there no records
after 1oth October. The usual sighting is of 1 or 2 birds with the highest counts being of 6 birds at Swinsty
on lih March and in Strid Wood on the 25th. Reports of breeding are extensively for this species and were
received from all along the river up as far as Y ockenthwaite, although there were no records from
Littondale this year. There were reports of young over an extended period between 18th April (Denton) and
7th August (John O'Gaunts). The only garden sighting was from Addingham where a male was seen
catching flies over the lawn on 22nd and returned two days later with a juvenile. Passage birds at the
Stainburn VisMig site were small, i.e. 1'sand 2/s from late August.
PIED WAGTAIL (Motacilla alba)
124 Sightings/68 Sites
Common breeding resident/partial migrant: population possibly increasing.
It is present throughout the year with some local movements in winter - perhaps not quite to the same
extent as for the previous species, although records still tend to be sparse throughout the same four winter
months. In mid Wharfedale birds come together in large winter roosting flocks in the lower stretches of
38

BTO has reported that the species is responding to loss of traditional breeding habitat.· Birds used to breed on pasture and
wet meadows but this is now changing. Returning birds tend initially to set up territories in autumn-sown cereal fields because other
crops are too high or too low. However, in early summer these fields grow from 20cm to 70cm and become less attractive to birds.
Birds stay in these fields until young fledged but then move on to non-cereal fields such as peas, beans and potatoes for any second
broods. Potato fields are particularly popular with open canopy providing good cover and easy access, although nesting in bean
fields tends to lead to a high rate of predation.
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the valleys: there is often a record of the roost in 11.kley in Brook Street (although no-one submitted
sightings for the past couple of years) but a roost was again recorded in the grounds of Otley hospital with
50+ present on 81h January. Last year the Yorkshire Post reported continental white wagtails were being
seen in Yorkshire along the coast and inland at the end of March: this year there were two local records
around the same time with 3 possible birds at Swinsty on 25th March (BOG) and an excellent picture taken
of a bird at Bolton Bridge on the 31 st (DLR). The general feeling is that the population of this species is in
a healthy state with extensive summer sightings throughout the region. The highest count of the year was
during the spring movement with 22 around Swinsty on lih March. Reports of successful breeding were
received from all along the river right up to Oughtershaw, with the highest concentration of records from
Littondale (with juveniles reported as far up as Foxup). The breeding season was an extended one with
juveniles being recorded between 10th June (Ling Park) and 25th August (Hebden Beck). Of the 4 garden
records the most unusual one was of a wintering bird seen from a Threshfield garden several times during
January. Passage birds at the Stainbum VisMig site followed a similar pattern to the previous species
although numbers were significantly higher, i.e. 22 on 26th September and 27 on 27th with counts still up at
16 on the 16th of the following month and only starting to tail off in early November.
WAXWING (Bombycilla garrulus)
014 Sightings/06 Sites
Scarce winter visitor with reports in most years.
Birds from last autumn's influx continued to be recorded in good numbers
through to the spring and several fortunate members recorded birds in their
gardens. The birds were quite mobile with January garden records of 7
birds in Burley and 1 in Addingham, whilst 80 spent several days in
western 11.kley from the 31st. A record of 14 at Otley Wetland on the 24th
was only the third record for this site. During February birds were seen in
Otley (24 in the hospital grounds for two days from the 4th) and at two
locations in Ilkley (50 at Wells Road on the 17th and with the last local
.
record from Springfields Avenue the following day). The last BOG record
Waxw ,v,.9
was of 4 birds staying around Bingley until 20th April with birds not leaving the UK until 21st May when
there was a single bird on the Mainland of Shetland. The 2009 influx into the UK proved to be a minimal
one with the first record of a bird on Shetland on l ih October but with few records thereafter and with the
highest count only 28 in Lothian on 1th December but with none reaching our area 39 .
DIPPER (Cinclus cinclus)
070 Sightings/34Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
Nationally the population of the species appears to have been remarkable constant over the past 40 years
with only an 11 % droop since 1975 and with no change since 1994. In this area the species also appeared
to have been doing well until the wet summers of 2007 and 2008 and the 2008/9 winter resulted in a
noticeable drop in records, especially in mid Wharfedale in the last two years - as can be seen the table
included in the kingfisher entry. It was widely recorded all the way along the Wharfe right up to the top
end of Oughtershaw and from Littondale including a record from between Blishmire and Penyghent
House. There were rather more records from the Washburn than usual this year: they were reported to be
regular in the lower part of the valley (AJ) although a sighting above Dob Park Bridge on 7th January was
reported to be the first seen in the Washburn for a long time (PBR). However, this proved to the prelude to
a good season there with several sightings along the river above Fewston and a juvenile recorded upstream
of the iron bridge in Norwood Bottom on I sth August (PBR). Apart from the Washburn juvenile breeding
there were reports of successful nests at the Ben Rhydding toll bridge and one of the usual spots on the
edges of Strid Wood, whilst there were reported to be two nests at Oughtershaw.
WREN (Troglodytes troglodytes) (C)
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
It remains one of the commonest and most widespread species throughout the area; good numbers can be
expected to tum up anywhere, either in the valleys or up on the moors. Nationally, the BTO Atlas work
has shown it is the most widespread breeding species (beating the chaffinch and blackbird), although it
39
As I write this there has been the first West Yorkshire record of the winter of a single bird feeding with fieldfare at T hornton,
west of Bradford, on 9th J anuary 2010. Later a bird was seen and a number heard in the Grove in Ilkley on the 12th.
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lapsed into 5th place in the list of widespread wintering birds (where the blackbird was first followed by the
robin, chaffinch and wood pigeon). There were national reports of numbers of wrens dying in the cold
winter conditions, so is there any evidence of birds being affected in our area? There are only two
instances where a direct comparison can be made with 2008 - and the results are contradictory! A circuit
of Grass Wood on 10th April produced 12 compared with 10 on the 16th last year (JP). On the other hand
on a BTO walk along the river between Barden Bridge and Water's Laithe I counted 27 wrens on 29th
April, 2008: virtually one year later I counted only 13 on 25th April, 2009 at the same time but in slightly
windier conditions! Other good April counts were 14 between Linton Falls and the northern end of Lower
Grass Wood, 13 around Threshfield on a BTO tetrad survey, 12 on Barden Moor and 11 in the Valley of
Desolation. There were a number of records of breeding from across the area with juveniles seen between
10th June and 20th August. It was well reported in gardens although it can be elusive and is often identified
only by its penetrating song: people noted it was rarely seen on a regular basis and often with long gaps
between sightings.
DUNNOCK (Prunella modularis) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
This is a widespread and successful resident throughout the area and a common garden species. Juveniles
were recorded between 2nd May and 16th August including several in gardens. Most people reporting the
species noted visits by 1 or 2 birds daily, with a very occasional third adult bird present.
ROBIN (Erithacus rubecula) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/increasing.
A familiar and much-loved resident present in good numbers throughout the area and doing well nationally.
Identifying the juveniles of some species may sometimes prove a challenge to the average birder but there
is no mistaking the young robin with its delightfully speckled front. Juveniles were reported between 24th
May and 1st September, many from people's gardens.
BLACK REDSTART (Phoenicurus ochruros)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Scarce passage visitor.
A bird was reported to have been present briefly at Whetstone Gate between 10 and 10.30am on 29th March
(BOG). This is the third time the species has been recorded in this decade (the others being 2002 and
2006), and only the tenth time since records began with all but three of the sightings being since 1982.
COMMON REDSTART (Phoenicurus phoenicurus)
067 Sightings/32 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
It is a welcome change to be able to report on one of our ' special' birds that
appears to be doing reasonably well as can be seen in the BTO diagram. Local
support for this came with a report from a regular Washburn-watcher that there
were good numbers there (PBR)
with two reports of 12 birds; one
Index (2006 = 100)
'in the Washburn' (PBR) and
R eds tart
one between Lindley Wood and
Folly Hall Wood (K&PL) on 21 st April. Other high
counts were 6 in Grass Wood on 22nd April and John
O 'Gaunts on 23rd May, and 8 on the 'Postman's walk'
from Buckden on the 301h. Strid Wood is the site which
always attracts the greatest number of (non-local) people
looking for this species but once again there appears to
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have been only one pair there, although birds are also
recorded in the Valley of Desolation. Overall this
Year
continues to be a species which is rather better
represented in upper than mid Wharfedale. In the south the preponderance of records are from the
Washburn, whilst in the north there were good numbers of sightings from right across the region (apart
from Grimwith). All but one of the records of breeding were from the Washburn, the exception being the
Valley of Desolation: the 4 Wash burn nests where juveniles were ringed produced 25 young. There was
one garden record - from Beamsley.
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It was very much an average year for this species with sightings received from right across the moors of
mid Wharfedale and the Washburn and from upper Wharfedale although, as usual, with significantly more
from the latter area. A walk up Hebden Beck in the spring is always a good indicator of the state of
returning migrants. I had to search to find 4 on 21st March, four days after the first record of the year from
Barden; 2 weeks later on 5th April I counted 15, 80% of them males. Except from Hebden, it was not a
year for high counts: there were 9 on Downs pastures (Grassington Moor) on 11th July, and 6 on Rombalds
Moor on 14th April and on Foxup Moor on the 22°d. There were numerous reports of breeding recorded
over a typical range of dates between 20th June and a late 11th September. Almost a month after the last
sighting on 1st October a 'large' bird was reported from Threshfield Moor on the 31st: there is a good
chance that this was bird of the Greenland race (which is 15% larger). Wheatears have mastered a wide
range of climatic conditions from Mediterranean to Arctic but all northern populations winter in Africa
often making extremely long journeys to do so. Wheatears from Canada and Greenland leave breeding
grounds in August so only reach Britain in September or even October. Some even bypass Britain and
make a 30 hour non-stop flight of 1,500 miles directly from Greenland to Iberia or North Africa.
RING OUZEL (Turdus torquatus)
019 Sightings/ 9 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population declining.
This is a species whose distribution is sufficiently restricted that the BTO cannot estimate population and
population trends using their usual surveys, although species-specific surveys in 1988 and 1999 showed a
58% reduction4 1• Sadly the situation has deteriorated dramatically over the last four years and this species
vies with the whinchat and wood warbler for being the most likely candidate to be the next species to
become extinct in our area. All of the five records in the south were clearly during the passage period with
no sightings between 27th April42 and 1oth October: three of these were from VisMig sites at Thruscross and
Stainbum with passages of 1, 4 and 2 birds and the other two records were from Nab End (Addingham
Moorside) and the Chevin. The situation in the north appears to be deteriorating in the same way as
happened in the south around 2005 . There remains one site where a pair was recorded between early April
and 9th August (on which date a juvenile may have been sighted): there were also reports from there of
another male and of a partial albino around the 8th and 9th April. Elsewhere a bird was seen at a reliable
site not too distant from the first on 13th April, and there were pairs of records from two sites (on 24th and
2sth April at one and 20 and 26th June at the other), and with a possible passage bird at another 13th April.
BLACKBIRD (Turdus merula) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
It remains a common and widespread breeding bird across the whole area; it is present throughout the year,
with winter numbers being enhanced by the influx of continental migrants. It is a species which is very
much more evident at some times of year than others; I had virtually no sightings in my garden throughout
September and then, in the last days of the month, I saw 4 new continental arrivals with their dark beaks
feeding on the lawn in the stygian gloom. Large counts can be made in most parts of the area at the right
time of the year - in February there were 22 at Knotford and 16 at Otley; in April, 25 were recorded in a
BTO survey around Threshfield and in Middleton Woods and 13 along the river between Barden Bridge
and Water's Laithe. There were widespread reports of breeding, including a good number ofrecords from
members' gardens, with young seen between 11th April and 31st July. At the end of the year there were
good counts from gardens with 10 in Grassington on 151hOctober (which was described as a good number
for the garden) and 12 in Otley on 24th December.
FIELDFARE (Turdus pilaris)
135 Sightings/ 58 Sites
Common winter/passage visitor.
The species is well reported throughout the region and there was a record number of sightings this year (as
there was for the redwing). There were frequent reports of reasonably-sized flocks at the start of the year
and before departure. Peak counts in January were 270+ (Barden Fell) and 300 (Stainbum). Sightings
from then until mid-March were in the mid-teens. At the end of the season the largest counts were of 300
to 500 below Draughton Heights on 10th April and 220 at Threshfield the following day. Thereafter there
41

After reports elsewhere in this report about persecution of raptors on grouse moors it is worth recording that this species
may do better nesting on grouse-managed moors where they are less likely to be predated by foxes, stoats and weasels.
42
It was reported that there were many reports of ring ouzel both along the Yorkshire coast and inland in the week ending
25th April.
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excellent year for garden records - from 8 gardens at the start of the year with a peak of 18 in Burley and
12 in Threshfield. There were even more records at the end of the year - from an amazing 13 including a
very early record from Grassington on 15th October: the peak garden count was 30 in Ilkley and 20 in
Burley.
MISTLE THRUSH (Turdus viscivorus)
107 Sightings/SS Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
The species is widespread throughout the region and doing well, although there has been a slight decline
nationally. It is easily observed virtually throughout the year, although does become rather more elusive
when moulting in summer. It is usually recorded in ones and twos although larger groups are recorded in
the summer. In July, there were groups of 13 in Norwood Bottom and 15 along old railway east of Otley.
The following month a group of 15 flew past my house whilst a flock of 16 mistle and 2 song thrushes
were being harassed by 2 sparrowhawks in Hebden Beck. Good numbers were recorded on passage at
Stainburn with a peak of 60 heading south over a three-hour spell on 1st August. There were only a few
reports of breeding this year with an adult carrying food on 6th May and juveniles observed in the first half
of July. As usual, there were also a lot fewer garden records reported than for song thrushes (only 9 c.f.
18) with no records of garden young reported.
GRASSHOPPER WARBLER Locuctella naevia)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare visitor.
Sadly, the years of plenty came to an end for this species locally with only one record (AJ) of a bird reeling
at Timble Ings in early May (in the same spot where they had been recorded in recent years), but
presumably a passage bird43 . This was after three years of records from 2, 4 and 2 sites.
SEDGE WARBLER (Acrocephalus schoenobaenus)
005 Sightings/04 Sites
· \Scarce breeding migrant: population stable, possibly increasing.
The situation for this species was one of the disappointments of the year although, in
retrospect, the signs were not auspicious last year after the obvious evidence of breeding
at both Otley and Fewston in 2007. In 2008 there were fewer birds at Otley, but no
record of breeding, and no reports from Fewston. This year there were fewer records
from Otley and hearing a bird on a visit was by no means guaranteed, although 2 pairs
were recorded on 27th May. There were records of 2 or 3 birds singing at John O'Gaunts
during mid to late May and of a bird singing at March Ghyll. The only record from upper
Wharfedale this year was a bird heard singing opposite Swinden Quarry on 29th May:
there were no records from Grimwith which has been a reliable site in recent years.
REED WARBLER (Acrocephalus scirpaceus)
016 Sightings/02 Sites
Passage visitor/Scarce breeding migrant.
The species has become a regular visitor to a single site in our area, namely Otley, so that it is easy to
forget that it was a rarity until 2002, when it made the first of its annual visits. This year there was also a
single record of a bird from John O'Gaunts on 10th May (JP), presumably on passage. At Otley, there were
several records of 3 pairs (and one of 4 singing birds) with the first sighting on 4th May and a very late
record of a bird seen in the reed beds on 20th September. Adults were reported feeding young in mid-July
(AJ).
LESSER WHITETHROAT (Sylvia curruca)
001 Sightings/OlSites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population fluctuates but currently in decline.
This species has been recorded in the area every year for the last 50 years but sightings have dwindled
ominously in recent years. Sadly, there were no records from the last regular site in the Washburn at
Quarry Hill. The only record was of a bird singing briefly on Ilkley Moor in the shrubbery below White
Wells on 26th May (LGD).
COMMON WHITETHROAT (Sylvia communis)
019 Sightings/12 Sites
Scarce breeding migrant/passage visitor: population probably stable.
Local confidence in this species tends to ebb and flow from year to year with good years in 2007 and 2009
following poor in 2006 and 2008, although the long-term trend is an encouraging one in line with what is
43

Conditions immediately to the east of the WNS region offer better breeding conditions for a number of species now rare in our
area. This included breeding grasshopper warblers and lesser whitethroats, good numbers of yellowhammer and even a singing com
bunting (AJ)! There are also a number of breeding barn owls (AJ).
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Sightings
Sites
Max count
Strid Wood

2002
?
?
17

m

2003
15
5
10

2004
25
9
6

2006
17
4
3

2005
23
4
3

2007
35
4
5

2008

2009
19
3
2

11

3
1 (2?)

Since 2005 the situation in Strid Wood does appear to have
Index (2006 = 100)
stabilised to some extent with several people confirming
400
two birds present this year as opposed to last year when
343
most people recorded only one. What has changed at Strid
286
Wood is that whilst the large numbers of birds tended to be
229
on the western bank, all the records this year were from the
171
east bank.
Although birds have failed to return to
114
traditional sites in Dob Park Wood (last recorded in 2006)
57
and Hebers Ghyll (last recorded in 2007) there were 2
Q-,,_~~~~~~~~~~~~~
records from the Thruscross area with two singing birds in
90
95
00
05
10
Hanging Wood on 18111 May (JTo). In upper Wharfedale
Year
where the species returned to Grass Wood in 2006 the
season failed to match the heights of 2007 when there were 4 singing birds and records from 5 locations
within the wood, but a male was regularly recorded by several observers singing between 61h May and 22nd
June (EC*, GL*, K&PL, SG, GF&AP, GT). Nationally, the situation for this species has seen a
catastrophic decline (60%) in population between 1994 and 2007, third only behind the willow tit (67%)
and turtle dove (66%). The decline is shown in the BTO curve based on their BBS survey. Is it too much
to hope that the recent easing in the diagram of the catastrophic fall throughout the 90's has been mirrored
with some stabilisation in the situation in Strid Wood in recent years?
CHIFFCHAFF (Phylloscopus collybita)
103 Sightings/32 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
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This species and the willow warbler are another pair which it is worth looking at together. The chiffchaff
winters over a wide range of latitudes along the migration path through southern Europe and northern
Africa to south of the Sahara. The willow warbler is a long-range migrant wintering in sub-Saharan
Africa. BTO population trends are shown over the period 1965 - 2007 and again highlight the problems
that the longer-range migrant are experiencing. What is interesting is that the very different distributions
of these two species in our area rather tend to mask the above trends as can be seen in the following table
· wh ere each species
· was recorded:
which sh ows th e number o f sites
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
Chiffchaff
North
6
4
4
4
2
South
32
26
30
29
30
Total
38
34
32
30
33
Willow Warbler
North
10
21
12
19
26
South
26
30
26
28
35
Total
36
51
38
47
61
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The table shows that whilst willow warblers occur throughout the region, the chiffchaff is very much a
species of mid Wharfedale. In fact the only northern records this year were from the Grass Wood area on
the 10th (of 4 birds) and 1th April, and then again on 10th September - presumably all passage birds44 . To
some extent the absence of this species continues south of Barden Bridge, since there were only two
records from the Bolton Abbey Estate - of early and late birds in April and October. On the whole the vast
majority of records are to the east of Ben Rhydding and Middleton Woods albeit with a single bird
recorded several times in an Addingham garden. Their stronghold is undoubtedly the Washburn valley
with good numbers recorded along Norwood Bottom and with a peak of 11 on 21st April: there were also
10 at Farnley Lake on 5th April and 7 in Timble Ings on 10th May, whilst the peak count at Otley was 4.
There were several records of bird carrying food between 12th and 19th May although all the sightings of
juveniles were quite late on, between late August and early September. There were four records of birds in
gardens at Menston, Burley and Ben Rhydding in addition to the Addingham sighting already mentioned.
There were no obvious records of wintering birds this year, although the 2ih October record from Barden
was a very late one.
WILLOW WARBLER (Phylloscopus trochilus)
129 Sightings/61 Sites
Common breeding migrant/passage visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
Records were received from across the region and unlike other warblers it seems quite happy to spread up
onto the moors: the highest count of the year was again from Grimwith (at just over 1100 feet altitude)
with a circuit producing what was said to be a conservative figure of 48 on the 19th April (JF). There were
high counts from across the region with 19 along the river between Linton and Lower Grass Wood, 15 in
Haverah Park and 23 around Fewston (April), 21 at Hawkswick and 46 at Timble Ings (May) and 14 at
Yockenthwaite (June). The first evidence of breeding was a bird carrying nest material at Lindley Wood
on 11th May and with young reported between ih June and 20th August. There were April garden records
from Burley, Kilnsey, Threshfield and Grassington, several sightings during the summer in an Addingham
garden, an August sighting in Ilkley and from Grassington in September.
GOLDCREST (Regulus regulus)
055 Sightings/29 Sites
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
Although resident, local movement does occur particularly in prolonged cold weather. This is another bird
that has benefited from the absence of harsh winters so it is possibly not entirely a coincidence that records
were well down this year after the cold winter: only 55 records were received from 29 sites compared with
the four-year average of 86 from 38 sites. This issue was picked up by BTO's Birdtrack which reported
that crests had had very mixed fortunes this autumn. The autumn reporting rate for goldcrests was less
than half the normal figure, suggesting that very cold periods, both in the UK and in Scandinavia last
winter, was one possible cause. By comparison, it reported that it had been an excellent autumn for
Firecrests, the difference perhaps attributable to the more southerly breeding distribution of this species.
The species is unobtrusive and elusive but appears to be present throughout the recording area at suitable
sites, particularly around stands of conifers45 , although it was distinctly less-well reported from the north.
The cold weather during the 2008/9 winter also perhaps helps explain why there was a good crop of garden
records (from 7 gardens) at the start of the year with one seen daily in my garden from ih December, 2008
until mid-February (after a gap of 2Yi years). It is rarely recorded in large numbers but all this changed in
the autumn when our local birds were augmented by incoming continental ones and there was a record of
- 100 in the Timble Ings area on 29th September (AJ), followed by an even more spectacular arrival on 12th
October when it was reported to be like 'a coastal fall of goldcrest' (AJ). The only record of breeding was
a family party in Dowber Gill on 16th July (K&PL).
SPOTTED FLYCATCHER (Muscicapa striata)
046 Sightings/27 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population decreasing at accelerating rate but with a good
presence in the north of the region.
This species loses out on two counts - it is a woodland species and it is a long range migrant. The
diagrams show how much both flycatchers are struggling at the moment (although note the different
timescales):
44
45

In 2008 there were four records - two in early April and the other two during May
A local ringer (AJ) ringed 52 at Timble during the year suggesting this remains a good spot to see this species.
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This species remains much easier to see in upper than in mid Wharfedale (with over 60% of sightings from
there). This is the reverse of the pied flycatcher as can be seen by the table which shows the number of
sites where each species was seen:
Spotted Flycatcher

Pied Flycatcher

North
South
Total
North
South
Total

2005
18
13

31
6

15
21

2006
21
22
43
5
8
13

2009
15
12
27

2007
20
14
34

2008
22
19
41

6

3

3

10
16

9
12

11

14

In the north, records were received from right across the region, except from Grimwith, although never in

large numbers: peak counts were 3 in Grass Wood on 24th May, 3 at Yockenthwaite on 10th July and 4 in a
BTO rove in the Kettlewell area on the 16th_ In the south, people struggled to see the species and sightings
were spread thinly across the area with no particular 'hot-spots'; there were peak counts of 2 from several
places. Juveniles were recorded at John O'Gaunts, Denton, Ling Park Plantation in the south and Barden
Bridge, Grass Wood, Kilnsey, Kettlewell and Rainscar (Penyghent Fell) in the north. There was an
appalling experience by a local ringer (PRo) at Ling Park. Two pairs nested in the area and each produced
2 broods - 2 eggs of one were deserted by 101h June, another bird was on 3 eggs on the same date but the
eggs had disappeared by the 29th_ Young at one nest hatched on 22nd June but were predated by the 29th_
The net result of all this activity was only 2 fledged young! To end on a happier note a contributor from
Kilnsey had a bird in her garden on 25th May, a pair took up occupancy in her garden nest box on 5th June
and the young fledged on 11th July.
PIED FLYCATCHER (Ficedula hypoleuca)
032 Sightings/14 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant/passage visitor: population possibly declining.
This species is much rarer in the north than the spotted flycatcher is in the south, with only 13% of
sightings from the north. Birds were recorded twice in Grass Wood with a pair occupying a nest box on
24th May, a male was singing at Hebden Beck on 24th April and a female was seen at Cam Gill Beck on
20th June. All the records in the south were either from the Bolton Abbey Estate or the Washburn. The
former remains the most popular spot to visit early in May and where the greatest numbers are recorded
each year: the highest count was 13 heard and/or seen on 6th May (E&PS). This is an encouraging count
being the same as 2008 and rather better than the 10 in 2007. In the Washburn the greatest concentration is
the stretch between Dob Park and Folly Hall Wood with 7 there on 24th May46; there was also a pair in
Hanging Wood below the Thruscross Dam. 6 of Pete Roe's boxes in Low Snowden and 3 in Dob Park
were occupied producing 47 juveniles plus 7 dead in one of the nests; none of the boxes in Nell Bank and
Middleton Woods was occupied. This was equivalent to 5.2 live young/nest, a little down on recent years
and well below the peak of 6.4 in 2007. Another ringer, Colin Harrison, ringing in the woods around Folly
Hall Wood, ringed 50 juveniles in 8 nests, i.e. 6.3 live young/nest. There were several records of breeding
from the Bolton Abbey Estate including a pair which bred on the back road by Barden Fell: one observer
recorded a female visiting a nest 12 times and with no sign of a male around!
LONG TAILED TIT (Aegithalos caudatus)
117 Sightings/39 Sites
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
The species is seen throughout mid Wharfedale and the W ashbum, the latter appearing to be something of
a stronghold for them and where there were reported to be plenty around. There were regular reports from
the Grassington area but the species is less common in the north with the only other northern records
submitted being from Howgill and on a walk from Buckden. Several breeding records were received with
birds observed nest building on 18th March and 2nd April and with juveniles recorded between 4th June and
25th July. BTO reported that after 2008's good breeding season (compared with many other species) the
species was recorded in 43% of gardens in the last week of 2008 c.f. 25% in 2007. In Wharfedale over
60% of people sending in garden records observed the species, although they were generally seen only
There were also reportedly several singing m ales in Folly Hall Wood: it is not clear whether these were included in the peak
count o f 7 (it has been assum ed they are).
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weekly or less frequently. There were few records of large garden flocks - most were singles, although
there was a record of a large party of 10 adults and 6 females in a Burley garden on 25th July (SB).
MARSH TIT (Parus palustris)
002 Sightings/OJ Sites
Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder(?): significant decline in recent years.
Although this species is recorded in most years, sightings remain few and far between. During the year
reliable observers reported both marsh and willow tits from the woods below Scargill and around the
Beaverdyke overflow; a long term birder (JTo) also observed both species have been recorded there in the
past. There were positive identifications of a marsh tit amongst a flock of 9 redpoll on 13th October (JP)
and of a bird on 11th November (K&PL). There were two further brief sightings where people were unable
to identify which of the two species it was.
WILLOW TIT (Parus montanus)
001 Sightings/OJ Sites
Scarce passage visitor/possible breeder(?): dramatic national decline in recent decades mirrored here.
·
This species has seen the largest population decline of any species in the UK
included in the BTO's BBS survey - 66% since 1994. The inclusion of sightings
from the John O'Gaunts/Scargill area in the records this year has restored this
species to the annual list after two years with no records. A bird was seen on 14th
March in the gill below Scargill (BOG). There has already been a significant jump
in records from this attractive area since WNS modified its recording area during
the year to include it, so let us hope there are more records in the coming year
which will give greater confidence that both of these rare species are indeed present
in the area!
COAL TIT (Parus ater)
098 Sightings/34 Sites
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
It appears to be doing well at suitable sites throughout the area and was frequently reported in gardens,
usually in ones and twos, although a local ringer (AJ) reported ringing 8 birds in his garden during the
course of the year. The first positive evidence of breeding was of a pair collecting wool for nesting on 19th
March. There were several reports of juveniles between 7th June and 31st July.
GREAT TIT (Parus major) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
Clearly very common, widespread and successful throughout the region, although rarely the most common
small bird (which is usually the blue tit or chaffinch): it continues to be well reported in members' gardens.
There were not the number of walks with large counts that there were last year - in fact only Middleton
Woods managed to produce counts in excess of 20 with the highest, 26, early in March (compared with 37
in February last year). The first evidence of breeding was an adult collecting wool from a wool pot in a
Burley garden on 22°d March. There were numerous reports of juveniles between 5th May and 31st July.
However, a comparison of Pete Roe's nest records for 2008 and 2009 is interesting. Firstly comments
have already been made about the worrying under-occupancy of nest boxes this year - the respective
figures are 37 occupied by great tits in 2008 against only 23 this year. Secondly, whilst there were 7.0
eggs/nest in both years, 6.3 young were produced this year c.f. only 5.2 last year when weather conditions
were particularly bad. There was also an interesting ringing record from Otley (AJ) showing how
sedentary species tend to be - of 24 birds ringed there during the year, 13 had been ringed previously!
BLUE TIT (Parus caeru/eus) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable.
One of the commonest small birds both in the wild and in gardens, with young birds widely reported in
gardens in the summer. The Middleton Woods walk already reported on and which recorded 26 great tits
produced rather fewer blue tits (24). Other high counts were 31 from the Threshfield area during a BTO
tetrad survey on gth February and 23 at Haverah Park on the 22nd_ Dates during which juveniles were
observed were similar to the great tit with the first on 15th May and the latest on the same date i.e. the end
of July. There were also a lot of similarities in Pete Roe's nesting records - 37 boxes occupied by blue tits
last year compared with only 27 this year, and just over 8 eggs laid/nest in each year but with 6.7
juveniles/nest this year c.f. 5.7 in 2008. The equivalent ringing figures from Otley were 18 ringed during
the year of which 7 had been ringed previously.
NUTHATCH (Sitta europaea)
072 Sightings/32 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population probably stable.
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This species appears to be doing well throughout most of Wharfedale and the Washburn although there
were no records from Grimwith and, overall, records were slightly down this year (the species is usually
recorded at between 35 and 40 sites). The re-colonisation of Washburn is now well established and there
were quite a few records with peak counts of 4 from Farnley Lake on 5th April and between Lindley Wood
and Folly Hall on 1st September; they have also been reported to be common in Grass Wood and with good
numbers in Strid Wood (with 5 counted on 6th May), although the situation at Otley returned to its normal
state with no records from there. The peak count was 14 in Middleton Woods (10 in the western and 4 in
the eastern parts of the wood) on 1st April (E&PS). Young were reported in two gardens in Burley and
Ilk1ey. In the former, they successfully bred in a woodcrete box following their usual habit of plastering
lots of mud on the outside (although without changing the size of the hole): 4 young were raised, although
one was killed when it flew into a window. There were reports of family parties of 6 in Strid Wood in June
and 4 at Farnley in August. A local ringer (CH) ringed 14 juveniles in 2 nests in Folly Hall Wood.
TREECREEPER (Certhiafamiliaris)
063 Sightings/35 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable/possibly increasing.
The species is rather less obvious than the nuthatch. Nevertheless, it is widely reported from the south of
the region, where it is present throughout much of the area and with a good number of sightings from the
Washburn. Records are rather scarcer from the north with most sightings from the Grassington area and
the only other records from Litton and Buckden. The species is rarely reported in large numbers, usually
only in ones and twos; the highest count was of 4+ at Farnley in February and 4 in Norwood Bottom in
April. Birds were seen carrying food on 6th May in Strid Wood with a family recorded at Scargill on the
29th, a bird was seen carrying food at Litton on 3rd June and there was a pair with 3 young in Denton on 2 1st
July. The presence of this species in gardens is much rarer than the previous species but was recorded
from Burley, Ben Rhydding, Ilkley (a garden first) and Addingham.
GREAT GREY SHRIKE (Lanius excubitor)
003 Sightings/02 Site
(Increasingly) rare passage migrant.
A recently-joined member (BT) first saw the bird on telegraph wires on wires by the B6265 near the Linton
turning on 13th April around lpm; the bird was moulting but seemed in good shape, managing to catch
several bees whilst it was being watched - a photograph has been supplied. The news was put on
Birdguides which ensured quite a few people managed to see it in the afternoon: it was also present on 14th_
Birdguides also reported a bird at Fewston in the late afternoon of 5th April.
JAY (Garrulus glandarius)
101 Sightings/33 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable.
They are widespread and successful throughout the south of the region, but quite rare in upper Wharfedale,
possibly linked to the generally sparser woodland cover. As happened last year, the northern presence was
centred on Grass Wood and its adjacent woods with a first for a Grassington garden on 2nd December: the
only other northern sighting was from Troller' s Gill at the end of July. However, the records from the
Grass Wood area were over an extended period between 17th April and 18th October including a possible
record of a family party of 3 on 30th August (GL *). In mid Wharfedale most of the records were of 1 and
sometimes 2 birds but there was the occasional record of 4 or 5 in the first four months (from Farnley
Lake, Middleton and Middleton Woods), as well as sightings of family parties in Ilkley and Burley gardens
during the summer (4 and 5 birds respectively). In fact the species appears to be doing well in the area
with good numbers reported in the Washburn (PBR) and several people reporting a regular garden
presence during the summer and the species reported in about 1/2 of members' gardens. I was reminded of
the remarkable food storage habits of the species when a bird was a daily visitor during the summer
collecting peanuts47 . Six weeks later it was back digging some up illustrating what a remarkable visual
memory the species has: it has also been seen to recover acorns from under 40cm of snow!. There were
several reports in the autumn from the Stainburn VisMig site of passing birds for a month from early
September.
MAGPIE (Pica pica) (C)
Common breeding resident: population stable but increasing in urban environment.
It is a species which is seen far more than it is reported; for example, there were only 11 garden records
submitted this year c.f. 15 for the significantly rarer jay! This species is widespread and common
47

Jays can carry up to 9 at a time in their gu llet and the food is pushed into the ground and covered up to be recovered later
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throughout the region with, unlike the jay, a reasonable presence in upper Wharfedale, where they are
described as being common around Grassington. There were no records from Grimwith and only a single
sighting from the Bolton Abbey Estate: the species is relatively uncommon at Grimwith (on the 2005
survey I carried out they were recorded on 16% of visits) whilst last year's sighting from the Bolton Abbey
Estate was the first since 2003. There were two high counts of groups seen in or from gardens: a loose
flock of 11 flew past my house in Ilkley 15th January and there was a similar number in a cherry tree in a
Burley garden 16th March. The species was common at Otley with a peak count of 12 during April. There
were only two records of juveniles - in a Menston garden 16th July and at Cam Gill Beck on the 22nd.
JACKDAW (Corvus monedula) (C)
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
It is difficult to avoid the impression that it is probably the most obvious bird in Wharfedale. Large flocks
running into hundreds, and often mixed with rooks, are everywhere in winter (although few people bother
to count flock sizes); the species is less obvious on the moors where the crow is the commonest bird.
These flocks also tended to mask the fact that many of our smaller birds are now little in evidence in our
winter countryside (retreating to village gardens and farm buildings in their search for food). Large flocks
(> 100) reported were 200+ at Threapland (Linton Bottoms) on 24th February, 200 at a Denton fa1m on 20th
July and 217 around Haverah Park on 16th August; an early morning VisMig watch reporting 435 leaving a
roost at Stainburn on 17th October. The first sign of breeding was of an adult disappearing down an Ilkley
chimney with a long piece of straw on 22nd March, with adults seen carrying food on 22nd April although
all of the (few) records of juveniles were in the second half of June.
ROOK (Corvus frugilegus)
086 Sightings/48 Sites
Common breeding resident/winter visitor: population probably increasing.
Rookeries are common at suitable wooded sites throughout Wharfedale and along the length of Littondale.
Sightings are usually of a few tens of birds but there were high counts in January with 144 over Swinsty on
the 2nd, 120 in the village of Draughton on the 6th and 300 over Middleton Woods on the 17t\ although it
was noted the birds were coming into roost every night around that time. Garden sightings were rare (25%
of gardens) - except for a Threshfield garden which was able to watch the rookery next door, albeit it had
only 3 nests this year. There were few records of juveniles who were seen between mid June and mid July.
CARRION CROW (Corvus corone) (C)
Common breeding resident: population increasing.
It remains numerous throughout the area, including the high dales and moors, notwithstanding the
inevitable competition with game rearing interests (with, as usual, very few records from Bolton Abbey).
Sightings are usually of pairs although counts of 10 or more were frequently reported on walks. There was
an exceptional count of 200 over Stainburn Moor on 22nd November between 8.05 and 10.30am (BOG).
More normal high counts included 19 over Middleton Moor in July and 26 over Haverah Park in August
and 37 in November. There were several reports of juveniles between 9th June and 25th July. It was a
slightly more common garden visitor than the rook (30% of gardens c.f. 25%).
RAVEN (Corvus corax)
049 Sightings/30 Sites
Scarce breeding resident: population increasing.
Sightings are remarkably consistent from year to year. The species is much better reported in north of the
region than in the south with records usually of 1 or 2 birds. It was well reported in most months from
right across upper Wharfedale with the exception of Grimwith, where there was only a single sighting. In
the north a bird was seen mobbing a buzzard over Skirethorns Quarry on 12th June, whilst another was
being mobbed by 2 diminutive-looking crows at Oughtershaw on the 2st\ Records in mid Wharfedale are
dominated by birds seen at the Barden View Point (- 50% of southern sightings) and elsewhere sightings
are uncommon. A pair was seen occasionally along the southern edge of Rombalds Moor (and more
frequently recorded just outside our area). Washburn sightings were northwards from Swinsty with
records from Swinsty, Scargill, John O'Gaunts and Hardisty Hill with the occasional autumn sighting of
passage birds over Stainburn Moor where 4 seen on a VisMig watch on 1ih October tumbling and playing
as they headed NE. The only other southern sightings were of a bird over fields in front of Denton Hall on
3rd January, a rare record of 3 birds flying over a Burley house towards Rombalds Moor on 15th July, and a
pair flying over a Pool farm on 29th November. There was one record of breeding with adults feeding a
juvenile in upper Wharfedale on 24th April.
STARLING (Sturnus vulgaris) (C)

Common breeding resident/winter visitor: serious national decline but probably stable in area.
The species is recorded throughout the region. The peak count at the start of the year was a not particularly
popular one with a very large roost of around 10,000 in leylandii in The Gills in northern Otley during
March with many residents complaining of the mess they were making and one member reporting them
over his garden. People in other parts, both north and south, had to make do with far more modest totals in
the high teens (with 50 from several sites in the south and with 100 at Amcliffe and 60 at Mossy Moor):
the species was usually seen at Otley although the peak count was only 44 (in May). In the autumn, the
main action switched to Stainburn with 400-500 appearing at the end of August and building up in the
second half of October from - 1, 100 on the 1ih to 10,000 on the 31st and with a similar count at the end of
November on the 22"d. In addition, large numbers of passage birds were recorded during VisMig sessions;
these started in mid September with a count of 15 on the li\ peaked in mid October with 2,200 on the 17th
and had fallen to 200 by ib November. Elsewhere people had to make do with rather more modest totals
with 600-800 at Timble, 100 at Carlton and Threshfield, all in the second half of October: Otley visits
were reported to be rare. A bird was seen carrying food on 191h May and a fledgling was being fed in
another garden on the 241\ with several records of young through until 25th June. The species was
recorded in just under 50% of gardens but the experiences were very variable. If the species favoured your
garden regular, high numbers were guaranteed with a peak count of 20 in Menston in June and with 100
seen just across the street from an Ilkley garden in November.
HOUSE SPARROW (Passer domesticus)
046 Sightings/27 Sites
Locally common breeding resident: population has decreased but probably currently stable.
This species has undoubtedly declined in the area in accordance with the national trend over at least the
last 25 years as measured by the BTO (with a 68% reduction since 1970). There was an interesting
commentary on how well it was doing in the Washburn in comparison to the tree sparrow when it was
reported that there were only 2 places in the Washburn where the house sparrow could now be seen - at
Leathley and at Brown Bank Farm near Bland Hill and that the tree sparrow was now the common sparrow
at the latter site (PBR)! There were reasonable numbers ofrecords from across the region, both from urban
areas and with quite a few records from the villages and farm complexes in upper Wharfedale, many of
which appear to have healthy populations. Flock sizes are never enormous with 20 - 30 in the centre of
Grassington and 24 in Starbotton. There were numerous reports of juveniles seen between 3rd May and
sometime in August. The species was recorded in just under 50% of gardens for which records were
submitted with high counts of 20+ in Middleton, 10+ in Kilnsey and between 5-8 in Menston, Burley and
Ilkley: 19 were ringed in a Pool garden during the year.
TREE SPARROW (Passer montanus)
027 Sightings/14 Sites
Rare breeding resident: local population may be slowly recovering in line with national trends.
This was one of the more interesting and encouraging species records of the year. The slow establishment
of the species in the Washburn area continues with Clifton developing into an impressive centre for
breeding. In the Washburn, records were received from John O'Gaunts, Leathley, Timble village and
Bland Hill - at the last site there was an impressive count of 20 at the feeding station on 18th August
(PBR). At Clifton 11 nests produced 57 eggs and 39 juveniles, at Timble 3 nests produced 9 young (with
another 2 or 3 broods fledging before they could be ringed), 13 juveniles were ringed at Leathley and there
was a report of a bird carrying food at John O 'Gaunts. There was also a small count of passage birds at the
VisMig site at Stainburn between late September and late October, usually of only a few but with a peak of
14 on 1i hOctober. The autumn saw a flood of widely dispersed garden records from Pool, Otley, Burley,
Addingham, Beamsley and Kilnsey, not to mention regular records of up to 6 from the Sun Lane feeders.
The Kilnsey record was the first received from upper Wharfedale at least since I've been recorder.
CHAFFINCH (Fringilla coelebs) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population stable/possibly increasing.
The species is widespread throughout the area: it is common in both urban and rural areas. There were
numerous reports of good numbers (>30) on walks across the region including 50 between Beecroft
Plantation and Timble Ings in June; in April there were 41 in Grass and Bastow Woods, 33 between Linton
Falls to the upper end of Lower Grass Wood, and 31 on a Grimwith circuit; at the end of the year there
were 75 in Haverah Park in December. There were also records of moderate numbers on passage over
Stainburn in the autumn, although the highest count of 56 on 181h October was dwarfed by numbers of
several other species during the same period. The species was a frequent garden visitor to many members'
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gardens and was recorded in every month, although the peak counts were down on last year with up to 7 or
8 in two Ilkley gardens c.f. -16 feeding on a Famley lawn last year. Juveniles were recorded between 25th
May and 31 st July with several records of young coming into feeders in members' gardens.
BRAMBLING (Fringilla montifringilla)
041 Sightings/JS Sites
Scarce passage/winter visitor.
This is a winter, non-breeding migrant from the continent. The extent of its presence is generally
dependent on the beech mast harvest (an important food source for this species). Birds were in shorter
supply in the 2008/9 winter compared with the previous one with peak counts of 3 on the Otley feeders in
February and March but with an increase in April to a peak of 9 on the 4t\ this compares with a count of
10 last year for much of the first three months of 2008. Apart from the well-reported flock at Otley
virtually all the other records were from gardens in Otley (2), Burley, Menston, Ben Rhydding,
Addingham, Threshfield and Grassington: none of these sightings were of more than 2 birds and with the
last sighting of the season from an Otley garden on 10th April. Sightings seemed scarce at the end of the
year but there were two records of sizeable flocks - 20 at Barden on ih November and 25 from John
O'Gaunts on 13th December. Apart from occasional small numbers of passage birds recorded at Timble
and Stainbum (peak 7) and a couple sightings of single birds at Otley feeders most other records were
again from gardens in the last 5 weeks of the year: 2 from Ilkley and with the Otley garden which had had
the last sighting of the season ending the year on a high with 2 pairs on the last day of the year (M&JC).
GREENFINCH (Carduelis chloris) (C)
Common breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population increasing.
It is not a popular bird with reporters and is certainly one of the more under-recorded common birds.
Nevertheless records were received from across the
% gardens where species recorded
region, although the highest counts tend to be in
90
members' gardens and the species is certainly not seen
80
in large numbers in the countryside. Also, no records
were received from the Bolton Abbey Estate or from
70
Grimwith. Virtually all the records of breeding were of
juveniles in members' gardens, seen between 11th April
60
.007
and 9th July. This species has been particularly hard hit
50
by the Trichomonosis parasite. This parasite has also
been seen in a number of other small garden birds albeit
..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _
40
to a lesser extent and had previously been known to
Jan Feb M_a r Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
have affected pigeons and doves for many years and also raptors which had fed on infected prey. The
disease results in lesions forming on the back of the throat and gullet, with birds appearing lethargic48 . It
was first confirmed in 2005 with the first big outbreak in the late summer of 2006 where it was centred in
the West Midlands, the Southwest and North West England. The effects have been seen the BTO garden
Birdwatch. The curve shows the % of gardens in which the species is recorded throughout the year: the
disease staiis to affect the curves at the end of 2006 and by 2008 there had been a 10% fall. I have seen
some effects of this disease in my own garden with peak annual counts dropping from 20 in 2006, to 17 in
2007 and 2008 and only 14 in 2009.
GOLDFINCH (Carduelis carduelis)
146 Sightings/56 Sites
Common breeding resident/migrant/passage visitor: population probably increasing.
This is a popular species, which gets well reported from rural environments and is a particularly popular
garden visitor throughout the region (with a remarkably high 30% of all records coming from gardens).
The largest flock sizes at the start of the year included 35 across the river from someone' s garden in Otley
(in January) and 25 in the nursery at Middleton (in March): in the north flock sizes were smaller with
counts of 6 from several places. In the second half of the year there were 50 birds at Reva Hill and 40
birds at Knotford Nook in August and 32 from Fewston and 30 at Otley the following month (the peak
count from Otley was 50 in December): in the north there was a largish flock below Capstone Gate with 30
seen in September (all rather smaller than the 100+ above Yockenthwaite in September of last year). Birds
The parasite cannot survive long outside the host's body so transmission is usually through con taminated food and water.
Good hygiene is imperative and, if any infected birds are seen in the garden, feeders and water containers should be thoroughly cleaned
out.
48
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were recorded in the gardens of 60% of those submitting garden records, with peak counts of 18 in
Addingham and Burley in January, 10 at Menston in February and 12 in a second Burley garden in the
spring49 : 43 were ringed in a Pool garden during the year.
111 Sightings/34 Sites
SISKIN (Carduelis spinus)
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: breeding population increasing.
Like the brambling, numbers of this species in the 2008/9 winter failed to match the large influxes seen in
the previous winter. It is recorded throughout the region, although there were no records submitted from
Littondale this year. The proportion of records of garden sightings was even higher than for the previous
species (i.e. - 40%) which means that rural records were very thinly spread out across the region. There
were few records of large numbers. The peak rural count was 100+ at Low Dam on 2gth September
(although there was a similar number just outside the region at Hollins Hill, Guiseley around the same
time): other high counts of between 20 and 30 were from Otley (January), Timble (April), Conistone
(September) and John O'Gaunts (October and December): there were also reported to be 'good numbers'
at Timble Ings in late September and early October during the peak of the autumn arrival of migrants.
Although numbers in gardens were typically between 1 and 3, there were some impressive counts during
the first 3 months including up to 30 in Burley and 12 in Addingham. There were sightings in every month
which means there is always the possibility that some birds staying on in the area may breed, so it is not
surprising that there were two records of 2 juveniles in gardens in Addingham on 19th May and in Burley in
mid June. Around 65% of gardens submitting records reported sightings of this species. There were
occasional VisMig sightings of small numbers heading north in the spring, up to a peak of 34, between late
March to late April. Autumn arrivals of up to 55 were recorded between early September and early
October.
LINNET (Carduelis cannabina)
044 Sightings/24 Sites
Uncommon breeding migrant: population stable.
This is a summer visitor that mostly migrates south for winter; over recent years the date of the first record
has varied wildly by around a month. This year the first sighting was a more normal date of gth March, 6
weeks earlier than last year. This was a decidedly good year for this species with both sightings and sites
up by 60 - 70%. The species used to enjoy a stronghold in the area but numbers are now generally low
(usually 5 or below) and the number of counts in double figures continues slowly to drop. As in 2008 the
largest sighting by far was at the start of the season and from High Royds with - 40 on gth March and 20+
there on 2gth April. Sightings were spread across the region but were rather more common from mid- than
upper Wharfedale although, apart from the early large sighting, the peak counts were similar - 6 on
Middleton Moor on 1st May 50 and Draughton Heights on 31st July, and 5 on a walk taking in Hebden Beck,
Yambury and Grassington on 2nd July. The only record of breeding was of 'families' at Hardisty Hill on
16th June. This is an unusual garden bird but this year there were two sightings - a garden first from
Addingham on 28th April and another from our distant members at Nethergill Farm in Oughtershaw who
enjoy an interesting spectrum of birds from their kitchen window and saw some feeding on grass seeds on
gth August. There was an occasional spring record of a few passage birds from the VisMig site: in the
autumn there was the occasional record in August but with passage peaking in late September and early
October with a maximum count of 170 on 26th September and with passage petering out by late October.
TWITE (Carduelis jlavirostris)
002 Sightings/OJ Site
Scarce breeding resident/passage migrant: population declining.
This species is red-listed because of the historic population decline in the UK between 1800 and 1995 and
the distribution is so limited that BTO cannot produce population statistics. A Species Recovery Project
started for this species in 2008 and the situation is reviewed in the 2008 State of the UK's Birds. It reports
that the English stronghold is in the Pennines south of Skipton but that the species has declined massively
in both numbers and range - with numbers reducing by 84% in the South Pennine SPA between 1990 and
2004/5. The 2008 project has established that the population is now only between 93 and 111 pairs, more
than 60% occurring at only 7 sites and with numbers at some sites declining by 50% since 2004/5. The
project will monitor numbers each year with habitat improvement getting under way this year. In this
rather gloomy scenario it is perhaps not surprising that there was only one record this year at Dale Head
49
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BTO shows peak m onths for garden visits by this species is between January to July with a peak in April.
Although there was a record of their being 'plenty' in the Low Snowden area.
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(Penyghent Fell) on 11th August (E&PS, JF) when a small flock of 5 were seen at the start of a WNS
Geology Walk! There was also a record of a pair just outside the WNS area in Silverdale on 2gth June.
LESSER REDPOLL (Carduelis cabaret)
056 Sightings/26 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population may be in shallow decline.
This is a species which can crop up anywhere around the region but with the most frequent sightings from
three areas - Washburn and especially Timble Ings, and Grass Wood and Grimwith in the north, with only
one record of birds at the well-watched Otley (which had a resident flock last year which rather distorted
the records), and none from Littondale. Unlike the linnet there were still a few counts of > 10 from across
the region with the peak count coming unusually from a member's garden with up to 60 in Burley between
late Febrnary and early May (PBR), and with 15 in Strid Wood (April), 47 on Stainburn Moor
(September), 17 at Grimwith (October) and 54 in Haverah Park (November)51. Apart from the Burley
record this is not a common garden bird. It was seen in 6 gardens (- 20%), with 3 of them in the Burley
area, but with 1-3 birds being typical (and a comment from Ben Rhydding that garden numbers were down
this year). There were records of modest numbers of passage birds from the VisMig Stainbum site in the
autumn with a peak of 46 on the 26th.
COMMON CROSSBILL (Loxia curvirostra)
049 Sightings/I I Sites
Scarce breeding resident/passage/winter visitor: population erratic due to irruptive behaviour.
We now have two areas in Wharfedale where the species is resident and can be seen regularly. In the
south, there were regular sightings of up to 12 birds in Timble Ings in the first half of the year (AJ): in the
north, they are seen in Oughtershaw although there were reported to be fewer birds than in 2008 - and that
they were seen less frequently (C&FC). Once again there was an influx of birds in mid-year. It was
reported that vast numbers were on the move in Scandinavia with large numbers starting to arrive in the
Northern Isles in June. Later there were reports in late July of parties across England including several
groups in London suburbs and a small flock outside Blackpool. The first record of their arrival in our area
was of a flock of 113 flying across Thrnscross on 19th July. Subsequently most records were from the
Swinsty/Timble Ings area with the occasional sighting from the Bolton Abbey Estate. There was a flock of
up to 50 birds including juveniles which was recorded between 1st August and 4th November often in the
comer of the main Swinsty car park. Another flock at Timble Ings was typically - 30 but with a peak count
of 100+ on 27th September in the north. At Bolton Abbey there were flocks totalling 50 at the Valley of
Desolation and Laund Pasture on 12th October and a small party in Lower Fell Plantation on 1ih Nov.
BULLFINCH (Pyrrhula pyrrhula)
098 Sightings/33 Sites
Common breeding resident: population stable with stronghold in Washburn.
There is a national downward trend which continues to give considerable cause for concern, but this was a
typical year in our area with a good set of reports and with plenty of sightings from members' gardens in
almost every month of the year (except September), and comprising 30% of all records. Sightings from the
north are always lirnited52 : there were several records from the Grassington/Hebden area, with the only
other records of 2 males at Scargill house in January and a single bird around Buckden in September. In
the south the bullfinch is much more likely to be seen in the town gardens of mid Wharfedale (or on the
feeders at Otley53) than in the rural environment, with only limited records from the Washburn and the
Bolton Abbey Estate. Sightings are usually of 1 or 2 birds but there were up to 6 at the start of the year on
the Otley feeders, 6 in an Addingham garden (described as a welcome increase) and 5 on cherry buds on
the Middleton hospital site: later in the year there were 3 pairs in the Barden Bridge area in June and 8 in
Menston in December. There were four records of juveniles, two in gardens, between 17th June and 5th
September with an adult with 4 juveniles in an Addingham garden in early July. The species was recorded
in - 60% of gardens for which records were submitted.
LAPLAND BUNTING (Calcarius lapponicus)
002 Sightings/02Sites
Rare vagrant.
There were two records of this species, both during autumn migration activities. A single bird was heard
overhead during an early morning ringing campaign at Timble on 13th October (AJ): this was on the same
Although there were two reports from Timble Ings in early October of 'good numbers' in northern Timble on the Sth and of
them being 'everywhere' on the 13th. This was around the time large numbers of winter visitors were arriving. In addition 60 were ringed
there during the year.
52
There are typically records from between 2 and 6 sites in the north c.f. 20-28 in the south.
53
22 birds were ringed at Otley of which 2 had been ringed before (AJ).
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day as a massive influx of winter thrushes when the area was reported to be 'awash with birds'. There was
another record of a single bird from a VisMig watch at Stainbum on 31st October between 6.45 and I lam
(BOG). Overall there were around 30 reports on Birdguides of incoming birds, usually in ones and twos,
coming into North and East Yorkshire during October. This is a rare species for our area; the first sighting
was not until 1989 and this is only the 4th year in which it has been recorded.
REED BUNTING (Emberiza schoeniclus)
073 Sightings/27 Sites
Uncommon breeding resident/passage visitor: population probably stable.
This is a generally scarce but well-reported species, which is subject to local winter movement out of our
area and/or to lowland sites. In the south records were somewhat distorted by sightings from Otley (which
comprised -35% of the total). However, it was well reported elsewhere in the south, both along the valleys
and from some of the moors, although never in large numbers. High counts from there included 7 on
Middleton Moor (February), 4 at Lower Barden Reservoir (April), 10 (i.e. 5 pairs) on Draughton Heights
(both June) and 5 on Stainbum Moor (October): there were regular high counts from Otley in the first 7
months of the year with a peak of 7 in April. It was reported that numbers in the Washburn were similar to
last year, which meant only the odd one on a walk (PBR). Sightings are much scarcer in the north with
Grimwith the only reliable site with 60% of records from there and with remaining sightings widely
dispersed from Linton Bottoms, Penyghent Fell and a couple of sites along the Oughtershaw valley: the
count of 7 from Grimwith were far and away the highest count from the north and equal to peak counts in
the south. Birds were seen carrying food at Grimwith (8th June) and at Otley on the 11th but the only
juvenile recorded was at March Ghyll Reservoir on 1st July. It was a fairly rare garden bird this year with 6
records (-20%) during two periods - one for a month from 22nd February and the other in December:
Addingham and Beamsley gardens reported the species in their gardens for the first time.
SNOW BUNTING (Plectrophenax nivalis)
007 Sightings/OJ Sites
Rare passage migrant/winter visitor.
Mid-November proved to be a good time to see this rare species, which has been reported (sparingly) in our
area every year since 1997. The season started on 9th November when a female/immature gave splendid
views as it flew low over the Stainbum VisMig site heading WSW (BOG). On 11th three birds were found
(GLe) at the interesting migration site at Nab End on Addingham Moorside, where they were well observed
until the 15th (also J&FTo, BOG, K&PL, JF). One of the birds there was surprisingly tame: I went up on
the 13th and initially failed to find anything - until I realised there was a very confiding female hopping
along on the ground just in front ofme! Finally, there was a bird on Grassington Moor on the lih (GL*).
YELLOWHAMMER (Emberiza citrinel/a)
004 Sightings/02 Sites
Scarce breeding resident whose population is declining and is probably close to disappearing.from area.
Although it is perfectly possible to go to several reserves in the Harrogate area and expect to see this
species without any problem, as well as there being regular sightings at a farm less than lkm outside our
area, they are getting increasingly rare within our boundaries. They had been hanging on at a site near
Leathley but in ever decreasing numbers: peak counts have declined from 5 birds in 2004 to 2 in 2005 and
2006 with the last sighting of a single bird in 2007. However, there were two sightings from the extreme
east of the region, from Weeton, on 3rd and 14th April (RF, GF&PL), the earlier sighting was of 5 birds
recorded during a BTO survey of SE 24Y. Finally, there were two sightings from the Stainbum VisMig
site with 1 on the 14th October and 3 on the 26th_
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Winter Visitors

s

ecies
Common Goldeneye
Waxwing
Fieldfare
Redwing
Bramblin

Date
21/04
18/02
25/04
02/04
10/04

Last dates
Site
Famley
llkley
Pen - y - Ghent Fell
Knotford Nook
Otle

Date
13/10

03/ 10 58
08/1 0
13/10

First Dates
Site
Knotford
None at end of year
Grimwith
Barden View Point
Timble In s, Stainburn

Annex B
GARDEN RECORDS in 2009

There is a wide range of approaches to recording garden sightings from those people who provide monthly
peak counts of all the birds seen in the garden to those who only provide highlights. Sightings also include
birds in the garden but also birds seen/ram the garden.
82 species were recorded in or from members' gardens (with 1050 records received). A Burley garden
(SB) recorded 47 species in or from the garden. Peak counts from other towns were 37 (Ilkley - D&AB), 34
(Otley - PP and Addingham - DLR), 31 (Threshfield - GL *) and 30 (Menston - K&PL). As part of my
contribution to the BTO Atlas of breeding birds I recorded 14 species of juveniles in the garden during the
year plus a juvenile sparrowhawk perched on top of a tree in the next garden.
Rarities (usually only recorded in a single garden)
• Garden birds of the year were sightings of black grouse from an Oughtershaw garden (17th 20 1h October - C&FC) and a grey partridge from a Burley garden (SB) in the snow on 5th
February.
• The records from an Otley garden (PP) which fronts onto the river included little grebe, mute swan,
greylag, goosander and kingfisher: also overflying cormorant and common tern.
• A little owl was seen perched on a telegraph pole at the end of the drive (D&AB): sightings of tawny
owl were considerably more frequent.
• Sightings of more unusual warblers included a whitethroat on an Oughtershaw feeder (C&FC) on sth
August and garden warblers in Beamsley in the spring (GF&AP) Addingham (DLR) on 301h June.
• A spotted flycatcher bred in a Kilnsey garden (EC*) during the summer; there was a brief record
from Beamsley on 2nd May (GF&AP).
• A remarkable 5 gardens reported tree sparrows from Pool up to Kilnsey.
Sightings of less common birds
The following table shows the percentage of gardens in which less common birds were recorded. It is only
possible to record a range of values since not everyone records all the birds seen in their gardens:
Heron

20 - 25

Mallard

15 - 20

Red Kite

30 - 40

Buzzard
Sparrowhawk

10 - 15
45 - 60

Kestrel
Moorhen
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5 - 10
5 - 10

Burley (2 gardens), llkley (2) and Addingham (2) mainly overflights but with 4
records ofbirds landing.
Otley, Burley, Ben Rhydding, llkley and Addingham usually visiting rather than
overflying.
Otley (4 gardens) (3 birds max), Burley (2 gardens, 2 max), Denton (1 garden, 1
max) Middleton (1 garden, 4 max) and Beamslev (1 garden, 2 max).
Otley, Burley, Denton and Threshfield (2).
Otley (4), Menston (1), Burley (2), Denton (1), Ben Rhydding (1), llkley (3),
Addingham (1), Threshfield and Kilnsev.
Denton and Middleton.
Ben Rhvdding and Addingham

There was an extremely unusual sighting of 2 passage birds at Thruscross on
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1st August.

Tawny Owl

Great-spotted
Woodpecker
Waxwing
Fieldfare

Redwing
Blackcap
Chiffchaff
Willow Warbler
Nuthatch
Treecreeper
Jay
Tree Sparrow
Brambling

Siskin
Lesser Redpoll
Bullfinch
Reed bunting

20 - 30

Many members reported hearing birds calling but the figure given is the percentage
seen in or near gardens in Otley, Menston, Burley, Ilkley (3 gardens) and
Addingham.
40 - 55 Otley (3), Menston, Burley (2), Ben Rhydding (2), Middleton, Ilkley, Addingham
(2), and Kilnsey.
10 - 15 Burley, llkley and Addingham.
25 - 35 An unusually high figure with Otley, Menston (2), Middleton, Ilkley (3),
Addingham and Grassington. There were 2 gardens at the start of the year but a
very hizh 7 in the second half ofDecember.
45 - 60 Recorded in 15 gardens, 8 at the start of the year and 13 at the end.
20 - 30 Otley, Menston, Burley (2), Ben Rhydding, Addingham and Kilnsey (7 of 10
sightings in the winter).
10 - 15 Menston and Burley (2 gardens)
20 - 30 Burley, Ilkley, Addingham, Beamsley, Threshfield and Kilnsey
40 - 55 Otley, Burley (2), Middleton, llkley (4), Addingham (2), Threshfield, Grassington
and Kilnsey.
15 - 20 Burley, Ben Rhydding, Ilkley and Addingham (2)
45 - 60 Remarkably high number of sightings from 15 gardens.
15 - 25 Pool, Otley, Burley, Addingham, Beamsley and Kilnsey.
30 - 40 Otley (2), Menston, Burley, Ben Rhydding, Ilkley (2), Addingham, Threshfield and
Grassington. They were recorded in 8 gardens at the start of the year but were
much rarer at the end being seen in only 3 gardens.
60 - 75 Recorded in 19 gardens with juveniles recorded in Burley, Ben Rhydding,
Addingham and Kilnsey (15 - 20%)
20 - 25 Burley (3 gardens), Ben Rhydding, Ilkley and Addingham
50 - 70 Recorded in 17 gardens
20 - 25 Burley, Ben Rhydding Ilkley, Addingham and Beamsley: the species was new for
the last two gardens.
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In Word a long dash can be achieved by typing two hyphens as you write (or insert from 'symbol').
Numbers: In articles (except in Recorders reports) spell out numbers from 1 to 10: one, two, three etc. (except in a
series of numbers)
Please don't use Headers and Footers or Markup (as under 'View')
Note:
lOOs, 1920s (no apostrophe)
Grass Wood and Strid Wood (singular)
Penyghent (we now write as one word)
Kex Gill, Trollers Gill (but March Ghyll)
mid Wharfedale, upper Wharfedale (no capitals or hyphens)
Illustrations are welcome in the form of photographs or drawings, together with captions and should be separate from
articles, reports or records. Please send high resolution (large) files, especially if they are likely to be printed in colour.
If photographs are to be integrated with text, please send a copy showing where photos should be embedded.
Thanks to all contributors.
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